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“I Hate You—Don’t Leave Me was the first book to introduce
BPD to the public. We are all indebted to Dr. Kreisman for his
pioneering efforts to raise awareness of this painful mental
disorder. As research and treatment have advanced so much
since then, we welcome this needed update to what is now a
classic text.”

—Valerie Porr, MA, president and founder of Treatment and
Research 

Advancements National Association for Personality Disorder,
and 

author of Overcoming BPD

 

 
“Dr. Kreisman and Hal Straus have thoroughly revised their
twenty-year classic to include the latest advances in therapies
and medications while retaining the rich, easy-to-read style of
the first edition. Real-life case studies and the extensive list of
references illuminate our understanding of borderline
personality not only for the general public but for
professionals as well. This book belongs on the bookshelf of
patients, their friends and family, and for all those who help in
their healing.”

—Randi Kreger, author of Stop Walking on Eggshells and 
The Essential Family Guide to Borderline Personality

Disorder
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PREFACE
When the first edition of I Hate You—Don’t Leave Me was
published in 1989, very little information was available to the
general public on the subject of Borderline Personality
Disorder. Research into the causes of, and treatments for, BPD
was in its infancy. The few articles that had appeared in
consumer magazines vaguely outlined the disorder as it began
to infiltrate the “American consciousness.” There were
virtually no books on BPD for the patient or the patient’s close
family and friends. The response to our book, both in this
country and abroad with foreign translations, has been most
gratifying. My intention to produce a work accessible to the
general public, yet functional for professionals with useful
references, seems to have been fulfilled.

To say that a lot has happened in this area over twenty years
is obviously a vast understatement. Several other books on
BPD have been published, including our own Sometimes I Act
Crazy (2004), describing the experience of this illness from
the perspectives of afflicted individuals, family members, and
treating professionals. Greater understanding of the etiology,
biological, genetic, psychological, and social implications and
treatment approaches has added exponentially to our
knowledge. So the challenge of writing this second edition
was to highlight and explain the most important advances,
present useful, referenced information for the professional, and
yet manage the length of the book so it can continue to serve
as an engaging introduction to BPD for the lay reader. To
achieve this balance, a few chapters needed only updating, but
others, especially those on the possible biological and genetic
roots of the syndrome, were extensively rewritten in order to
incorporate the latest scientific research. Additionally, specific
psychotherapeutic approaches and drug treatments have
evolved to such an extent that it was necessary to include
entirely new chapters on these topics. The book’s reliance on
real-life case stories, to give the reader insight into what life is
like for—and with—a borderline, continues in this edition,



though the backdrop of these stories was altered to reflect the
changes in American society from one century to the next.
Perhaps the biggest change from the first edition is one of
overall tone: whereas the prognosis for patients was
understandably bleak two decades ago, it is now (based on
numerous longitudinal studies) much more positive.

And yet, despite these advancements, it is disappointing to
review the preface to the first edition and recognize that
misunderstanding and especially stigma still run rampant.
BPD remains an illness that continues to confuse the general
public and terrify many professionals. As recently as 2009, a
Time magazine article reported that “[b]orderlines are the
patients psychologists fear most” and “[m]any therapists have
no idea how to treat [them].” As Marsha Linehan, a leading
expert on BPD, noted, “Borderline individuals are the
psychological equivalent of third-degree burn patients. They
simply have, so to speak, no emotional skin. Even the slightest
touch or movement can create immense suffering.”1
Nevertheless, development of specific therapies and drugs
targeted at the disorder (see chapters 8 and 9) has provided
some relief from patients’ burdens, and perhaps more
important, public awareness of BPD has grown significantly
from what it was in 1989. As you will see in the Resources
section at the end of this book, the number of books, websites,
and support groups has proliferated. Perhaps the clearest sign
of public acknowledgment occurred in 2008, when Congress
designated May as “Borderline Personality Disorder
Awareness Month.”

Still, huge challenges remain, especially financial.
Reimbursement for cognitive medical services is shamefully,
disproportionately small. For one hour of psychotherapy, most
insurance companies (as well as Medicare) pay less than 8
percent of the reimbursement rate allocated for a minor
outpatient surgical procedure, such as a fifteen-minute cataract
operation. Research for BPD has also been inadequate. The
lifetime prevalence rate of BPD in the population is twice that
of both schizophrenia and bipolar disorder combined, and yet



the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) devotes less
than 2 percent of the monies apportioned to the studies of
those illnesses to research on BPD.2 As our country tries to
control health care costs, we must understand that investment
in research will eventually improve the health of this country
and thus lower long-term health care costs. But we will need
to reevaluate the priorities we place on limited resources, and
recognize that rationing may impact not only delivery of care
but also advancements toward a cure.

Many in the public and professional realm have kindly
referred to the original publication of this book as the “classic”
in the field. After two decades, it has been a labor of love to
revisit our work and update the voluminous data accumulated
during this interval. It is my hope that by refreshing and
refurbishing our original effort we can play a small part in
rectifying the misunderstandings and erasing the stigma
associated with BPD and retain the honor of being referenced
widely as a primary resource.

 

—Jerold J. Kreisman, MD
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NOTE TO READER
Most books on health follow a number of style guidelines (for
example, Publication Manual of the American Psychological
Association ) that are designed to minimize the stigma of
disease and to employ politically correct gender designations.
Specifically, referring to an individual by an illness (for
example, “the schizophrenic usually has …”) is discouraged;
instead, reference is made to an individual who expresses
symptoms of the disease (for example, “the patient diagnosed
as a schizophrenic usually has …”). Also, gender-specific
pronouns are avoided; instead, sentences are structured in a
passive syntax or use “he/she, him/her” constructions.

Though laudable in some respects, these recommendations
complicate the communication of information. Although we
abhor the implied disrespect and dehumanization of referring
to people by their medical conditions (“Check on the
gallbladder in the next room!”), we have nevertheless chosen,
for the sake of clarity and efficiency, to sometimes refer to
individuals by their diagnosis. For example, we use the term
“borderline(s)” as a kind of shorthand to represent the more
precise designation, “human being(s) who exhibit(s)
symptoms consistent with the diagnosis Borderline Personality
Disorder, as defined by the American Psychiatric
Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR).” For
the same reason, we alternate pronouns throughout, rather than
burden the reader with the “he/she, him/her” construction. We
trust that the reader will grant us this liberty to streamline the
text.
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Chapter One
The World of the Borderline

Everything looked and sounded
unreal. Nothing was what it is. That’s
what I wanted—to be alone with
myself in another world where truth
is untrue and life can hide from itself.

—From Long Day’s Journey into Night, by Eugene O’Neill

 

 

 

Dr. White thought it would all be relatively straightforward.
Over the five years he had been treating Jennifer, she had few
medical problems. Her stomach complaints were probably due
to gastritis, he thought, so he treated her with antacids. But
when her stomach pains became more intense despite
treatment and routine testing proved normal, Dr. White
admitted Jennifer to the hospital.

After a thorough medical workup, Dr. White inquired about
stresses Jennifer might be experiencing at work and home. She
readily acknowledged that her job as a personnel manager for
a major corporation was very pressured, but as she put it,
“Many people have pressure jobs.” She also revealed that her
home life was more hectic recently: She was trying to cope
with her husband’s busy legal practice while tending to the
responsibilities of being a mother. But she doubted the
connection of these factors to her stomach pains.

When Dr. White recommended that Jennifer seek
psychiatric consultation, she initially resisted. It was only after
her discomfort turned into stabs of pain that she reluctantly
agreed to see the psychiatrist Dr. Gray.



They met a few days later. Jennifer was an attractive blond
woman who appeared younger than her twenty-eight years.
She lay in bed in a hospital room that had been transformed
from an anonymous cubicle into a personalized lair. A stuffed
animal sat next to her in bed and another lay on the nightstand
beside several pictures of her husband and son. Get-well cards
were meticulously displayed in a line along the windowsill,
flanked by flower arrangements.

At first, Jennifer was very formal, answering all of Dr.
Gray’s questions with great seriousness. Then she joked about
how her job was “driving me to see a shrink.” The longer she
talked, the sadder she looked. Her voice became less
domineering and more childlike.

She told him how a job promotion was exacting more
demands—new responsibilities that were making her feel
insecure. Her five-year-old son was starting school, which was
proving to be a difficult separation for both of them. Conflicts
with Allan, her husband, were increasing. She described rapid
mood swings and trouble sleeping. Her appetite had steadily
decreased and she was losing weight. Her concentration,
energy, and sex drive had all diminished.

Dr. Gray recommended a trial of antidepressant
medications, which improved her gastric symptoms and
seemed to normalize her sleeping patterns. In a few days she
was ready for discharge and agreed to continue outpatient
therapy.

Over the following weeks, Jennifer talked more about her
upbringing. Reared in a small town, she was the daughter of a
prominent businessman and his socialite wife. Her father, an
elder in the local church, demanded perfection from his
daughter and her two older brothers, constantly reminding the
children that the community was scrutinizing their behavior.
Jennifer’s grades, her behavior, even her thoughts were never
quite good enough. She feared her father, yet constantly—and
unsuccessfully—sought his approval. Her mother remained
passive and detached. Her parents evaluated her friends, often



deeming them unacceptable. As a result, she had few friends
and even fewer dates.

Jennifer described her roller-coaster emotions, which
seemed to have worsened when she started college. She began
drinking for the first time, sometimes to excess. Without
warning, she would feel lonely and depressed and then high
with happiness and love. On occasion, she would burst out in
rage against her friends—fits of anger that she had somehow
managed to suppress as a child.

It was about this time that she also began to appreciate the
attention of men, something she had previously always
avoided. Though she enjoyed being desired, she always felt
she was “fooling” or tricking them somehow. After she began
dating a man, she would sabotage the relationship by stirring
up conflict.

She met Allan as he was completing his law studies. He
pursued her relentlessly and refused to be driven away when
she tried to back off. He liked to choose her clothes and advise
her on how to walk, how to talk, and how to eat nutritiously.
He insisted she accompany him to the gym where he
frequently worked out.

“Allan gave me an identity,” she explained. He advised her
on how to interact with his society partners and clients, when
to be aggressive, when to be demure. She developed a cast of
“repertoire players”—characters or roles whom she could call
to the stage on cue.

They married, at Allan’s insistence, before the end of her
junior year. She quit school and began working as a
receptionist, but her employer recognized her intelligence and
promoted her to more responsible jobs.

At home, however, things began to sour. Allan’s career and
his interest in bodybuilding caused him to spend more time
away from home, which Jennifer hated. Sometimes she would
start fights just to keep him home a little longer. Frequently,
she would provoke him into hitting her. Afterward she would
invite him to make love to her.



Jennifer had few friends. She devalued women as gossipy
and uninteresting. She hoped that Scott’s birth, coming two
years after her marriage, would provide the comfort she
lacked. She felt her son would always love her and always be
there for her. But the demands of an infant were
overwhelming, and after a while, Jennifer decided to return to
work.

Despite frequent praise and successes at work, Jennifer
continued to feel insecure, that she was “faking it.” She
became sexually involved with a coworker who was almost
forty years her senior.

“Usually I’m okay,” she told Dr. Gray. “But there’s another
side that takes over and controls me. I’m a good mother. But
my other side makes me a whore; it makes me act crazy!”

Jennifer continued to deride herself, particularly when
alone; during times of solitude, she would feel abandoned,
which she attributed to her own unworthiness. Anxiety would
threaten to overwhelm her unless she found some kind of
release. Sometimes she’d indulge in eating binges, once
consuming an entire bowl of cookie batter. She would spend
long hours gazing at pictures of her son and husband, trying to
“keep them alive in my brain.”

Jennifer’s physical appearance at her therapy sessions
fluctuated dramatically. When coming directly from work, she
would dress in a business suit that exuded maturity and
sophistication. But on days off she showed up in short pants
and knee socks, with her hair in braids; at these appointments
she acted like a little girl with a high-pitched voice and a more
limited vocabulary.

Sometimes she would transform right before Dr. Gray’s
eyes. She could be insightful and intelligent, working
collaboratively toward greater self-understanding, and then
become a child, coquettish and seductive, pronouncing herself
incapable of functioning in the adult world. She could be
charming and ingratiating or manipulative and hostile. She
could storm out of one session, vowing never to return, and at



the next session cower with the fear that Dr. Gray would
refuse to see her again.

Jennifer felt like a child clad in the armor of an adult. She
was perplexed at the respect she received from other adults;
she expected them to see through her disguise at any moment,
revealing her as an empress with no clothes. She needed
someone to love and protect her from the world. She
desperately sought closeness, but when someone came too
close, she ran.

 

 
Jennifer is afflicted with Borderline Personality Disorder
(BPD). She is not alone. Recent studies estimate that 18
million or more Americans (almost 6 percent of the
population) exhibit primary symptoms of BPD, and many
studies suggest this figure is an underestimation. 1
Approximately 10 percent of psychiatric outpatients and 20
percent of inpatients, and between 15 and 25 percent of all
patients seeking psychiatric care, are diagnosed with the
disorder. It is one of the most common of all of the personality
disorders.2,3,4

Yet, despite its prevalence, BPD remains relatively
unknown to the general public. Ask the man on the street
about anxiety, depression, or alcoholism, and he would
probably be able to provide a sketchy, if not technically
accurate, description of the illness. Ask him to define
Borderline Personality Disorder, and he would probably give
you a blank stare. Ask an experienced mental health clinician
about the disorder, on the other hand, and you will get a much
different response. She will sigh deeply and exclaim that of all
the psychiatric patients, borderlines are the most difficult, the
most dreaded, and the most to be avoided—more than
schizophrenics, more than alcoholics, more than any other
patient. For more than a decade, BPD has been lurking as a



kind of “Third World” of mental illness—indistinct, massive,
and vaguely threatening.

BPD has been underrecognized partly because the diagnosis
is still relatively new. For years, “borderline” was used as a
catchall category for patients who did not fit more established
diagnoses. People described as “borderline” seemed more ill
than neurotics (who experience severe anxiety secondary to
emotional conflict), yet less ill than psychotics (whose
detachment from reality makes normal functioning
impossible).

The disorder also coexists with, and borders on, other
mental illnesses: depression, anxiety, bipolar (manic-
depressive) disorder, schizophrenia, somatization disorder
(hypochondriasis), dissociative identity disorder (multiple
personality), attention deficit/ hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
post-traumatic stress disorder, alcoholism, drug abuse
(including nicotine dependence), eating disorders, phobias,
obsessive-compulsive disorder, hysteria, sociopathy, and other
personality disorders.

Though the term borderline was first coined in the 1930s,
the condition was not clearly defined until the 1970s. For
years, psychiatrists could not seem to agree on the separate
existence of the syndrome, much less on the specific
symptoms necessary for diagnosis. But as more and more
people began to seek therapy for a unique set of life problems,
the parameters of the disorder crystallized. In 1980, the
diagnosis of Borderline Personality Disorder was first defined
in the American Psychiatric Association’s third edition of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-
III), the diagnostic “bible” of the psychiatric profession. Since
then, several revisions of the DSM have been produced, the
most recent being DSM-IV-TR, published in 2000. Though
various schools within psychiatry still quarrel over the exact
nature, causes, and treatment of BPD, the disorder is officially
recognized as a major mental health problem in America
today. Indeed, BPD patients consume a greater percentage of
mental health services than those with just about any other



diagnosis.5,6 Additionally, studies corroborate that about 90
percent of patients with the BPD diagnosis also share at least
one other major psychiatric diagnosis.7,8

In many ways, the borderline syndrome has been to
psychiatry what the virus is to general medicine: an inexact
term for a vague but pernicious illness that is frustrating to
treat, difficult to define, and impossible for the doctor to
explain adequately to his patient.

Demographic Borders

Who are the borderline people one meets in everyday life?

She is Carol, a friend since grade school. Over a minor
slight, she accuses you of stabbing her in the back and tells
you that you were really never her friend at all. Weeks or
months later, Carol calls back, congenial and blasé, as if
nothing had happened between you.

He is Bob, a boss in your office. One day, Bob bestows
glowing praise on your efforts in a routine assignment; another
day, he berates you for an insignificant error. At times he is
reserved and distant; other times he is suddenly and
uproariously “one of the boys.”

She is Arlene, your son’s girlfriend. One week, she is the
picture of preppy; the next, she is the epitome of punk. She
breaks up with your son one night, only to return hours later,
pledging endless devotion.

He is Brett, your next-door neighbor. Unable to come to
grips with his collapsing marriage, he denies his wife’s
obvious unfaithfulness in one breath, and then takes complete
blame for it in the next. He clings desperately to his family,
caroming from guilt and self-loathing to raging attacks on his
wife and children who have so “unfairly” accused him.

If the people in these short profiles seem inconsistent, it
should not be surprising—inconsistency is the hallmark of



BPD. Unable to tolerate paradox, borderlines are walking
paradoxes, human catch-22s. Their inconstancy is a major
reason why the mental health profession has had such
difficulty defining a uniform set of criteria for the illness.

If these people seem all too familiar, this also should not be
surprising. The chances are good that you have a spouse,
relative, close friend, or coworker who is borderline. Perhaps
you know a little bit about BPD or recognize borderline
characteristics within yourself.

Though it is difficult to get a firm grasp on the figures,
mental health professionals generally agree that the number of
borderlines in the general population is growing—and at a
rapid pace—though some observers claim that it is the
therapists’ awareness of the disorder that is growing rather
than the number of borderlines.

Is borderline personality really a modern-day “plague,” or is
merely the diagnostic label borderline new? In any event, the
disorder has provided new insight into the psychological
framework of several related conditions. Numerous studies
have linked BPD with anorexia, bulimia, ADHD, drug
addiction, and teenage suicide—all of which have increased
alarmingly over the last decade. Some studies have uncovered
BPD in almost 50 percent of all patients admitted to a facility
for an eating disorder.9 Other studies have found that over 50
percent of substance abusers also fulfill criteria for BPD.

Self-destructive tendencies or suicidal gestures are very
common among borderlines—indeed, they are one of the
syndrome’s defining criteria. As many as 70 percent of BPD
patients attempt suicide. The incidence of documented death
by suicide is about 8 to 10 percent and even higher for
borderline adolescents. A history of previous suicide attempts,
a chaotic family life, and a lack of support systems increase
the likelihood. The risk multiplies even more among
borderline patients who also suffer from depressive or manic-
depressive (bipolar) disorders, or from alcoholism or drug
abuse.10,11



How Doctors Diagnose Psychiatric Disease

Before 1980, the previous two editions of the DSM described
psychiatric illnesses in descriptive terms. However, DSM-III
defined psychiatric disorders along structured, categorical
paradigms; that is, several symptoms have been proposed to be
suggestive of a particular diagnosis, and when a certain
number of these criteria are met, the individual is considered
to fulfill the categorical requirements for diagnosis.
Interestingly, in the four revisions of DSM since 1980, only
minor adjustments have been made to the definitional criteria
for BPD. As we shall see shortly, nine criteria are associated
with BPD, and an individual qualifies for the diagnosis if he
exhibits five or more of the nine.

The categorical paradigm has stimulated controversy among
psychiatrists, especially regarding the diagnosis of personality
disorders. Unlike most other psychiatric illnesses, personality
disorders are generally considered to develop in early
adulthood and to persist for extended periods. These
personality traits tend to be enduring and change only
gradually over time. However, the categorical system of
definitions may result in an unrealistically abrupt diagnostic
change. In relation to BPD, a borderline patient who exhibits
five symptoms of BPD theoretically ceases to be considered
borderline if one symptom changes. Such a precipitous “cure”
seems inconsistent with the concept of personality.

Some researchers have suggested adjusting the DSM to a
dimensional approach to diagnosis. Such a model would
attempt to determine what could be called “degrees of
borderline,” since clearly some borderlines function at a higher
level than others. These authors suggest that, rather than
concluding that an individual is—or is not—borderline, the
disorder should be recognized along a spectrum. This
approach would put different weights on some of the defining
criteria, depending upon which symptoms are shown by
research to be more prevalent and enduring. Such a method
could develop a representative, “pure” borderline prototype,



which could standardize measures based on how closely a
patient “matches” the description. A dimensional approach
might be used to measure functional impairment. In this way, a
higher or lower functioning borderline would be identified by
her ability to manage her usual tasks of living. Another
methodology would gauge particular traits, such as
impulsivity, novelty-seeking, reward dependence, harm
avoidance, neuroticism (capturing such characteristics as
vulnerability to stress, poor impulse control, anxiety, mood
lability, etc.) that have been associated with BPD.12,13,14
Such adaptations may more accurately measure changes and
degrees of improvement, rather than merely determining the
presence or absence of the disorder.

To understand the difference between these two definitional
approaches, consider the way we perceive “gender.” The
determination that one is male or female is a categorical
definition, based on objective genetic and hormonal factors.
Designations of masculinity or femininity, however, are
dimensional concepts, influenced by personal, cultural, and
other less objective criteria. It is likely that future iterations of
the DSM will incorporate dimensional features of diagnosis.

Diagnosis of BPD

The most recent DSM-IV-TR lists nine categorical criteria for
BPD, five of which must be present for diagnosis.15 At first
glance, these criteria may seem unconnected or only
peripherally related. When explored in depth, however, the
nine symptoms are seen to be intricately connected, interacting
with each other so that one symptom sparks the rise of another
like the pistons of a combustion engine.

The nine criteria may be summarized as follows (each is
described in depth in chapter 2):

1. Frantic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment.

2. Unstable and intense interpersonal relationships.



3. Lack of clear sense of identity.

4. Impulsiveness in potentially self-damaging behaviors,
such as substance abuse, sex, shoplifting, reckless
driving, binge eating.

5. Recurrent suicidal threats or gestures, or self-
mutilating behaviors.

6. Severe mood shifts and extreme reactivity to
situational stresses.

7. Chronic feelings of emptiness.

8. Frequent and inappropriate displays of anger.

9. Transient, stress-related feelings of unreality or
paranoia.

This constellation of nine symptoms can be grouped into
four primary areas toward which treatment is frequently
directed:

1. Mood instability (criteria 1, 6, 7, and 8).

2. Impulsivity and dangerous uncontrolled behavior
(criteria 4 and 5).

3. Interpersonal psychopathology (criteria 2 and 3).

4. Distortions of thought and perception (criterion 9).

Emotional Hemophilia

Beneath the clinical nomenclature lies the anguish experienced
by borderlines and their families and friends. For the
borderline, much of life is a relentless emotional roller coaster
with no apparent destination. For those living with, loving, or
treating the borderline, the trip can seem just as wild, hopeless,
and frustrating.

Jennifer and millions of other borderlines are provoked to
rage uncontrollably against the people they love most. They



feel helpless and empty, with an identity splintered by severe
emotional contradictions.

Mood changes come swiftly, explosively, carrying the
borderline from the heights of joy to the depths of depression.
Filled with anger one hour, calm the next, he often has little
inkling about why he was driven to such wrath. Afterward, the
inability to understand the origins of the episode brings on
more self-hate and depression.

A borderline suffers a kind of “emotional hemophilia”; she
lacks the clotting mechanism needed to moderate her spurts of
feeling. Prick the delicate “skin” of a borderline and she will
emotionally bleed to death. Sustained periods of contentment
are foreign to the borderline. Chronic emptiness depletes him
until he is forced to do anything to escape. In the grip of these
lows, the borderline is prone to a myriad of impulsive, self-
destructive acts—drug and alcohol binges, eating marathons,
anorexic fasts, bulimic purges, gambling forays, shopping
sprees, sexual promiscuity, and self-mutilation. He may
attempt suicide, often not with the intent to die but to feel
something, to confirm he is alive.

“I hate the way I feel,” confesses one borderline. “When I
think about suicide, it seems so tempting, so inviting.
Sometimes it’s the only thing I relate to. It is difficult not to
want to hurt myself. It’s like, if I hurt myself, the fear and pain
will go away.”

Central to the borderline syndrome is the lack of a core
sense of identity. When describing themselves, borderlines
typically paint a confused or contradictory self-portrait, in
contrast to other patients who generally have a much clearer
sense of who they are. To overcome their indistinct and mostly
negative self-image, borderlines, like actors, are constantly
searching for “good roles,” complete “characters” they can use
to fill their identity void. So they often adapt like chameleons
to the environment, situation, or companions of the moment,
much like the title character in Woody Allen’s film Zelig, who
literally assumes the personality, identity, and appearance of
people around him.



The lure of ecstatic experiences, whether attained through
sex, drugs, or other means, is sometimes overwhelming for the
borderline. In ecstasy, he can return to a primal world where
the self and the external world merge—a form of second
infancy. During periods of intense loneliness and emptiness,
the borderline will go on drug binges, bouts with alcohol, or
sexual escapades (with one or several partners), sometimes
lasting days at a time. It is as if when the struggle to find
identity becomes intolerable, the solution is either to lose
identity altogether or to achieve a semblance of self through
pain or numbness.

The family background of a borderline is often marked by
alcoholism, depression, and emotional disturbances. A
borderline childhood is frequently a desolate battlefield,
scarred with the debris of indifferent, rejecting, or absent
parents, emotional deprivation, and chronic abuse. Most
studies have found a history of severe psychological, physical,
or sexual abuse in many borderline patients. Indeed, a history
of mistreatment, witness to violence, or invalidation of
experience by parents or primary caregivers distinguishes
borderline patients from other psychiatric patients.16,17

These unstable relationships carry over into adolescence and
adulthood, where romantic attachments are highly charged and
usually short-lived. The borderline will frantically pursue a
man (or woman) one day and send him packing the next.
Longer romances—usually measured in weeks or months
rather than years—are usually filled with turbulence and rage,
wonder, and excitement.

Splitting: The Black-and-White World of the
Borderline

The world of a borderline, like that of a child, is split into
heroes and villains. A child emotionally, the borderline cannot
tolerate human inconsistencies and ambiguities; he cannot
reconcile another’s good and bad qualities into a constant,



coherent understanding of that person. At any particular
moment, one is either “good” or “evil”; there is no in-between,
no gray area. Nuances and shadings are grasped with great
difficulty, if at all. Lovers and mates, mothers and fathers,
siblings, friends, and psychotherapists may be idolized one
day, totally devalued and dismissed the next.

When the idealized person finally disappoints (as we all do,
sooner or later), the borderline must drastically restructure his
strict, inflexible conceptualization. Either the idol is banished
to the dungeon or the borderline banishes himself in order to
preserve the “all-good” image of the other person.

This type of behavior, called “splitting,” is the primary
defense mechanism employed by the borderline. Technically
defined, splitting is the rigid separation of positive and
negative thoughts and feelings about oneself and others; that
is, the inability to synthesize these feelings. Most individuals
can experience ambivalence and perceive two contradictory
feeling states at one time; borderlines characteristically shift
back and forth, entirely unaware of one emotional state while
immersed in another.

Splitting creates an escape hatch from anxiety: the
borderline typically experiences a close friend or relation (call
him “Joe”) as two separate people at different times. One day,
she can admire “Good Joe” without reservation, perceiving
him as completely good; his negative qualities do not exist;
they have been purged and attributed to “Bad Joe.” Other days,
she can guiltlessly and totally despise “Bad Joe” and rage at
his evil without self-reproach—for now his positive traits do
not exist; he fully deserves the rage.

Intended to shield the borderline from a barrage of
contradictory feelings and images—and from the anxiety of
trying to reconcile those images—the splitting mechanism
often and ironically achieves the opposite effect: the frays in
the personality fabric become full-fledged rips; the sense of
her own identity and the identities of others shift even more
dramatically and frequently.



Stormy Relationships

Despite feeling continually victimized by others, a borderline
desperately seeks out new relationships; for solitude, even
temporary aloneness, is more intolerable than mistreatment. To
escape the loneliness, the borderline will flee to singles bars,
the arms of recent pickups, somewhere—anywhere—to meet
someone who might save her from the torment of her own
thoughts. The borderline is constantly searching for Mr.
Goodbar.

In the relentless search for a structured role in life, the
borderline is typically attracted to—and attracts to her—others
with complementary personality traits. The domineering,
narcissistic personality of Jennifer’s husband, for example,
cast her in a well-defined role with little effort. He was able to
give her an identity even if the identity involved
submissiveness and mistreatment.

Yet, for a borderline, relationships often disintegrate
quickly. Maintaining closeness with a borderline requires an
understanding of the syndrome and a willingness to walk a
long, perilous tight-rope. Too much closeness threatens the
borderline with suffocation. Keeping one’s distance or leaving
a borderline alone—even for brief periods—recalls the sense
of abandonment he felt as a child. In either case, the borderline
reacts intensely.

In a sense, the borderline is like an emotional explorer who
carries only a sketchy map of interpersonal relations; he finds
it extremely difficult to gauge the optimal psychic distance
from others, particularly significant others. To compensate, he
caroms back and forth from clinging dependency to angry
manipulation, from gushes of gratitude to fits of irrational
anger. He fears abandonment, so he clings; he fears
engulfment, so he pushes away. He craves intimacy and is
terrified of it at the same time. He winds up repelling those
with whom he most wants to connect.



Job and Workplace Problems

Though borderlines have extreme difficulties managing their
personal lives, many are able to function productively in a
work situation—particularly if the job is well structured,
clearly defined, and supportive. Some perform well for long
periods, but then suddenly—because of a change in the job
structure, or a drastic shift in personal life, or just plain
boredom and a craving for change—they abruptly leave or
sabotage their position and go on to the next opportunity.
Many borderlines complain of frequent or chronic minor
medical illnesses, leading to recurrent doctor visits and sick
days.18

The work world can provide sanctuary from the anarchy of
their social relationships. For this reason, borderlines
frequently function best in highly structured work
environments. The helping professions—medicine, nursing,
clergy, counseling—also attract many borderlines who strive
to achieve the power or control that elude them in social
relationships. Perhaps more important, in these roles
borderlines can provide the care for others—and receive the
recognition from others—that they yearn for in their own
lives. Borderlines are often very intelligent and display
striking artistic abilities; fueled by easy access to powerful
emotions, they can be creative and successful professionally.

But a highly competitive or unstructured job, or a highly
critical supervisor, can trigger the intense, uncontrolled anger
and the hypersensitivity to rejection to which the borderline is
susceptible. The rage can permeate the workplace and literally
destroy a career.

A “Woman’s Illness”?

Until recently, studies suggested that women borderlines
outnumbered men by as much as three or four to one.



However, more recent epidemiological research confirms that
prevalence is similar in both genders, although women enter
treatment more frequently. Moreover, severity of symptoms
and disability are greater among women. These factors may
help explain why females have been overrepresented in
clinical trials. But there may be other factors that contribute to
the impression that BPD is a “woman’s disease.”

Some critics feel that a kind of clinician bias operates with
borderline diagnoses: Psychotherapists may perceive problems
with identity and impulsivity as more “normal” in men; as a
result, they may underdiagnose BPD among males. Where
destructive behavior in women may be seen as a result of
mood dysfunction, similar behavior in men may be perceived
as antisocial. Where women in such predicaments may be
directed toward treatment, men may instead be channeled
through the criminal justice system where they may elude
correct diagnosis forever.

BPD in Different Age Groups

Many of the features of the borderline syndrome—impulsivity,
tumultuous relationships, identity confusion, mood instability
—are major developmental hurdles for any adolescent. Indeed,
establishing a core identity is the primary quest for both the
teenager and the borderline. It follows, then, that BPD is
diagnosed more commonly among adolescents and young
adults than other age groups.19

BPD appears to be rare in the elderly. Recent studies
demonstrate that the greatest decline in diagnosis of BPD
occurs after the mid-forties. From this data, some researchers
hypothesize that many older borderline adults “mature out”
and are able to achieve stabilization over time. However,
elderly adults must contend with a progressive decline in
physical and mental functioning, which can be a perilous
adaptive process for some aging borderlines. For a fragile
identity, the task of altering expectations and adjusting self-



image can exacerbate symptoms. The aging borderline with
persistent psychopathology may deny deteriorating functions,
project the blame for deficiencies onto others, and become
increasingly paranoid; at other times, he may exaggerate
handicaps and become more dependent.

Socioeconomic Factors

Borderline pathology has been identified in all cultures and
economic classes in the United States. However, rates of BPD
were significantly higher among those separated, divorced,
widowed, or living alone, and among those with lower income
and education. The consequences of poverty on infants and
children—higher stress levels, less education, and lack of good
child care, psychiatric care, and pregnancy care (perhaps
resulting in brain insults or malnutrition)—might lead to
higher incidence of BPD among the poor.

Geographic Borders

Although most of the theoretical formulations and empirical
studies of the borderline syndrome have been conducted in the
United States, other countries—Canada, Mexico, Israel,
Sweden, Denmark, other Western European nations, and the
former USSR—have recognized borderline pathologies within
their populations.

Comparative studies are scant and contradictory at this
point. For example, some studies indicate higher rates of BPD
among Hispanics, while others do not confirm this finding.
Some studies have found greater rates of BPD among Native
American men. Consistent studies are meager but could
provide great insight into the child-rearing, cultural, and social
threads that compose the causal fabric of the syndrome.



Borderline Behavior in Celebrities and Fictional
Characters

Whether the borderline personality is a new phenomenon or
simply a new label for a long-standing, interrelated cluster of
internal feelings and external behaviors is a topic of some
interest in the mental health community. Most psychiatrists
believe that the borderline syndrome has been around for quite
some time; that its increasing prominence results not so much
from its spreading (like an infectious disease or a chronic
debilitating condition) in the minds of patients but from the
awareness of clinicians. Indeed, many psychiatrists believe
that some of Sigmund Freud’s most interesting cases of
“neurosis” at the turn of the century would today be clearly
diagnosed as borderline.20

Perceived in this way, the borderline syndrome becomes an
interesting new perspective from which to understand some of
our most complex personalities—both past and present, real
and fictional. Conversely, well-known figures and characters
can be understood to illustrate different aspects of the
syndrome. Along these lines, biographers and others have
speculated that the term might apply to such wide-ranging
figures as Princess Diana, Marilyn Monroe, Zelda Fitzgerald,
Thomas Wolfe, T. E. Lawrence, Adolf Hitler, and Muammar
al-Gadhafi. Cultural critics can observe borderline features in
Blanche Dubois in A Streetcar Named Desire, Martha in Who’s
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, Sally Bowles in Cabaret, Travis
Bickle in Taxi Driver, Howard Beale in Network, and Carmen
in Bizet’s opera. Although borderline symptoms or behaviors
may be spotted in these characters, BPD should not be
assumed to necessarily cause or propel the radical actions or
destinies of these real people or the fictional characters or the
works in which they appear. Hitler, for example, was probably
driven by mental malfunctions and societal forces much more
prominent in his psyche than BPD; the root causes of Marilyn
Monroe’s (alleged) suicide were probably more complex than
to say simply it was caused by BPD. There is little evidence



that the authors of Taxi Driver or Network were consciously
trying to create a borderline protagonist. What the borderline
syndrome does furnish is another perspective from which to
interpret and analyze these fascinating personalities.

Advances in Research and Treatment

Since publication of the first edition of this book, significant
strides have been made in research into the root causes of BPD
and its treatment. Advances in our understanding of the
biological, physiological, and genetic underpinnings of
psychiatric diseases are exploding. Interactions between
different parts of the brain and how emotions and executive
reasoning intersect are being illuminated. The roles of
neurotransmitters, hormones, and chemical reactions in the
brain are better understood. Genetic vulnerability, how genes
can be switched on and off, and the collision with life events
to determine personality functioning are being studied. New
psychotherapeutic techniques have evolved.

Long-term studies confirm that many patients recover over
time and even more improve significantly. Over a decade 86
percent of borderline patients achieve sustained relief of
symptoms, almost half of those within the first two years.
However, despite diminution of defining symptoms, many of
these patients continue to struggle in social and work or school
environments. Although recurrence rates are as high as 34
percent, after ten years, full and complete recovery with good
social and vocational functioning is achieved in 50 percent of
patients.21,22 Many borderline patients improve without
consistent treatment, although continued therapy hastens
improvement.23

The Question of Borderline “Pathology”



To one degree or another, we all struggle with the same issues
as the borderline—the threat of separation, fear of rejection,
confusion about identity, feelings of emptiness and boredom.
How many of us have not had a few intense, unstable
relationships? Or flew into a rage now and then? Or felt the
allure of ecstatic states? Or dreaded being alone, or gone
through mood swings, or acted in a self-destructive manner in
some way?

If nothing else, BPD serves to remind us that the line
between “normal” and “pathological” may sometimes be a
very thin one. Do we all display, to one degree or another,
some symptoms of borderline personality? The answer is
probably yes. Indeed, many of you reading this first chapter
might be thinking that this sounds like you or someone you
know. The discriminating factor, however, is that not all of us
are controlled by the syndrome to the degree that it disrupts—
or rules—our lives. With its extremes of emotion, thought, and
behavior, BPD represents some of the best and worst of human
character—and of our society in the nascent years of the
twenty-first century. By exploring its depths and boundaries,
we may be facing up to our ugliest instincts and our highest
potentials—and the hard road we must travel to get from one
point to the other.
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Chapter Two
Chaos and Emptiness

All is caprice. They love without
measure those whom they will soon
hate without reason.

—Thomas Sydenham, seventeenth-century English physician, on “hystericks,”
the equivalent of today’s borderline personality

 

 

 

“I sometimes wonder if I’m possessed by the devil,” says
Carrie, a social worker in the psychiatric unit of a large
hospital. “I don’t understand myself. All I know is, this
borderline personality of mine has forced me into a life where
I’ve cut everyone out. So it’s very, very lonely.”

Carrie was diagnosed with the borderline syndrome after
twenty-two years of therapy, medication, and hospitalizations
for a variety of mental and physical illnesses. By then, her
medical file resembled a well-worn passport, the pages
stamped with the numerous psychiatric “territories” through
which she had traveled.

“For years I was in and out of hospitals, but I never found a
therapist who understood me and knew what I was going
through.”

Carrie’s parents were divorced when she was an infant, and
she was raised by her alcoholic mother until she was nine. A
boarding school took care of her for four years after that.

When she was twenty-one, overwhelming depression forced
her to seek therapy; she was diagnosed and treated for
depression at that time. A few years later, her moods began to
fluctuate wildly and she was treated for bipolar disorder



(manic depression). Throughout this period she repeatedly
overdosed on medications and cut her wrists many times.

“I was cutting myself and overdosing on tranquilizers,
antidepressants, or whatever drug I happened to be on,” she
recalls. “It had become almost a way of life.”

In her mid-twenties, she began to have auditory
hallucinations and became severely paranoid. At this time she
was hospitalized for the first time and diagnosed
schizophrenic.

And still later in life, Carrie was hospitalized in a cardiac-
care unit numerous times for severe chest pains, subsequently
recognized to be anxiety related. She went through periods of
binge eating and starvation fasting; over a period of several
weeks, her weight would vary by as much as seventy pounds.

When she was thirty-two, she was brutally raped by a
physician on the staff of the hospital in which she worked.
Soon after, she returned to school and was drawn into a sexual
relationship with one of her female professors. By the age of
forty-two, her collection of medical files was filled with
almost every diagnosis imaginable, including schizophrenia,
depression, bipolar disorder, hypochondriasis, anxiety,
anorexia nervosa, sexual dysfunction, and post-traumatic
stress disorder.

Despite her mental and physical problems, Carrie was able
to perform her work fairly well. Though she changed jobs
frequently, she managed to complete a doctorate in social
work. She was even able to teach for a while at a small
women’s college.

Her personal relationships, however, were severely limited.
“The only relationships I’ve had with men were ones in which
I was sexually abused. A few men have wanted to marry me,
but I have a big problem with getting close or being touched. I
can’t tolerate it. It makes me want to run. I was engaged a
couple of times, but had to break them off. It’s unrealistic of
me to think I could be anybody’s wife.”



As for friends, she says, “I’m very self-absorbed. I say
everything I think, feel, know, or don’t know. It’s so hard for
me to get interested in other people.”

After more than twenty years of treatment, Carrie’s
symptoms were finally recognized and diagnosed as BPD. Her
dysfunction evolved from ingrained, enduring personality
traits, more indicative of a personality or “trait” disorder than
her previously diagnosed, transient “state” illnesses.

“The most difficult part of being a borderline personality
has been the emptiness, the loneliness, and the intensity of
feelings,” she says today. “The extreme behaviors keep me so
confused. At times I don’t know what I’m feeling or who I
am.”

A better understanding of Carrie’s illness has led to more
consistent treatment. Medications have been useful for treating
acute symptoms and providing the glue for maintaining a more
coherent sense of self; at the same time, she has acknowledged
the limitations of the medications.

Her psychiatrist, working with her other physicians, has
helped her to understand the connection between her physical
complaints and her anxiety and to avoid unnecessary medical
tests, drugs, and surgeries. Psychotherapy has been geared for
the “long haul,” focusing on her dependency and stabilization
of her identity and relationships, rather than on an endless
succession of acute emergencies.

Carrie, at forty-six, has had to learn that an entire set of
previous behaviors are no longer acceptable. “I don’t have the
option of cutting myself, or overdosing, or being hospitalized
anymore. I vowed I would live in and deal with the real world,
but I’ll tell you, it’s a frightening place. I’m not sure yet
whether I can do it or whether I want to do it.”

Borderline: A Personality Disorder



Carrie’s journey through this maze of psychiatric and medical
symptoms and diagnoses exemplifies the confusion and
desperation experienced by individuals afflicted with mental
illness and by those who minister to them. Though the
specifics of Carrie’s case might be considered extreme by
some, millions of women—and men—suffer similar problems
with relationships, intimacy, depression, and drug abuse.
Perhaps if she had been diagnosed earlier and more accurately,
she would have been spared some of the pain and loneliness.

Though borderline personalities suffer a tangle of painful
symptoms that severely disrupt their lives, only recently have
psychiatrists begun to understand the disorder and treat it
effectively. What is a “personality disorder”? What exactly
does borderline border? How is borderline personality similar
to and different from other disorders? How does the borderline
syndrome fit into the overall schema of psychiatric medicine?
These are difficult questions even for the professional,
particularly in light of the elusive, paradoxical nature of the
illness and its curious evolution in psychiatry.

One widely accepted model suggests that individual
personality is actually a combination of temperament
(inherited personal characteristics, such as impatience,
vulnerability to addiction, etc.) and character (developmental
values emerging from environment and life experiences)—in
other words a “nature-nurture” mix. Temperament
characteristics may be correlated with genetic and biological
markers, develop early in life, and are perceived as instincts or
habits. Character emerges more slowly into adulthood, shaped
by encounters in the world. Through the lens of this model,
BPD may be viewed as the collage resulting from the collision
of genes and environment.1, 2

BPD is one of ten personality disorders noted in DSM-IV-
TR: in DSM terminology personality disorders are categorized
on Axis II. (See Appendix A for a more detailed discussion of
categorization in DSM-IV-TR.) These disorders are
distinguished by a cluster of developing traits that become
prominent in an individual’s behavior. These traits are



relatively inflexible and result in maladaptive patterns of
perceiving, behaving, and relating to others.

In contrast, state disorders (Axis I in DSM-IV-TR) are
usually not as enduring as trait disorders. State disorders, such
as depression, schizophrenia, anorexia nervosa, chemical
dependency, are more often time- or episode-limited.
Symptoms may emerge suddenly and then be resolved, as the
patient returns to “normal.” Many times these illnesses are
directly correlated with imbalances in the body’s biochemistry
and can often be treated with medications, which virtually
eliminate the symptoms.

Symptoms of a personality disorder, on the other hand, tend
to be more durable traits and change only gradually;
medications are, in general, less effective. Psychotherapy is
primarily indicated, though other treatments, including
medication, may alleviate many symptoms, especially severe
agitation or depression (see chapter 9). In most cases,
borderline and other personality disorders are a secondary
diagnosis, describing the underlying characterological
functioning of a patient who exhibits more acute and
prominent symptoms of a state disorder.

Comparisons to Other Disorders

Because the borderline syndrome often masquerades as a
different illness and is often associated with other illnesses,
clinicians often fail to recognize that BPD may be an
important component in evaluating a patient. As a result, the
borderline often becomes, like Carrie, a well-traveled patient,
evaluated by multiple hospitals and doctors and accompanied
throughout life by an assortment of diagnostic labels.

BPD can interact with other disorders in several ways (see
Figure 2-1). First, BPD can coexist with state (Axis I)
disorders in such a way that borderline pathology is
camouflaged. For example, BPD may be submerged in the
wake of a more prominent and severe depression. After



resolution of the depression with antidepressant medications,
borderline characteristics may surface and only then be
recognized as the underlying character structure requiring
further treatment.

Second, BPD may be closely linked and perhaps even
contribute to the development of another disorder. For
example, the impulsivity, self-destructiveness, interpersonal
difficulties, deflated self-image, and moodiness often
exhibited by patients with substance abuse or eating disorders
may be more reflective of BPD than the primary Axis I
disorder. Although it could be argued that chronic abuse of
alcohol could eventually alter personality characteristics in
such a way that a borderline pattern could evolve secondarily,
it seems more likely that underlying character pathology
would develop first and lead to alcoholism.

FIGURE 2-1. Schematic of position of BPD in relation to
other mental disorders.

The question of which is the chicken and which is the egg
may be difficult to resolve, but the development of illnesses
associated with BPD may represent a kind of psychological
vulnerability to stress. Just as certain individuals have genetic
and biological dispositions to physical diseases—heart attacks,
cancers, gastrointestinal disorders, etc.—many also have



biologically determined propensities to psychiatric illnesses,
particularly when stress is added to an underlying vulnerability
to BPD. Thus, under stress, one borderline turns to drugs,
another develops an eating disorder, still another becomes
severely depressed.

Third, BPD may so completely mimic another disorder that
the patient may be erroneously diagnosed with schizophrenia,
anxiety, bipolar disease, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD), or other illnesses.

Comparison to Schizophrenia

Schizophrenic patients are usually much more severely
impaired than borderlines and less capable of manipulating
and relating to others. Both kinds of patients may experience
agitated, psychotic episodes, but these are usually less
consistent and less pervasive over time for borderlines.
Schizophrenics are much more likely to grow accustomed to
their hallucinations and delusions and are often less disturbed
by them. Additionally, both may be destructive and self-
mutilating, but whereas the borderline usually can function
appropriately, the schizophrenic is much more severely
impaired socially.

Comparison to Affective Disorders (Bipolar and
Depressive Disorders)

“Mood swings” and “racing thoughts” are common patient
complaints, to which the knee-jerk diagnostic response from
the clinician is to diagnose depression or bipolar disorder
(manic depression). However, such symptoms are consistent
with BPD, and even ADHD, both of which are significantly
more prevalent than bipolar disorder. The differences between
these syndromes are dramatic. For those afflicted with bipolar
disorder or depression, episodes of depression or mania
represent radical departures in functioning. Mood changes last



from days to weeks. Between mood swings, these individuals
maintain relatively normal lives and can usually be treated
effectively with medications. Borderlines, in contrast, typically
have difficulties in functioning (at least internally) even when
not displaying prominent mood swings. When self-destructive,
threatening suicide, hyperactive, or experiencing wide and
rapid mood swings, the borderline may appear bipolar, but the
borderline’s mood variations are more transient (lasting hours,
rather than days or weeks), and more often reactive to
environmental stimuli.3

BPD and ADHD

Individuals with ADHD are subjected to a constant scramble
of flashing cognitions. Like borderlines, they often experience
wild mood changes, racing thoughts, impulsivity, anger
outbursts, impatience, and low frustration tolerance; have a
history of drug or alcohol abuse (self-medicating) and
torturous relationships; and are bored easily. Indeed, many
borderline personality characteristics correspond to the
“typical ADHD temperament,” such as frequent novelty-
seeking (searching for excitement) coupled with low reward
dependence (lack of concern for immediate consequences).4
Not surprisingly, several studies have noted correlations
between these diagnoses. Some prospective studies have noted
that children diagnosed with ADHD frequently develop a
personality disorder, especially BPD, as they get older.
Retrospective researchers have determined that adults with the
diagnosis of BPD often fit a childhood diagnosis of
ADHD.5,6,7 Whether one illness causes the other, whether
they frequently travel together, or, possibly, if they are merely
related manifestations of the same disorder remains for
intriguing further investigation. Interestingly, one study
demonstrated that treatment of ADHD symptoms also
ameliorated BPD symptoms in patients diagnosed with both
disorders.8



BPD and Pain

Borderlines have been demonstrated to reflect paradoxical
reactions to pain. Many studies have shown a significantly
decreased sensitivity to acute pain, particularly when self-
inflicted (see “Self-Destruction” on page 45). However,
borderlines exhibit greater sensitivity to chronic pain. This
“pain paradox” appears unique to borderlines and has not been
satisfactorily explained. Some posit that acute pain, especially
when self-inflicted, satisfies certain psychological needs for
the patient and is associated with changes in electrical brain
activity and perhaps quick release of endogenous opioids, the
body’s own narcotics. However, ongoing pain, experienced
outside the borderline’s control, may result in less internal
analgesic protection and cause more anxiety.9,10

BPD and Somatization Disorder

The borderline may focus on his physical ills, complaining
loudly and dramatically to medical personnel and
acquaintances, in order to maintain dependency relationships
with them. He may be considered merely a hypochondriac,
while the underlying understanding of his problems is
completely ignored. Somatization disorder is a condition
defined by the patient’s multiple physical complaints
(including pain, gastric, neurological, and sexual symptoms),
unexplained by any known medical condition. In
hypochondriasis the patient is convinced he has a terrible
disease despite a negative medical evaluation.

BPD and Dissociative Disorders

Dissociative disorders include such phenomena as amnesia,
feelings of unreality about oneself (depersonalization) or
about the environment (derealization). The most extreme form
of dissociation is dissociative identity disorder (DID),



previously referred to as “multiple personality.” Almost 75
percent of individuals with BPD experience some dissociative
phenomena.11 The prevalence of BPD in those suffering from
the most severe form of dissociation, DID, as a primary
diagnosis is even greater.12 Both disorders share common
symptoms—impulsivity, anger outbursts, disturbed
relationships, severe mood changes, and a propensity for self-
mutilation. There is frequently a childhood history of
mistreatment, abuse, or neglect.

BPD and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a complex of
symptoms that follows an extraordinarily severe traumatic
event, such as a natural disaster or combat. It is characterized
by intense fear, emotional re-experiencing of the event,
nightmares, irritability, exaggerated startle response,
avoidance of associated places or activities, and a sense of
helplessness. Since both BPD and PTSD have frequently been
associated with a history of extreme abuse in childhood and
reflect similar symptoms—such as extreme emotional
reactions and impulsivity—some have posited that they are the
same illness. Although some studies indicate that they may
occur together as much as 50 percent or more of the time, they
are distinctly different disorders with different defining
criteria.13

BPD and Associated Personality Disorders

Many characteristics of BPD overlap with those of other
personality disorders. For example, the dependent personality
shares with the borderline the features of dependency,
avoidance of being alone, and strained relationships. But the
dependent personality lacks the self-destructiveness, anger,
and mood swings of a borderline. Similarly, the schizotypal
personality exhibits poor relations with others and difficulty in



trusting, but is more eccentric and less self-destructive. Often a
patient exhibits enough characteristics of two or more
personality disorders to warrant diagnoses for each. For
example, a patient may demonstrate characteristics that lead to
diagnoses of both borderline personality disorder and
obsessive-compulsive personality disorder.

In DSM-IV-TR, BPD is grouped in a cluster of personality
disorders that generally reflect dramatic, emotional, or erratic
features (see Appendix A). The others in this group are
narcissistic, antisocial, and histrionic personality disorders, to
which BPD is often compared.

Both borderlines and narcissists display hypersensitivity to
criticism; failures or rejections can precipitate severe
depression. Both exploit others; both demand almost constant
attention. The narcissistic personality, however, usually
functions at a higher level. He exhibits an inflated sense of
self-importance (sometimes camouflaging desperate
insecurity), displays disdain for others, and lacks even a
semblance of empathy. In contrast, the borderline has a lower
self-esteem and is highly dependent on others’ reassurance.
The borderline desperately clings to others and is usually more
sensitive to their reaction.

Like the borderline, the antisocial personality exhibits
impulsivity, poor tolerance of frustration, and manipulative
relationships. The antisocial personality, however, lacks a
sense of guilt or conscience; he is more detached and is not
purposefully self-destructive.

The histrionic personality shares with the borderline
tendencies of attention-seeking, manipulativeness, and shifting
emotions. The histrionic, however, usually develops more
stable roles and relationships. He is usually more flamboyant
in speech and manner, and emotional reactions are
exaggerated. Physical attractiveness is the histrionic’s primary
concern. One study compared psychological and social
functioning in patients with BPD, schizotypal, obsessive-
compulsive, or avoidant personality disorders and patients
with major depression. Patients with borderline and



schizotypal personality disorders were significantly more
functionally impaired than those with the other personality
disorders and those with major depression.14

BPD and Substance Abuse

BPD and chemical abuse are frequently associated. Nearly
one-third of those with a lifetime diagnosis of substance abuse
also fulfill criteria for BPD. And over 50 percent of BPD
inpatients also abuse drugs or alcohol.15,16 Alcohol or drugs
might reflect self-punishing, angry, or impulsive behaviors, a
craving for excitement, or a mechanism of coping with
loneliness. Drug dependency may be a substitute for nurturing
social relationships, a familiar, comforting way to stabilize or
self-medicate fluctuating moods, or a way to establish some
sense of belonging or self-identification. These possible
explanations for the appeal of chemical abuse are also some of
the defining criteria for BPD.

The Anorexic/Bulimic Borderline or the Borderline
Anorexic/Bulimic?

Anorexia nervosa and bulimia have become major health
problems in this country, especially among young women.
Eating disorders are fueled by a fundamental distaste for one’s
own body and a general disapproval of one’s identity. The
anorexic sees herself in absolute black or white extremes—as
either obese (which she always feels) or thin (which she feels
she never completely achieves). Since she constantly feels out
of control, she impulsively utilizes starvation or binging and
purging to maintain an illusion of self-control. The similarity
of this pattern to the borderline pattern has led many mental
health professionals to infer a strong connection between the
two. Indeed, many studies confirm the high prevalence of
personality disorders in those with eating disorders and,



conversely, the frequent co-occurrence of personality disorders
in those with any eating disorder. 17

BPD and Compulsive Behaviors

Certain compulsive or destructive behaviors may reflect
borderline patterns. For example, a compulsive gambler will
continue to gamble despite a shortage of funds. He may be
seeking a thrill from a world that habitually leaves him bored,
restless, and numb. Or the gambling may be an expression of
impulsive self-punishment. Shoplifters often steal items they
do not need. Fifty percent of bulimics exhibit kleptomania,
drug use, or promiscuity.18 When these behaviors are
governed by compulsion, they may represent a need to feel or
a need to self-inflict pain.

Promiscuity often reflects a need for constant love and
attention from others, in order to hold on to positive feelings
about oneself. The borderline typically lacks consistent,
positive self-regard and requires continuous reassurance. A
borderline woman, lacking in self-esteem, may perceive her
physical attractiveness as her only asset and may require
confirmation of her worth by engaging in frequent sexual
encounters. Such involvements avoid the pain of being alone
and create artificial relationships she can totally control.
Feeling desired can instill a sense of identity. When self-
punishment becomes a prominent part of the psychodynamics,
humiliation and masochistic perversions may enter the
relationships. From this perspective, it is logical to speculate
that many prostitutes and pornographic actors and models may
be borderline.

Difficulties with relationships may result in private,
ritualistic thinking and behaviors, often expressed as
obsessions or compulsion. A borderline may develop specific
phobias as he employs magical thinking to deal with fears;
sexual perversions may evolve as a mechanism to approach
intimacy.



Appeal of Cults

Because borderlines yearn for direction and acceptance, they
may be attracted to strong leaders of disciplined groups. The
cult can be very enticing since it provides instant and
unconditional acceptance, automatic intimacy, and a
paternalistic leader who will be readily idealized. The
borderline can be very vulnerable to such a black-and-white
worldview in which “evil” is personified by the outside world
and “good” is encompassed within the cult group.

BPD and Suicide

As many as 70 percent of BPD patients attempt suicide, and
the rate of completed suicide approaches 10 percent, almost a
thousand times the rate seen in the general population. In the
high-risk group of adolescents and young adults (ages fifteen
to twenty-nine), BPD was diagnosed in a third of suicide
cases. Hopelessness, impulsive aggressiveness, major
depression, concurrent drug use, and a history of childhood
abuse increase the risk. Although anxiety symptoms are often
associated with suicide in other illnesses, borderlines who
exhibit significant anxiousness are actually less likely to
commit suicide.19, 20, 21

Clinical Definition of Borderline Personality
Disorder

The current official definition of borderline pathology is
contained in the DSM-IV-TR diagnostic criteria of Borderline
Personality Disorder.22 This designation emphasizes
descriptive, observable behavior.

The diagnosis of BPD is confirmed when at least five of the
following nine criteria are present.



“Others Act Upon Me, Therefore I Am”

Criterion 1. Frantic efforts to avoid real or
imagined abandonment.

Just as an infant cannot distinguish between the temporary
absence of her mother and her “extinction,” the borderline
often experiences temporary aloneness as perpetual isolation.
As a result, the borderline becomes severely depressed over
the real or perceived abandonment by significant others and
then enraged at the world (or whoever is handy) for depriving
her of this basic fulfillment.

Fears of abandonment in the borderline can even be
measured in the brain. One study utilized PET scanning to
demonstrate that women with BPD experienced alterations of
blood flow in certain areas of the brain when exposed to
memories of abandonment.23 Particularly when they are
alone, borderlines may lose the sensation of existing, of
feeling real. Rather than embracing Descartes’ “I think,
therefore I am” principle of existence, they live by a
philosophy closer to “Others act upon me, therefore I am.”

The theologian Paul Tillich wrote that “loneliness can be
conquered only by those who can bear solitude.” Because the
borderline finds solitude so difficult to tolerate, she is trapped
in a relentless metaphysical loneliness from which the only
relief comes in the form of the physical presence of others. So
she will often rush to singles bars or other crowded haunts,
often with disappointing—or even violent—results.

In Marilyn: An Untold Story, Norman Rosten recalled
Marilyn Monroe’s hatred of being alone. Without people
constantly around her, she would fall into a void, “endless and
terrifying.”24

For most of us, solitude is longed for, cherished, a rare
opportunity to reflect on memories and matters important to
our well-being—a chance to get back in touch with ourselves,
to rediscover who we are: “The walls of an empty room are



mirrors that double and redouble our sense of ourselves,” the
late John Updike wrote in The Centaur.

But the borderline, with only the weakest sense of self,
looks back at only vacant reflections. Solitude recapitulates the
panic that the borderline experienced as a child when faced
with the prospect of abandonment by parents: Who will take
care of me? The pain of loneliness can only be relieved by the
rescue of a fantasized lover, as expressed in the lyrics of
countless love songs.

The Relentless Search for Mr./Ms. Right

Criterion 2. Unstable and intense interpersonal
relationships, with marked shifts in attitudes
toward others (from idealization to devaluation or
from clinging dependency to isolation and
avoidance), and prominent patterns of
manipulation of others.

The borderline’s unstable relationships are directly related to
his intolerance of separation and fear of intimacy. The
borderline is typically dependent, clinging, and idealizing until
the lover, spouse, or friend repels or frustrates these needs with
some sort of rejection or indifference, then the borderline
caroms to the other extreme—devaluation, resistance to
intimacy, and outright avoidance. A continual tug-of-war
develops between the wish to merge and be taken care of, on
the one hand, and the fear of engulfment, on the other. For the
borderline, engulfment means the obliteration of separate
identity, the loss of autonomy, and a feeling of nonexistence.
The borderline vacillates between a desire for closeness to
relieve the emptiness and boredom, and fear of intimacy,
which is perceived as the thief of self-confidence and
independence.

In relationships, these internal feelings are dramatically
translated into intense, shifting, manipulative couplings. The
borderline often makes unrealistic demands of others,



appearing to observers as spoiled. Manipulativeness is
manifested through physical complaints and hypochondriasis,
expressions of weakness and helplessness, provocative
actions, and masochistic behaviors. Suicidal threats or gestures
are often used to obtain attention and rescue. The borderline
may use seduction as a manipulative strategy, even with
someone known to be inappropriate and inaccessible, such as a
therapist or minister.

Though very sensitive to others, the borderline lacks true
empathy. He may be dismayed to encounter an acquaintance,
such as teacher, coworker, or therapist, outside of his usual
place of business because it is difficult to conceive of that
person as having a separate life. Furthermore, he may not
understand or be extremely jealous of his therapist’s separate
life, or even of other patients he may encounter.

The borderline lacks “object constancy,” the ability to
understand others as complex human beings who nonetheless
can relate in consistent ways. The borderline experiences
another on the basis of his most recent encounter, rather than
on a broader-based, consistent series of interactions.
Therefore, a constant, predictable perception of another person
never emerges—the borderline, as if afflicted with a kind of
targeted amnesia, continues to respond to that person as
someone new on each occasion.

Because of the borderline’s inability to see the big picture,
to learn from previous mistakes, and to observe patterns in his
own behavior, he often repeats destructive relationships. A
female borderline, for example, will typically return to her
abusive ex-husband, who proceeds to abuse her again; a male
borderline frequently couples with similar, inappropriate
women with whom he repeats sadomasochistic affiliations.
Since the borderline’s dependency is often disguised as
passion, the spouse persists in the destructive relationship
“because I love him.” Later, when the relationship
disintegrates, one partner can blame the other’s pathology.
Thus, as is often heard in the therapist’s office, “My first wife
was a borderline!”



The borderline’s endless quest is to find a perfect caregiver
who will be all-giving and omnipresent. The search often leads
to partners with complementary pathology: both lack insight
into their mutual destructiveness. For example, Michelle
desperately craves protection and comfort from a man. Mark
displays bravura self-assurance; even though the self-
assurance covers his deep insecurity, it fits the bill for
Michelle. Just as Michelle needs Mark to be her protective
white knight, so Mark needs Michelle to remain helpless and
dependent on his beneficence. After a while, both fail to live
up to their assigned stereotypes. Mark cannot bear the
narcissistic wounds of challenge or failure and begins to cover
his frustrations with alcohol and by physically abusing
Michelle. Michelle bristles under his controlling yoke, yet
becomes frightened when she sees his weaknesses. The
dissatisfactions lead to more provocation and more conflict.

Afflicted with self-loathing, the borderline distrusts others’
expressions of caring. Like Groucho Marx, he would never
belong to a club that would have him as a member. Sam, for
example, was a twenty-one-year-old college student whose
chief complaint in therapy was “I need a date.” An attractive
man with serious interpersonal problems, Sam
characteristically approached women he deemed inaccessible.
However, whenever his overtures were accepted, he
immediately devalued the woman as no longer desirable.

All of these characteristics make it difficult for borderlines
to achieve real intimacy. As Carrie relates, “A few men have
wanted to marry me, but I have a big problem with getting
close or being touched. I can’t tolerate it.” The borderline
cannot seem to gain enough independence to be dependent in
healthy, rather than desperate, ways. True sharing is sacrificed
to a demanding dependency and a desperate need to join with
another person in order to complete one’s own identity, as kind
of Siamese twins of the soul. “You complete me,” the famous
line from the film Jerry Maguire, turns into an elusive goal
that is always just out of reach.



Who Am I?

Criterion 3. Marked and persistent identity
disturbance manifested by an unstable self-image or
sense of self.

Borderlines lack a constant, core sense of identity, just as they
lack a constant, core conceptualization of others. The
borderline does not accept her own intelligence, attractiveness,
or sensitivity as constant traits, but rather as comparative
qualities to be continually re-earned and judged against
others’. The borderline may view herself as intelligent, for
example, based solely on the results of a just-administered IQ
test. Later that day when she makes a “dumb mistake” she will
revert to seeing herself as “stupid.” The borderline considers
herself attractive until she spies a woman whom she feels is
prettier, then she feels ugly. Surely, the borderline envies the
self-acceptance of Popeye—“I yam what I yam.” As in her
close relationships, the borderline becomes mired in a kind of
amnesia—about herself. The past becomes obfuscated; she is
much like the demanding boss who continually asks herself
and others, “Yeah, so? What have you done for me lately?”

For the borderline, identity is graded on a curve. Who she is
(and what she does) today determines her worth, with little
regard to what has come before. The borderline allows herself
no laurels on which to rest. Like Sisyphus, she is doomed to
roll the boulder repeatedly up the hill, needing to prove herself
over and over again. Self-esteem is only attained through
impressing others, so pleasing others becomes critical to
loving herself.

In his book Marilyn, Norman Mailer describes how Marilyn
Monroe’s search for identity became Marilyn’s driving force,
absorbing all aspects of her life:

What an obsession is identity! We search for it,
because the private sensation when we are in our own
identity is that we feel sincere as we speak, we feel
real, and this little phenomenon of good feeling



conceals an existential mystery as important to
psychology as the cogito ergo sum—it is nothing less
than that the emotional condition of feeling real is, for
whatever reason, so far superior to the feeling of a void
in oneself that it can become for protagonists like
Marilyn a motivation more powerful than the instinct
of sex, or the hunger for position or money. Some will
give up love or security before they dare to lose the
comfort of identity.25

Later, Marilyn found sustenance in acting, particularly in
“the Method”:

Actors in the Method will act out; their technique is
designed like psychoanalysis itself, to release
emotional lava, and thereby enable the actor to become
acquainted with his depths, then possess them enough
to become possessed by his role. A magical
transaction. We can think of Marlon Brando in A
Streetcar Named Desire. To be possessed by a role is
satori (or intuitive illumination) for an actor because
one’s identity can feel whole so long as one is living in
the role. 26

The borderline’s struggle in establishing a consistent
identity is related to a prevailing sense of inauthenticity—a
constant sense of “faking it.” Most of us experience this
sensation at various times in our lives. When one starts a new
job, for example, one tries to exude an air of knowledge and
confidence. After gaining experience, the confidence becomes
increasingly genuine because one has learned the system and
no longer needs to fake it. As Kurt Vonnegut wrote, “We are
what we pretend to be.” Or, as some phrase it, “Fake it ’til you
make it.”

The borderline never reaches that point of confidence. He
continues to feel like he is faking it and is terrified that he will,
sooner or later, be “found out.” This is particularly true when
the borderline achieves some kind of success—it feels
misplaced, undeserved.



This chronic sense of being a fake or sham probably
originates in childhood. As explored in chapter 3, the pre-
borderline often grows up feeling inauthentic due to various
environmental circumstances—suffering physical or sexual
abuse or being forced to adopt an adult’s role while still a child
or to parent his own sick parent. At the other extreme, he may
be discouraged from maturing and separating, and may be
trapped in a dependent child’s role, well past an appropriate
time for separation. In all of these situations, the borderline
never develops a separate sense of self but continues to “fake”
a role that is prescribed by someone else. (“He never chooses
an opinion,” was how Leo Tolstoy described one of his
characters, “he just wears whatever happens to be in style.”) If
he fails in the role, he fears he will be punished; if he
succeeds, he is sure he will soon be uncovered as a fraud and
be humiliated.

Unrealistic attempts at achieving a state of perfection are
often part of the borderline pattern. For example, a borderline
anorexic might try to maintain a constant low weight and
become horrified if it varies as little as one pound, unaware
that this expectation is unrealistic. Perceiving themselves as
static, rather than in a dynamic state of change, borderlines
may view any variation from this inflexible self-image as
shattering.

Conversely, the borderline may search for satisfaction in the
opposite direction—by frequently changing jobs, careers,
goals, friends, sometimes even gender. By altering external
situations and making drastic changes in lifestyle, he hopes to
achieve inner contentment. Some instances of so-called
midlife crisis or male menopause represent an extreme attempt
to ward off fears of mortality or deal with disappointments in
life choices. An adolescent borderline may constantly change
his clique of friends—from “jocks” to “burnouts” to “brains”
to “geeks”—hoping to achieve a sense of belonging and
acceptance. Even sexual identity can be a source of confusion
for the borderline. Some writers have noted an increased



incidence of homosexuality, bisexuality, and sexual
perversions among borderline personalities.27

Cult groups that promise unconditional acceptance, a
structured social framework, and a circumscribed identity are
powerful attractions for the borderline personality. When the
individual’s identity and value system merge with the
accepting group’s, the faction’s leader assumes extraordinary
power—to the point where he can induce followers to emulate
his actions, even if fatal, as witnessed by the Jonestown
Massacre in 1978, the fatal conflict with Branch Davidians in
1993, and the mass suicides of the Heaven’s Gate cult in 1997.

Aaron, after dropping out of college, attempted to assuage
his feelings of aimlessness by joining the “Moonies.” He left
the cult after two years, only to return after two more years of
directionless wandering among different cities and jobs. Ten
months later he left the group again, but this time, lacking a
stable set of goals or a comfortable sense of who he was or
what he wanted, he attempted suicide.

The phenomenon of “cluster suicides,” especially among
teenagers, may reflect weaknesses in identity formation. The
national suicide rate dramatically leaps upward after the
suicide of a famous person, such as Marilyn Monroe or Kurt
Cobain. The same dynamics may operate among adolescents
with fragile identity structures: they are susceptible to the
suicidal tendencies of the peer group leader or of another
suicidal teenage group in the same region.

The Impulsive Character

Criterion 4. Impulsiveness in at least two areas that
are potentially self-destructive, e.g., substance
abuse, sexual promiscuity, gambling, reckless
driving, shoplifting, excessive spending, or
overeating.



The borderline’s behaviors may be sudden and contradictory,
since they result from strong, momentary feelings—
perceptions that represent isolated, unconnected snapshots of
experience. The immediacy of the present exists in isolation,
without the benefit of the experience of the past, or the
hopefulness of the future. Because historical patterns,
consistency, and predictability are unavailable to the
borderline, similar mistakes are repeated again and again. The
2001 film Memento presents metaphorically what the
borderline faces on a regular basis. Afflicted with short-term
memory loss, insurance investigator Leonard Selby must hang
Polaroids and Post-it notes all over his room—and even tattoo
messages on his own body—to remind himself what has
happened only hours or minutes before. (In one car-chase
scene, trying to avenge his wife’s murder, he cannot remember
if he is chasing someone—or being chased!) The film
dramatically illustrates the loneliness of a man who constantly
feels “like I just woke up.” The borderline’s limited patience
and need for immediate gratification may be connected to
behaviors that define other BPD criteria: Impulsive conflict
and rage may emerge from the frustrations of a stormy
relationship (criterion 2); precipitous mood changes (criterion
6) may result in impulsive outbursts; inappropriate outbursts
of anger (criterion 8) may develop from a failure to control
impulses; self-destructive or self-mutilating behaviors
(criterion 5) may result from the borderline’s frustrations.
Often, impulsive actions such as drug and alcohol abuse serve
as defenses against feelings of loneliness and abandonment.

Joyce was a thirty-one-year-old divorced woman who
increasingly turned to alcohol after her divorce and her
husband’s subsequent remarriage. Though attractive and
talented, she let her work deteriorate and spent more time at
bars. “I made a career out of avoiding,” she later said. When
the pain of being alone and feeling abandoned became too
great, she would use alcohol as anesthesia. She would
sometimes pick up men and take them home with her.
Characteristically, after such alcohol or sexual binges, she
would berate herself with guilt and feel deserving of her



husband’s abandonment. Then the cycle would start again, as
she required more punishment for her worthlessness. Thus,
self-destructiveness became both a means of avoiding pain and
a mechanism for inflicting it as expiation for her sins.

Self-Destruction

Criterion 5. Recurrent suicidal threats, gestures, or
behavior, or self-mutilating behaviors.

Suicidal threats and gestures—reflecting both the borderline’s
propensity for overwhelming depression and hopelessness and
his knack for manipulating others—are prominent features of
BPD.

As many as 75 percent of borderlines have a history of self-
mutilation, and the vast majority of those have made at least
one suicide attempt.28 Often, the frequent threats or
halfhearted suicide attempts are not a wish to die but rather a
way to communicate pain and a plea for others to intervene.
Unfortunately, when habitually repeated, these suicidal
gestures often lead to just the opposite scenario—others get
fed up and stop responding, which may result in progressively
more serious attempts. Suicidal behavior is one of the most
difficult BPD symptoms for family and therapists to cope
with: addressing it can result in endless unproductive
confrontations; ignoring it can result in death (see chapters 6-
8). Although many of the defining criteria for BPD diminish
over time, the risk of suicide persists throughout the life
cycle.29 Borderlines with a childhood history of sexual abuse
are ten times more likely to attempt suicide.30

Self-mutilation—except when clearly associated with
psychosis—is the hallmark of BPD. This behavior, more
closely connected to BPD than any other psychiatric malady,
may take the form of self-inflicted wounds to the genitals,
limbs, or torso. For these borderlines, the body becomes a road
map highlighted with a lifetime tour of self-inflicted scars.



Razors, scissors, fingernails, and lit cigarettes are some of the
more common instruments used; excessive use of drugs,
alcohol, or food can also inflict the damage.

Often, self-mutilation begins as an impulsive, self-punishing
action, but over time it may become a studied, ritualistic
procedure. In such instances the borderline may carefully scar
body areas that are covered by clothing—which illustrates the
borderline’s intense ambivalence: he feels compelled to
flamboyantly self-punish, yet he carefully conceals the
evidence of his tribulation. Though many people get tattoos
for decorative reasons, on a societal level the increasing
fascination with tattoos and piercings over the past two
decades may be less a fashion trend than a reflection of
borderline tendencies in society (see chapter 4).

Jennifer (see chapter 1) would fulfill her need to self-inflict
pain by scratching her wrists, abdomen, and waist, leaving
deep fingernail marks that could easily be covered.

Sometimes the self-punishment is more indirect. The
borderline may often be the victim of recurrent “quasi
accidents.” He may provoke frequent fights. In these incidents,
the borderline feels less directly responsible; circumstances or
others provide the violence for him.

When Harry, for example, broke up with his girlfriend, he
blamed his parents. They had not been supportive enough or
friendly enough, he thought, and when she ended the affair
after six years, he was forlorn. At twenty-eight he continued to
live in an apartment paid for by his parents and worked
sporadically in his father’s office. Earlier in his life he had
attempted suicide but decided he wouldn’t give his parents
“the satisfaction” of killing himself. Instead, he engaged in
increasingly dangerous behaviors. He had numerous
automobile accidents, some while intoxicated, and continued
to drive despite the revocation of his driver’s license. He
frequented bars where he sometimes picked fights with much
bigger men. Harry recognized the destructiveness of his
behavior and sometimes wished that “one of these times I
would just die.”



These dramatic self-destructive behaviors and threats may
be explained in several ways. The self-inflicted pain may
reflect the borderline’s need to feel, to escape an encapsulating
numbness. Borderlines form a kind of insulating bubble that
not only protects them from emotional hurt but also serves as a
barrier from the sensations of reality. The experience of pain,
then, becomes an important link to existence. Often, however,
the inflicted pain is not strong enough to transcend this barrier
(though the blood and scars may be fascinating for the
borderline to observe), in which case the frustration may
compel him to accelerate attempts to induce pain.

Self-induced pain can also function as a distraction from
other forms of suffering. One patient, when feeling lonely or
afraid, would cut different parts of her body as a way “to take
my mind off” the loneliness. Another would bang her head in
the throes of stress-related migraine headaches. Relief of inner
tension may be the most common reason for self-harming.31

Self-damaging behavior can also serve as an expiation for
sin. One man, guilt-ridden after the breakup of his marriage
for which he totally blamed himself, would repeatedly drink
gin—a taste he abhorred—until reaching the point of retching.
Only after enduring this discomfort and humiliation would he
feel redeemed and able to return to his usual routine.

Painful, self-destructive behavior may be employed in an
attempt to constrict actions that are felt to be dangerously out
of control. One adolescent boy cut his hands and penis to
dissuade himself from masturbation, an act he considered
loathsome. He hoped that the memory of the pain would
prevent him from further indulging in this repugnant behavior.

Impulsive, self-destructive acts (or threats) may result from
a wish to punish another person, often a close relation. One
woman consistently described her promiscuous behavior
(often involving masochistic, degrading rituals) to her
boyfriend. These affairs invariably occurred when she was
angry and wanted to punish him.



Finally, self-destructive behavior can evolve from a
manipulative need for sympathy or rescue. One woman, after
arguments with her boyfriend, repeatedly slashed her wrists in
his presence, forcing him to secure medical assistance for her.

Many borderlines deny feeling pain during self-mutilation
and even report a calm euphoria after it. Before hurting
themselves, they may experience great tension, anger, or
overwhelming sadness; afterward there is a sensation of
release and relief from anxiety.

This relief may result from psychological or physiological
factors, or a combination of both. Physicians have long
recognized that following severe physical trauma, such as
battle wounds, the patient may experience an unexpected calm
and a kind of natural anesthesia despite the lack of medical
attention. Some have hypothesized that during such times, the
body releases biological substances, called endorphins, the
body’s internal opiate drugs (like morphine or heroin), which
serve as the organism’s self-treatment of pain.

Radical Mood Shifts

Criterion 6. Affective instability due to marked
reactivity of mood with severe episodic shifts to
depression, irritability, or anxiety, usually lasting a
few hours and only rarely more than a few days.

The borderline undergoes abrupt mood shifts, lasting for short
periods—usually hours. His base mood is not usually calm and
controlled, but more often either hyperactive and irrepressible
or pessimistic, cynical, and depressed.

Audrey was giddy with excitement as she flooded Owen
with kisses after he surprised her with flowers he bought on
the way home from work. As he washed up for dinner, Audrey
took a call from her mother, who again berated her for not
calling to ask about her constant body aches. By the time
Owen returned from the bathroom, Audrey had mutated into a
raging harridan, screaming at him for not helping with dinner.



He could only sit there, stunned and perplexed at the
transformation.

Always Half Empty

Criterion 7. Chronic feelings of emptiness.

Lacking a core sense of identity, borderlines commonly
experience a painful loneliness that motivates them to search
for ways to fill up the “holes.”

The painful, almost physical sensation is lamented by
Shakespeare’s Hamlet: “I have of late—but wherefore I know
not—lost all my mirth, forgone all custom of exercises; and
indeed it goes so heavily with my disposition, that this goodly
frame the earth seems to me a sterile promontory.”

Tolstoy defined boredom as “the desire for desires”; in this
context it can be seen that the borderline’s search for a way to
relieve the boredom often results in impulsive ventures into
destructive acts and disappointing relationships. In many ways
the borderline seeks out a new relationship or experience not
for its positive aspects but to escape the feeling of emptiness,
acting out the existential destinies of characters described by
Sartre, Camus, and other philosophers.

The borderline frequently experiences a kind of existential
angst, which can be a major obstacle in treatment for it saps
the motivational energy to get well. From this feeling state
radiate many of the other features of BPD. Suicide may appear
to be the only rational response to a perpetual state of
emptiness. The need to fill the void or relieve the boredom can
lead to outbursts of anger and self-damaging impulsiveness—
especially drug abuse. Abandonment may be more acutely felt.
Relationships may be impaired. A stable sense of self cannot
be established in an empty shell. And mood instability may
result from the feelings of loneliness. Indeed, depression and
feelings of emptiness often reinforce each other.



Raging Bull

Criterion 8. Inappropriate, intense anger, or lack of
control of anger, e.g., frequent displays of temper,
constant anger, recurrent physical fights.

Along with affective instability, anger is the most persistent
symptom of BPD over time.32

The borderline’s outbursts of rage are as unpredictable as
they are frightening. Violent scenes are disproportionate to the
frustrations that trigger them. Domestic fracases that may
involve chases with butcher knives and thrown dishes are
typical of borderline rage. The anger may be sparked by a
particular (and often trivial) offense, but underneath the spark
lies an arsenal of fear from the threat of disappointment and
abandonment. After a disagreement over a trivial remark about
their contrasting painting styles, Vincent van Gogh picked up a
butcher knife and chased his good friend, Paul Gauguin,
around his house and out the door. He then turned his rage on
himself, using the same knife to slice off a section of his ear.

The rage, so intense and so near the surface, is often
directed at the borderline’s closest relationships—spouse,
children, parents. Borderline anger may represent a cry for
help, a testing of devotion, or a fear of intimacy—whatever the
underlying factors, it pushes away those whom the borderline
needs most. The spouse, friend, lover, or family member who
sticks around despite these assaults may be very patient and
understanding, or, sometimes, very disturbed himself. In the
face of these eruptions, empathy is difficult and the relation
must draw on every resource at hand in order to cope (see
chapter 5).

The rage often carries over to the therapeutic setting, where
psychiatrists and other mental health professionals become the
target. Carrie, for example, often raged against her therapist,
constantly looking for ways to test his commitment to staying
with her in therapy. Treatment becomes precarious in this
situation (see chapter 7), and many therapists have been forced



to drop borderline patients for this reason. Most therapists will,
whenever possible, try to limit the number of borderline
patients they treat.

Sometimes I Act Crazy

Criterion 9. Transient, stress-related paranoid
thoughts or symptoms of severe dissociation.

The most common psychotic experiences for the borderline
involve feelings of unreality and paranoid delusions. Unreality
feelings involve dissociation from usual perceptions. The
individual or those around her feel unreal. Some borderlines
experience a kind of internal splitting, in which they feel
different aspects of their personality emerge in different
situations. Distorted perceptions can involve any of the five
senses.

The borderline may become transiently psychotic when
confronted with stressful situations (such as feeling
abandoned) or placed in very unstructured surroundings. For
example, therapists have observed episodes of psychosis
during classical psychoanalysis, which relies heavily on free
association and uncovering past trauma in an unstructured
setting. Psychosis may also be stimulated by illicit drug use.
Unlike patients with psychotic illnesses, such as schizophrenia
mania, psychotic depression, or organic/ drug illnesses,
borderline psychosis is usually of shorter duration and
perceived as more acutely frightening to the patient and
extremely different from his ordinary experience. And yet, to
the outside world, the presentation of psychosis in BPD may
be indistinguishable, in the acute form, from the psychotic
experiences of these other illnesses. The main difference is
duration: within hours or days the breaks with reality may
disappear, as the borderline recalibrates to usual functioning,
unlike other forms of psychosis.

The Borderline Mosaic



BPD is clearly becoming acknowledged by mental health
professionals as one of the more common psychiatric maladies
in this country. The professional must be able to recognize the
features of BPD to effectively treat large numbers of patients.
The layperson must be able to recognize them to better
understand those with whom he shares his life.

While digesting this chapter, the astute reader will observe
that these symptoms typically interact; they are less like
isolated lakes than streams that feed into each other and
eventually merge into rivers and then into bays or oceans.
They are also interdependent. The deep furrows etched by
these floods of emotions inform not only the borderline but
also parts of the culture in which he lives. How these markings
are formed in the individual and reflected in our society is
explored in the next chapters.
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Chapter Three
Roots of the Borderline Syndrome

All happy families resemble one
another; every unhappy family is
unhappy in its own fashion.

—From Anna Karenina, by Leo Tolstoy

 

 

 

Growing up was not easy for Dixie Anderson. Her father was
rarely at home and when he was, he didn’t say much. For
years, she didn’t even know what he did for a living, just that
he was gone all the time. Margaret, Dixie’s mother, called him
a “workaholic.” Throughout her childhood, Dixie sensed that
her mother was hiding something, though Dixie was never
quite sure what it was.

But when Dixie turned eleven, things changed. She was an
“early developer,” her mother said, though Dixie really wasn’t
sure what that meant. All she knew was that her father was
suddenly home more than he had ever been, and he was also
more attentive. Dixie enjoyed the new attention and the new
feeling of power she had over him when he was finished
touching her. After he was done, he would do whatever she
asked him.

About this same time, Dixie suddenly became more popular
in the family’s affluent suburban Chicago neighborhood. The
kids began to offer her their secret stashes of pot and, a few
years later, mushrooms and ecstasy.

Middle school was a drag. Halfway through a school day,
she’d wind up fighting with some of the other kids, which did
not rattle her at all: she was tough; she had friends and drugs;
she was cool. Once, she even punched her science teacher,



whom she felt was a real jerk. He didn’t take it well at all and
went to the principal, who expelled her.

At age thirteen she saw her first psychiatrist, who diagnosed
her as hyperactive and treated her with several medications
that didn’t make her feel anywhere near as good as weed. She
decided to run away. She packed an overnight bag, took a bus
to the interstate, stuck out her thumb, and in a few minutes
was on her way to Las Vegas.

The way Margaret saw it, no matter what she did, it always
seemed to turn out the same with Dixie: her older daughter
could not be pleased. Dixie had obviously inherited her dad’s
genes, always criticizing the way Margaret looked and the way
she kept the house. She had tried everything to lose weight—
amphetamines, booze, even the stomach operation—yet
nothing seemed to work. She’d always been fat, always would
be.

She often wondered why Roger had married her. He was a
handsome man; from the beginning she could not understand
why he wanted her. After a while it was obvious he didn’t
want her: he simply stopped coming home at night.

Dixie was the one bright spot in Margaret’s life. Her other
daughter, Julie, was already obese at age five and seemed a
lost cause. But Margaret would do anything for Dixie. She
clung to her daughter like a lifeline. But the more Margaret
clung, the more Dixie resented it. She became more
demanding, throwing tantrums and screaming about her
mother’s weight. The doctors could do nothing to help
Margaret; they said she was manic-depressive and addicted to
alcohol and amphetamines. The last time Margaret was in the
hospital they gave her electroshock treatment. And now with
Roger gone and Dixie always running away, the world was
closing in.

After a few frantic months in Vegas, Dixie took off for Los
Angeles, which was the same story as Vegas: she was
promised cars and money and good times. Well, she had
ridden in a lot of cars, but the good times were few and far



between. Her friends were losers and sometimes she had to
sleep with a guy to “borrow” a few bucks. Finally, with
nothing but a few dollars in her jeans, she went back home.

Dixie arrived to find Roger gone and her mother in a thick
fog of depression and drug-induced numbness. In all this
bleakness at home, it wasn’t long before Dixie fell back into
her alcohol and drug habits. At fifteen she had been
hospitalized twice for chemical abuse and was treated by a
number of therapists. At sixteen, she became pregnant by a
man she had met only a few weeks before. She married him
soon after the pregnancy tests.

Seven months later, when Kim was born, the marriage
began to fall apart. Dixie’s husband was a weak and passive
oaf who could not get his own life together, much less provide
a solid home environment for their child.

By the time the baby was six months old, the marriage was
over, and Dixie and Kim moved in with Margaret. It was then
that Dixie became obsessed with her weight. She would go
entire days without eating, and then eat frantically and
voluminously only to vomit it all up in the toilet. What she
couldn’t get rid of by vomiting she eliminated in other ways:
she ate squares of Ex-Lax as if they were candy. She exercised
until sweat drenched her clothes and she was too exhausted to
move. The pounds dropped off—but so did her health and her
mood. Her periods stopped; her energy waned; her capacity to
concentrate weakened. She became very depressed about her
life, and for the first time suicide seemed like a real
alternative.

Initially she felt safe and comfortable when she was
readmitted to the hospital, but soon her old self returned. By
the fourth day, she was trying to seduce her doctor; when he
didn’t respond, she threatened him with all sorts of retaliation.
She demanded extra privileges and special attention from the
nurses and refused to participate in unit activities.

As abruptly as she had gone into the hospital, she
pronounced herself cured and demanded discharge, days after



admission. Over the next year, she would be readmitted to the
hospital several times. She would also see several
psychotherapists, none of whom seemed to understand or
know how to treat her dramatic mood shifts, her depression,
her loneliness, her impulsiveness with men and drugs. She
began to doubt that she could ever be happy.

It wasn’t long before Margaret and Dixie were again
fighting and screaming at each other. For Margaret it was like
seeing herself growing up all over again and making the same
mistakes. She couldn’t bear to watch it any longer.

Margaret’s father had been just like Roger, a lonely,
unhappy man who had little to do with his family. Her mother
ran the family much like Margaret ran hers. And just as
Margaret clung to Dixie, so had her mother clung to Margaret,
trying desperately to mold her every step of the way. Margaret
was fed her mother’s ideas and feelings—and enough food for
a battalion. By the age of sixteen, she was grossly obese and
taking large amounts of amphetamines prescribed by the
family doctor to suppress her appetite. By the age of twenty,
she was drinking alcohol and taking Fiorinal to bring her down
from the amphetamines.

Margaret was never able to please her mother even as the
constant struggle for control between them raged on. Neither
could Margaret please her own daughter or husband. She had
never been able to make anyone happy, she realized, not even
herself. Yet she persisted in trying to please people who would
not be pleased.

Now, with Roger gone and Dixie so sick, Margaret’s life
seemed to be falling apart. Dixie finally told her mother how
Roger had sexually abused her. And before Roger left, he had
bragged all about his women. Despite everything, Margaret
still missed him. He was alone, she knew, just like she was.

It was time, Dixie recognized, to do something about the
plight of this self-destructive family. Or at least herself
anyway. A job would be the first priority, something to combat
the relentless boredom. But she was nineteen years old with a



two-year-old child and no husband, and she still hadn’t
graduated high school.

With characteristic compulsiveness, she flung herself into a
high school equivalency program and received her diploma in
a matter of months. Within days of obtaining her diploma, she
was applying for loans and grants to attend college.

Margaret had begun to take care of Kim, and in many ways
the arrangement looked like it might work: raising Kim gave
Margaret some meaning in her life, Kim had built-in child
care, and Dixie had time for her new mission in life. But soon,
the system showed cracks: Margaret sometimes got too drunk
or depressed to be of any help. When this happened, Dixie had
a simple solution: she would threaten to take Kim away from
Margaret. Both the grandmother and granddaughter obviously
needed each other desperately, so Dixie was able to totally
control the household.

Through it all, Dixie still managed to find time for men,
though her frequent liaisons were usually of short duration.
She seemed to follow a pattern: whenever a man started to
care for her, she became bored. Distant, older men—
unavailable doctors, married acquaintances, professors—were
her usual type, but she would drop them the instant they
responded to her flirtations. The young men she did date were
all members of a church that was strictly opposed to premarital
sex.

Dixie avoided women and had no female friends. She
thought women were weak and uninteresting. Men, at least,
had some substance. They were fools if they responded to her
flirtations and hypocrites if they did not.

As time went on, the more Dixie succeeded in her studies,
the more frightened she became. She could pursue a particular
interest—school, a certain man—relentlessly, almost
obsessively, but each success spurred ever higher, and more
unrealistic, demands. Despite good grades, she would explode
in rage and threaten to kill herself when she performed below
her expectations on an exam.



At times like these, her mother would try to console her, but
Margaret was also becoming preoccupied with suicide, and the
roles often reversed. Mother and daughter were again shuffling
in and out of the hospital trying to overcome depression and
chemical abuse.

Like her mother and grandmother, Kim didn’t know her
father very well either. Sometimes he came to visit; sometimes
she went to the house that he shared with his mother. He
always seemed awkward around her.

With her mother detached and her grandmother ineffectual
or preoccupied with her own problems, Kim took control of
the household by the time she was four. She ignored Dixie,
who responded by ignoring her. If Kim threw a tantrum,
Margaret would cave in to her wishes.

The household was in an almost constant state of chaos.
Sometimes both Margaret and Dixie would be in the hospital
at the same time, Margaret for her drinking, Dixie for her
bulimia. Kim would then go to her father’s house, although he
was unable to care for her and would have his own mother
tend to her.

On the surface, Kim seemed oddly mature for a six-year-
old, despite the chaos around her. To her, other kids were “just
kids,” without her experience. She didn’t think her particular
type of maturity was unusual at all: she had seen old
photographs of her mother and grandmother when they were
her age, and in the snapshots they all had the same look.

Across Generations

In many respects, the Andersons’ saga is typical of borderline
cases: the factors contributing to the borderline syndrome
often transcend generations. The genealogy of BPD is often
rife with deep and long-lasting problems, including suicide,
incest, drug abuse, violence, losses, and loneliness.



It has been observed that borderlines often have borderline
mothers, who, in turn, have borderline mothers. This
hereditary predisposition to BPD prompts a number of
questions, such as: How do borderline traits develop? How are
they passed down through families? Are they, indeed, passed
down at all?

In examining the roots of this illness, these questions
resurrect the traditional “nature versus nurture” (or,
temperament versus character) question. The two major
theories on the causes of BPD—one emphasizing
developmental (psychological) roots, the other constitutional
(biological and genetic) origins—reflect the dilemma.

A third theoretical category, which focuses on
environmental and sociocultural factors, such as our fast-
paced, fragmented societal structure, destruction of the nuclear
family, increased divorce rates, increased reliance on
nonparental day care, greater geographical mobility, and
changing patterns of gender roles, is also important (see
chapter 4). Though empirical research on these environmental
elements is limited, some professionals speculate that these
factors would tend to increase the prevalence of BPD.

The available evidence points to no one definitive cause—
or even type of cause—of BPD. Rather, a combination of
genetic, developmental, neurobiological, and social factors
contribute to the development of the illness.

Genetic and Neurobiological Roots

Family studies suggest that first-degree relatives of borderlines
are several times more likely to show signs of a personality
disorder, especially BPD, than the general public. These close
family members are also significantly more likely to exhibit
mood, impulse, and substance abuse disorders.1 It is unlikely
that one gene contributes to BPD; instead, like most medical
disorders, many chromosomal loci are activated or subdued—



probably influenced by environmental factors—in the
development of what we label BPD.

Biological and anatomical correlations with BPD have been
demonstrated. In our book Sometimes I Act Crazy, we discuss
in more detail how specific genes affect neurotransmitters
(brain hormones, which relay messages between brain cells).2
Dysfunction in some of these neurotransmitters, such as
serotonin, norepinephrine, dopamine, and others, are
associated with impulsivity, mood disorders, and other
characteristics of BPD. These neurotransmitters also affect the
balance of adrenaline and steroid production in the body.
Some of the genes affecting these neurotransmitters have been
associated with several psychiatric illnesses. However, studies
with variable results demonstrate that multiple genes
(intersecting with environmental stressors) contribute to the
expression of most medical and psychiatric disorders.

The borderline’s frequent abuse of food, alcohol, and other
drugs—typically interpreted as self-destructive behavior—
may also be seen as an attempt to self-medicate inner
emotional turmoil. Borderlines frequently report the calming
effects of self-mutilation; rather than feeling pain, they
experience soothing relief or distraction from internal
psychological pain. Self-mutilation, like any other physical
trauma or stress, may result in the release of endorphins—the
body’s natural narcotic-like substances that provide relief
during childbirth, physical traumas, long-distance running, and
other physically stressful activities.

Changes in brain metabolism and morphology (or structure)
are also associated with BPD. Borderline patients express
hyperactivity in the part of the brain associated with
emotionality and impulsivity (limbic areas), and decreased
activity in the section that controls rational thought and
regulation of emotions (the prefrontal cortex). (Similar
imbalances are observed in patients suffering from depression
and anxiety.) Additionally, volume changes in these parts of



the brain are also associated with BPD and are correlated with
these physiological changes.3

These alterations in the brain may be related to brain injury
or disease. A significant percentage of borderline patients have
a history of brain trauma, encephalitis, epilepsy, learning
disabilities, ADHD, and pregnancy complications.4 These
abnormalities are reflected in brain wave (EEG, or
electroencephalogram) irregularities, metabolic dysfunction,
and white and gray matter volume reductions.

Since failure to achieve healthy parent-child attachment
may result in later character pathology, cognitive impairment
on the part of the child and/or the parent may hinder the
relationship. As the latest research strongly suggests that BPD
may be at least partly inherited, parent and child may both
experience dysfunction in cognitive and/or emotional
connection. A poor communication fit may perpetuate the
insecurities and impulse and affective defects that result in
BPD.

Developmental Roots

Developmental theories on the causes of BPD focus on the
delicate interactions between child and caregivers, especially
during the first few years of life. The ages between eighteen
and thirty months, when the child begins the struggle to gain
autonomy, are particularly crucial. Some parents actively resist
the child’s progression toward separation and insist instead on
a controlled, exclusive, often suffocating symbiosis. At the
other extreme, other parents offer only erratic parenting (or are
absent) during much of the child-raising period and so fail to
provide sufficient attention to, and validation for, the child’s
feelings and experiences. Either extreme of parental behavior
—behavioral over-control and/or emotional under-
involvement—can result in the child’s failure to develop a



positive, stable sense of self and may lead to a constant,
intense need for attachment and chronic fears of abandonment.

In many cases the broken parent-child relationship takes the
more severe form of early parental loss or prolonged,
traumatic separation, or both. As with Dixie, many borderlines
have an absent or psychologically disturbed father. Primary
mother figures (who may sometimes be the father) tend to be
erratic and depressed and have significant psychopathology
themselves, often BPD. The borderline’s family background is
frequently marked by incest, violence, and/or alcoholism.
Many cases show an ongoing hostile or combative relationship
between mother and pre-borderline child.

Object Relations Theory and Separation-Individuation in
Infancy

Object relations theory, a model of infant development,
emphasizes the significance of the child’s interactions with his
environment, as opposed to internal psychic instincts and
biological drives unconnected to sensations outside himself.
According to this theory, the child’s relationships with
“objects” (people and things) in his environment determines
his later functioning.

The primary object relations model for the early phases of
infant development was created by Margaret Mahler and
colleagues. 5 They postulated that the infant’s first one to two
months of life were characterized by an obliviousness to
everything except himself (the autistic phase). During the next
four or five months, designated the symbiotic phase, he begins
to recognize others in his universe, not as separate beings, but
as extensions of himself.

In the following separation-individuation period, extending
through ages two to three years, the child begins to separate
and disengage from the primary caregiver and begins to
establish a separate sense of self. Mahler and others consider



the child’s ability to navigate through this phase of
development successfully to be crucial for later mental health.

During the entire separation-individuation period, the
developing child begins to sketch out boundaries between self
and others, a task complicated by two central conflicts—the
desire for autonomy versus closeness and dependency needs,
and fear of engulfment versus fear of abandonment.

A further complicating factor during this time is that the
developing infant tends to perceive each individual in the
environment as two separate personae. For example, when
mother is comforting and sensitive, she is seen as “all-good.”
When she is unavailable or unable to comfort and soothe, she
is perceived as a separate, “all-bad” mother. When she leaves
his sight, the infant perceives her as annihilated, gone forever,
and cries for her return to relieve the despair and panic. As the
child develops, this normal “splitting” is replaced by a
healthier integration of mother’s good and bad traits, and
separation anxiety is replaced by the knowledge that mother
exists even when she is not physically present and will, in
time, return—a phenomenon commonly known as object
constancy (see page 67). Prevailing over these developmental
milestones is the child’s developing brain, which can sabotage
normal adaptation.

Mahler divides separation-individuation into four
overlapping subphases.

DIFFERENTIATION PHASE (5-8 MONTHS). In this
phase of development, the infant becomes aware of a world
separate from mother. “Social smiling” begins—a reaction to
the environment, but directed mostly at mother. Near the end
of this phase, the infant displays the opposite side of this same
response—“stranger anxiety”—the recognition of unfamiliar
people in the environment.

If the relationship with mother is supportive and comforting,
reactions to strangers are mainly characterized by curious
wonder. If the relationship is unsupportive, anxiety is more
prominent; the child begins to divide positive and negative



emotions toward other individuals, relying on splitting to cope
with these conflicting emotions.

PRACTICING PHASE (8-16 MONTHS). The practicing
phase is marked by the infant’s increasing ability to move
away from mother, first by crawling, then by walking. These
short separations are punctuated by frequent reunions to
“check in” and “refuel,” behavior that demonstrates the child’s
first ambivalence toward his developing autonomy.

RAPPROCHEMENT PHASE (16-25 MONTHS). In the
rapprochement phase, the child’s expanding world sparks the
recognition that he possesses an identity separate from those
around him. Reunions with mother and the need for her
approval shape the deepening realization that she and others
are separate, real people. It is in the rapprochement phase,
however, that both child and mother confront conflicts that
will determine future vulnerability to the borderline syndrome.

The mother’s role during this time is to encourage the
child’s experiments with individuation, yet simultaneously
provide a constant, supportive, refueling reservoir. The normal
two-year-old not only develops a strong bond with parents but
also learns to separate temporarily from them with sadness
rather than with rage or tantrum. When reunited with the
parent, the child is likely to feel happy as well as angry over
the separation. The nurturing mother empathizes with the child
and accepts the anger without retaliation. After many
separations and reunions, the child develops an enduring sense
of self, love and trust for parents, and a healthy ambivalence
toward others.

The mother of a pre-borderline, however, tends to respond
to her child in a different way—either by pushing her child
away prematurely and discouraging reunion (perhaps due to
her own fear of closeness) or by insisting on a clinging
symbiosis (perhaps due to her own fear of abandonment and
need for intimacy). In either case, the child becomes burdened
by intense fears of abandonment and/or engulfment that are
mirrored back to him by mother’s own fears.



As a result, the child never grows into an emotionally
separate human being. Later in life, the borderline’s inability
to achieve intimacy in personal relationships reflects this
infant stage. When an adult borderline confronts closeness, she
may resurrect from childhood either the devastating feelings of
abandonment that always followed her futile attempts at
intimacy or the feeling of suffocation from mother’s constant
smothering. Defying such controls risks losing mother’s love;
satisfying her risks losing oneself.

This fear of engulfment is well illustrated by T. E. Lawrence
(Lawrence of Arabia), who at age thirty-eight writes about his
fear of closeness to his overbearing mother: “I have a terror of
her knowing anything about my feelings, or convictions, or
way of life. If she knew, they would be damaged; violated; no
longer mine.”6

OBJECT CONSTANCY PHASE (25-36 MONTHS). By
the end of the second year of life, assuming the previous levels
of development have progressed satisfactorily, the child enters
the object constancy phase, wherein the child recognizes that
the absence of mother (and other primary caregivers) does not
automatically mean her annihilation. The child learns to
tolerate ambivalence and frustration. The temporary nature of
mother’s anger is recognized. The child also begins to
understand that his own rage will not destroy mother. He
begins to appreciate the concept of unconditional love and
acceptance and develops the capacity to share and to
empathize. The child becomes more responsive to father and
others in the environment. Self-image becomes more positive,
despite the self-critical aspects of an emerging conscience.

Aiding the child in all these tasks are transitional objects—
the familiar comforts (teddy bears, dolls, blankets) that
represent mother and are carried everywhere by the child to
help ease separations. The object’s form, smell, and texture are
physical representations of the comforting mother. Transitional
objects are one of the first compromises made by the
developing child in negotiating the conflict between the need
to establish autonomy and the need for dependency.



Eventually, in normal development, the transitional object is
abandoned when the child is able to internalize a permanent
image of a soothing, protective mother figure.

Developmental theories propose that the borderline is never
able to progress to this object constancy stage. Instead, the
borderline is fixated at an earlier developmental phase, in
which splitting and other defense mechanisms remain
prominent.

Because they are locked into a continual struggle to achieve
object constancy, trust, and a separate identity, adult
borderlines continue to rely on transitional objects for
soothing. One woman, for example, always carried in her
purse a newspaper article that contained quotes from her
psychiatrist. When she was under stress, she would take it out,
calling it her “security blanket.” Seeing her doctor’s name in
print reinforced his existence and his continued interest and
concern for her.

Princess Diana also took comfort in transitional objects,
keeping a menagerie of twenty stuffed animals—“my family,”
she called them—at the foot of her bed … As her lover James
Hewitt observed, they “lay in a line, about thirty cuddly
animals—animals that had been with her in her childhood,
which she had tucked up in her bed at Park House and which
had comforted her and represented a certain security.” When
she went on trips, Diana took a favorite teddy bear with her.7
Ritualized, superstitious acts, when done in extremes, may
represent borderline utilization of transitional objects. The
ballplayer who wears the same socks or refuses to shave while
in the midst of a hitting streak, for example, may simply be
prone to the superstitions that prevail in sports; only when
such behaviors are repeated compulsively and inflexibly and
interfere with routine functioning does the person cross the
border into the borderline syndrome.

Childhood Conflicts



The child’s evolving sense of object constancy is consistently
challenged as he progresses through developmental
milestones. The toddler, entranced by fairy tales filled with all-
good and all-bad characters, encounters numerous situations in
which he uses splitting as a primary coping strategy. (Snow
White, for example, can only be conceptualized as all-good
and the evil queen as all-bad; the fairy tale does not elicit
sympathy for a queen who may be a product of a chaotic
upbringing or criticism of the heroine’s cohabitation with the
seven short guys!) Though now trusting mother’s permanent
presence, the growing child must still contend with the fear of
losing her love. The four-year-old who is scolded for being
“bad” may feel threatened with the withdrawal of mother’s
love; he cannot yet conceive of the possibility that mother may
be expressing her own frustrations quite apart from his own
behavior, nor has he learned that mother can be angry and yet
love him just as much at the same time.

Eventually, children are confronted with the separation
anxiety of starting school. “School phobia” is neither a real
phobia nor related exclusively to school itself, but instead
represents the subtle interplay between the child’s anxiety and
the reactions of parents who may reinforce the child’s clinging
with their own ambivalence about the separation.

Adolescent Conflicts

Separation-individuation issues are repeated during
adolescence, when questions of identity and closeness to
others once again become vital concerns. During both the
rapprochement phase of infancy and adolescence, the child’s
primary mode of relating is less acting than reacting to others,
especially parents. While the two-year-old tries to elicit
approval and admiration from parents by molding his identity
to emulate caregivers, the adolescent tries to emulate peers or
adopts behaviors that are consciously different—even opposite
—from those of parents. In both stages, the child’s behavior is
based less on independently determined internal needs than on



reacting to the significant people in the immediate
environment. Behavior then becomes a quest to discover
identity rather than to reinforce an established one.

An insecure teenager may ruminate endlessly about her
boyfriend in a “he loves me, he loves me not” fashion. Failure
to integrate these positive and negative emotions and to
establish a firm, consistent perception of others leads to
continued splitting as a defense mechanism. The adolescent’s
failure to maintain object constancy results in later problems
with sustaining consistent, trusting relationships, establishing a
core sense of identity, and tolerating anxiety and frustration.

Often, entire families adopt a borderline system of
interaction, with the family members’ undifferentiated
identities alternately merging with and separating from each
other. Melanie, the adolescent daughter in one such family,
closely identified with her chronically depressed mother, who
felt abandoned by her philandering husband. With her husband
often away from home and her other children of much younger
age, the mother fastened onto her teenage daughter, relating
intimate details of the unhappy marriage and invading the
teenager’s privacy with intrusive questions about her friends
and activities. Melanie’s feelings of responsibility for her
mother’s happiness interfered to the point where she could not
attend to her own needs. She even selected a college nearby so
she could continue to live at home. Eventually, Melanie
developed anorexia nervosa, which became her primary
mechanism for feeling in control, independent, and comforted.

Similarly, Melanie’s mother felt responsible and guilty for
her daughter’s illness. The mother sought relief in extravagant
spending sprees (which she concealed from her husband) and
then covered the bills by stealing money from her daughter’s
bank account. Mother, father, and daughter were trapped in a
dysfunctional family swamp, which they were unwilling to
confront and from which they were unable to escape. In such
cases, treatment of the borderline may require treatment of the
entire family (see chapter 7).



Traumas

Major traumas—parental loss, neglect, rejection, physical or
sexual abuse—during the early years of development can
increase the probability of BPD in adolescence and adulthood.
Indeed, case histories of borderline patients are typically
desolate battlefields, scarred by broken homes, chronic abuse,
and emotional deprivation.

Norman Mailer described the effect of an absent parent on
Marilyn Monroe, who never knew her father. Though his
absence would contribute to her emotional instability in later
life, it would also ironically be one of the motivating forces in
her career:

Great actors usually discover they have a talent by first
searching in desperation for an identity. It is no
ordinary identity that will suit them, and no ordinary
desperation can drive them. The force that propels a
great actor in his youth is insane ambition. Illegitimacy
and insanity are the godparents of the great actor. A
child who is missing either parent is a study in the
search for identity and quickly becomes a candidate for
actor (since the most creative way to discover a new
and possible identity is through the close fit of a role).8

Similarly, Princess Diana, rejected by her mother and reared
by a cold, withdrawn father, exhibited similar characteristics.
“I always used to think that Diana would make a very good
actress because she would play out any role she chose,” said
her former nanny, Mary Clarke.9

Raised in an orphanage during many years of her early
childhood, Marilyn had to learn to survive with a minimum of
love and attention. It was her self-image that suffered the most
and led to her manipulative behavior with lovers later in life.
For Diana, her “deep feelings of unworthiness” (in the
eulogizing words of her brother, Charles) hindered her
relationships with men. “I’d always kept [boyfriends] away,



thought they were all trouble—and I couldn’t handle it
emotionally. I was very screwed up, I thought.”10

Not all children who are traumatized or abused become
borderline adults, of course; nor do all borderline adults have a
history of trauma or abuse. Further, most studies on the effects
of childhood trauma are based on inferences from adult reports
and not on longitudinal studies that follow young children
through to adulthood. Finally, other studies have demonstrated
less extreme forms of abuse in the histories of borderlines,
particularly neglect (sometimes from the father) and a rigid,
tight marital bond that excludes adequate protection and
support for the child.11,12,13 Nevertheless, the large amount
of anecdotal and statistical evidence demonstrates a link
between various forms of abuse, neglect, and BPD.

Nature Versus Nurture

The “nature-nurture” question is, of course, a long-standing
and controversial one that applies to many aspects of human
behavior. Is one afflicted with BPD because of a biological
destiny inherited from parents—or because of the way parents
handled—or mishandled—upbringing? Do the biochemical
and neurological signs of the disorder cause the illness—or are
they caused by the illness? Why do some people develop BPD
in spite of an apparently healthy upbringing? Why do others,
burdened with a background filled with trauma and abuse, not
develop it?

These “chicken-or-egg” dilemmas can lead to false
assumptions. For example, one might conclude, based on
developmental theories, that the causal direction is strictly
downward; that is, an aloof, detached mother would produce
an insecure borderline child. But the relationship might be
more complex, more interactive than that: a colicky,
unresponsive, unattractive infant may generate disappointment
and detachment in the mother. Regardless of which comes



first, both continue to interact and perpetuate interpersonal
patterns, which may endure over many years and extend to
other relationships The mitigating effects of other factors—a
supportive father, accepting family and friends, superior
education, physical and mental abilities—will help determine
the ultimate emotional health of the individual.

Though no evidence supports a specific BPD gene, humans
may inherit chromosomal vulnerabilities that are later
expressed as a particular illness, depending on a variety of
contributing factors—childhood frustrations and traumas,
specific stress events in life, healthy nutrition, access to health
care, and so on. Just as some have postulated that heritable
biological defects in the body’s metabolism of alcohol may be
associated with an individual’s propensity to develop
alcoholism, so there may exist a genetic predisposition for
BPD, involving a biological weakness in stabilizing mood and
impulses.

As many borderlines learn that they must reject the either-
or, black-or-white ways of thinking, researchers are beginning
to appreciate that the most likely model for BPD (and for most
medical and psychiatric illnesses) recognizes multiple
contributing factors—nature and nurture—working and
interacting simultaneously. Borderline personality is a
complex tapestry, richly embroidered with innumerable,
intersecting threads.
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Chapter Four
The Borderline Society

Where there is no vision, the people
perish.

—Proverbs 29:18

 

States are as the men are; they grow
out of human characters.

—From Plato’s Republic

 

 

 

From the beginning Lisa Barlow couldn’t do anything right.
Her older brother was the golden boy: good grades, polite,
athletic, perfect. Her younger sister, who had asthma, was also
lavished with constant attention. Lisa was never good enough,
especially in the eyes of her father. She remembered how he
constantly reminded all three children that he had started with
nothing, that his parents had no money, didn’t care about him,
and drank too much. But he had prevailed. He had worked his
way through high school, college, and through several
promotions at a national investment bank. In 1999, he made a
fortune in the dot-com stock boom, only to lose it all a year
later after some professional missteps.

Lisa’s earliest memories of her mother were of her lying on
the couch either sick or in pain, ordering Lisa to do one chore
or another around the house. Lisa tried hard to care for her
mother and to persuade her to stop taking the pain pills and
tranquilizers that seemed to make her so foggy and distant.

Lisa felt that if she was just good enough, she could not
only make her mother better but also please her father. Though
her grades were always excellent (even better than her



brother’s), her father always maligned her achievements: the
course was too easy or she could have done even better than a
B+ or an A−. At one point, she thought she might want to
become a doctor, but her father convinced her she would never
make it.

In her childhood and adolescence the Barlows moved
constantly, following whatever job or promotion her father
chased after. From Omaha to St. Louis to Chicago and finally
to New York. Lisa hated these moves and realized later that
she resented her mother for never objecting to them. Every
couple of years Lisa would be packed up and shipped like
baggage to a strange new city where she would attend a new
school filled with strange new students. (Years later she would
recount these experiences to her therapist as “feeling like a
kidnap victim or a slave.”) By the time the family arrived in
New York, Lisa was in high school. She vowed never to make
another friend so she would never have to say good-bye again.

The family moved into a posh home in a posh New York
suburb. Sure, the house was bigger and the lawn more
manicured, but that didn’t come close to compensating for the
friendships she left behind. Her father rarely came home in the
evenings, and when he did, it was late and he would start
drinking and railing against Lisa and her mother for doing
nothing all day. When her father drank too much, he became
violent, sometimes hitting the kids harder than he intended.
The most frightening time of all was when he was drunk and
their mother was spaced out on pain pills; then there was no
one to take care of the family—except Lisa, and she hated it.

In 2000, everything started coming apart. Somehow her
father’s firm (or her father himself, she was never sure which)
lost everything when the stock market crashed. Her father was
suddenly in danger of losing his job, and if he did, the Barlows
would have to move again, to a smaller house in a less
desirable neighborhood. He seemed to blame his family and
especially Lisa. And then, on a clear, bright morning in
September 2001, Lisa came downstairs to find her father lying
on the sofa, tears streaming down his cheeks. Had it not been



for a hangover from a drinking bout the night before, he would
have been killed in his office in the World Trade Center.

For months afterward her father was helpless and so was her
mother. They eventually divorced six months later. During this
period, Lisa felt lost and isolated. It was similar to the way she
felt in biology class when she’d look around the room and
observe the other kids squinting into their microscopes, taking
notes, apparently knowing exactly what to do, while she
became queasy, not quite understanding what was expected of
her and feeling too scared to ask for help.

After a while she just stopped trying. In high school she
began to hang out with the “wrong kids.” She made sure her
parents saw them and how freaky they dressed. The bodies of
many of her friends were covered—almost literally—with
tattoos and body piercings, and the local tattoo parlor became
a second home for Lisa as well.

Because her father insisted she couldn’t make it as a doctor
Lisa went into nursing. At her first hospital job, she met a
“free spirit” who wanted to bring his nursing expertise to
underprivileged areas. Lisa was enthralled by him and they
married soon after meeting. His habitual “social” drinking
became more prominent as the months went by, and he began
hitting her. Bruised and battered, Lisa still felt it was her fault
—she just wasn’t good enough, couldn’t make him happy. She
had no friends, she said, because he wouldn’t let her have any,
but deep down she knew it was due more to her own fears of
closeness.

She was relieved when he finally left her. She had wanted
the split but couldn’t cut the cord herself. But after the relief
came fear: “Now what do I do?”

Between the divorce settlement and her salary Lisa had
enough money to return to school. This time she was
determined to be a doctor and, much to her father’s shock, was
accepted into medical school. She was starting to feel good
again, valued and respected. But then in medical school the
self-doubts returned. Her supervisors said she was too slow,



clumsy with simple procedures, disorganized. They criticized
her for not ordering the right tests or getting lab results back in
time. Only with the patients did she feel comfortable—with
them she could be whomever she needed to be: kind and
compassionate when that was needed, confrontational and
demanding when that was called for.

Lisa also experienced a great deal of prejudice in medical
school. She was older than most of the other students; she had
a much different background; and she was a woman. Many of
the patients called her “nurse,” and some of the male patients
didn’t want “no lady doctor.” She was hurt and angry because,
like her parents, society and its institutions had also robbed her
of her dignity.

The Disintegrating Culture

Psychological theories take on a different dimension when
looked upon in light of the culture and time period from which
they emanate. At the turn of the century, for instance, when
Freud was formulating the system that would become the
foundation of modern psychiatric thought, the cultural context
was a formally structured, Victorian society. His theory that
the primary origins of neuroses were the repression of
unacceptable thoughts and feelings—aggressive and especially
sexual—was entirely logical in this strict social context.

Now, over a century later, aggressive and sexual instincts
are expressed more openly, and the social milieu is much more
confused. What it means to be a man or a woman is much
more ambiguous in modern Western civilization than in turn-
of-the-century Europe. Social, economic, and political
structures are less fixed. The family unit and cultural roles are
less defined, and the very concept of “traditional” is unclear.

Though social factors may not be direct causes of BPD (or
other forms of mental illness), they are, at the least, important
indirect influences. Social factors interact with BPD in several
ways and cannot be overlooked. First, if borderline pathology



originates early in life—and much of the evidence points in
this direction—an increase in the pathology is likely tied to the
changing social patterns of family structure and parent-child
interaction. In this regard, it is worthwhile to examine social
changes in the area of child-raising patterns, stability of home
life, and child abuse and neglect.

Second, social changes of a more general nature have an
exacerbative effect on people already suffering from the
borderline syndrome. The lack of structure in American
society, for example, is especially difficult for borderlines to
handle, since they typically have immense problems creating
structure for themselves. Women’s shifting role patterns
(career versus homemaker, for example) tend to aggravate
identity problems. Indeed, some researchers attribute the
prominence of BPD among women to this social role conflict,
now so widespread in our society. The increased severity of
BPD in these cases may, in turn, be transmitted to future
generations through parent-child interactions, multiplying the
effects over time.

Third, the growing recognition of personality disorders in
general, and borderline personality more specifically, may be
seen as a natural and inevitable response to—or an expression
of—our contemporary culture. As Christopher Lasch noted in
The Culture of Narcissism,

Every society reproduces its culture—its norms, its
underlying assumptions, its modes of organizing
experience—in the individual, in the form of
personality. As Durkheim said, personality is the
individual socialized.1

For many, American culture has lost contact with the past
and remains unconnected to the future. The flooding of
technical advancement and information that swept over the
late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, much of it
involving computers, PDAs, cell phones, and so on, often
requires greater individual commitment to solitary study and
practice, thus sacrificing opportunities for real social



interaction. Indeed, the preoccupation—some would say
obsession—with computers and other digital gadgetry,
especially among the young in what is commonly called
“social media” (Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, YouTube, etc.),
may be resulting ironically in more self-absorption and less
physical interaction; texting, blogging, posting, and tweeting
all avoid eye contact. Increasing divorce rates, expanding use
of day care, and greater geographical mobility have all
contributed to a society that lacks constancy and reliability.
Personal, intimate, lasting relationships become difficult or
even impossible to achieve, and deep-seated loneliness, self-
absorption, emptiness, anxiety, depression, and loss of self-
esteem ensue.

The borderline syndrome represents a pathological response
to these stresses. Without outside sources of stability and
validation of worthiness, borderline symptoms of black-and-
white thinking, self-destructiveness, extreme mood changes,
impulsivity, poor relationships, impaired sense of identity, and
anger become understandable reactions to our culture’s
tensions. Borderline traits, which may be present to some
extent in most people, are being elicited—perhaps even bred—
on a wide scale by the prevailing social conditions. New York
Times writer Louis Sass put it this way:

Each culture probably needs its own scapegoats as
expressions of society’s ills. Just as the hysterics of
Freud’s day exemplified the sexual repression of that
era, the borderline, whose identity is split into many
pieces, represents the fracturing of stable units in our
society.2

Though conventional wisdom presumes that borderline
pathology has increased over the last few decades, some
psychiatrists believe that the symptoms were just as common
early in the twentieth century. They claim that the change is
not in the prevalence of the disorder, but in the fact that it is
now officially identified and defined, and so merely diagnosed
more frequently. Even some of Freud’s early cases, scrutinized



in the light of current criteria, might be diagnosed today as
borderline personalities.

This possibility, however, by no means diminishes the
importance of the growing number of borderline patients who
are ending up in psychiatrists’ offices and of the growing
recognition of borderline characteristics in the general
population. In fact, the major reason why it has been identified
and covered so widely in the clinical literature is its prevalence
in both therapeutic settings and the general culture.

The Breakdown of Structure: A Fragmented Society

Few would dispute the notion that society has become more
fragmented since the end of World War II. Family structures in
place for decades—the nuclear family, extended family, one-
wage-earner households, geographical stability—have been
replaced by a wide assortment of patterns, movements, and
trends. Divorce rates have soared. Drug and alcohol abuse and
child neglect and abuse have skyrocketed. Crime, terrorism,
and political assassination have become widespread, at times
almost commonplace. Periods of economic uncertainty,
exemplified in roller-coaster boom-and-bust scenarios, have
become the rule, not the exception.

Some of these changes may be related to society’s failure to
achieve a kind of “social rapprochement.” As noted in chapter
3, during the separation-individuation phase, the infant
ventures cautiously away from mother but returns to her
reassuring warmth, familiarity, and acceptance. Disruption of
this rapprochement cycle often results in a lack of trust,
disturbed relationships, emptiness, anxiety, and an uncertain
self-image—characteristics that make up the borderline
syndrome. Similarly, it may be seen that contemporary culture
interferes with a healthy “social rapprochement” by
obstructing access to comforting anchors. At no time has this
disruption been more evident than in the first decade of the
twenty-first century, racked as it has been by economic



collapse, recession, loss of jobs, foreclosures, and so on. In
most areas of the country, the need for two incomes to
maintain a decent standard of living forces many parents to
relinquish parenting duties to others; paid parental leave or on-
site day care for new parents is still relatively rare and almost
always limited. Jobs, as well as economic and social pressures,
encourage frequent moves, and this geographical mobility, in
turn, removes us from our stabilizing roots, as it did in Lisa’s
family. We are losing (or have already lost) the comforts of
neighborly nearby family and consistent social roles.

When the accoutrements of custom disappear, they may be
replaced by a sense of abandonment, of being adrift in
unchartered waters. Our children lack a sense of history and
belonging—of an anchored presence in the world. To establish
a sense of control and comforting familiarity in an alienating
society, the individual may resort to a wide range of
pathological behavior—substance addiction, eating disorders,
criminal behaviors, and so on.

Society’s failure to provide rapprochement with reassuring,
stabilizing bonds is reflected in the relentless series of
sweeping societal movements over the past fifty years. We
roller-coastered from the explosive other-directed, fight-for-
social justice “We Decade” of the 1960s, to the narcissistic
“Me Decade” of the 1970s, to the materialistic, look-out-for-
number-one “Whee Decade” of the 1980s. The relatively
prosperous and stable 1990s was followed by the turbulent
2000s: financial boom-and-busts, natural catastrophes (Katrina
and other hurricanes, major tsunamis, earthquakes, and fires),
a prolonged war, and sociopolitical movements (antiwar, gay
rights)—bringing us almost full circle back to the 1960s.

One of the big losers in these tectonic shifts has been group
loyalties—devotion to family, neighborhood, church,
occupation, and country. As society continues to foster
detachment from people and institutions that provide
reassuring rapprochement, individuals are responding in ways
that virtually define the borderline syndrome: decreased sense
of validated identity, worsening interpersonal relationships,



isolation and loneliness, boredom, and (without the stabilizing
force of group pressures) impulsivity.

Like the world of the borderline, ours in many ways is a
world of massive contradictions. We presume to believe in
peace, yet our streets, movies, television, and sports are filled
with aggression and violence. We are a nation virtually
founded on the principle of “Help thy neighbor,” yet we have
become one of the most politically conservative, self-
absorbed, and materialistic societies in the history of
humankind. Assertiveness and action are encouraged;
reflection and introspection are equated with weakness and
incompetency.

Contemporary social forces implore us to embrace a
mythical polarity—black or white, right or wrong, good or bad
—relying on our nostalgia for simpler times, for our own
childhoods. The political system presents candidates who
adopt polar stances: “I’m right, the other guy is wrong”;
America is good; the Soviet Union is “the Evil Empire”; Iran,
Iraq, and North Korea are the “Axis of Evil.” Religious
factions exhort us to believe that theirs is the only route to
salvation. The legal system, built on the premise that one is
either guilty or not guilty with little or no room for gray areas,
perpetuates the myth that life is intrinsically fair and justice
can be attained—that is, when something bad does happen, it
necessarily follows that it is someone else’s fault and that
person should pay.

The flood of information and leisure alternatives makes it
difficult to establish priorities in living. Ideally, we—as
individuals and as a society—attempt to achieve a balance
between nurturing the body and the mind, between work and
leisure, between altruism and self-interest. But in an
increasingly materialistic society it is a small step from
assertiveness to aggressiveness, from individualism to
alienation, from self-preservation to self-absorption.

The ever-growing reverence for technology has led to an
obsessive pursuit of precision. Calculators replaced
memorized multiplication tables and slide rules, and then were



replaced by computers, which have become omnipresent in
almost every aspect of our lives—our cars, our appliances, our
cell phones—running whatever machine or device they are a
part of. The microwave relieves adults from the chore of
cooking. Velcro absolves children of learning how to tie
shoelaces. Creativity and intellectual diligence are sacrificed
to convenience and precision.

All these attempts to impose order and fairness on a
naturally random and unfair universe endorse the borderline’s
futile struggle to choose only black or white, right or wrong,
good or bad. But the world is neither intrinsically fair nor
exact; it is composed of subtleties that require less simplistic
approaches. A healthy civilization can accept the
uncomfortable ambiguities. Attempts to eradicate or ignore
uncertainty tend only to encourage a borderline society.

We would be naive to believe that the cumulative effect of
all this change—the excruciating pull of opposing forces—has
had no effect on our psyches. In a sense, we all live in a kind
of “borderland”—between the prosperous, healthy, high-
technology America, on the one hand, and the underbelly of
poverty, homelessness, drug abuse, and mental illness, on the
other; between the dream of a sane, safe, secure world and the
insane nightmare of nuclear holocaust.

The price tag of social change has come in the form of
stress and stress-related physical disorders, such as heart
attacks, strokes, and hypertension. We must now confront the
possibility that mental illness has become part of the
psychological price.

Dread of the Future

Over the past four decades, therapeutic settings have seen a
basic change in defining psychopathology—from symptom
neuroses to character disorders. As far back as 1975,
psychiatrist Peter L. Giovachinni wrote, “Clinicians are
constantly faced with the seemingly increasing number of



patients who do not fit current diagnostic categories. [They
suffer not from] definitive symptoms but from vague ill-
defined complaints… . When I refer to this type of patient,
practically everyone knows to whom I am referring.”3
Beginning in the 1980s, such reports have become
commonplace, as personality disorders have replaced classical
neurosis as the prominent pathology. Which social and cultural
factors have influenced this change in pathology? Many
believe that one factor is our devaluation of the past:

To live for the moment is the prevailing passion—to
live for yourself, not for your predecessors or
posterity… . We are fast losing the sense of historical
continuity, the sense of belonging to a succession of
generations originating in the past and stretching into
the future.4

This loss of historical continuity reaches both backward and
forward: devaluation of the past breaks the perceptual link to
the future, which becomes a vast unknown, a source of dread
as much as hope, a vast quicksand, from which it becomes
incredibly difficult to extricate oneself. Time is perceived as
isolated points instead of as a logical, continuous string of
events influenced by past achievement, present action, and
anticipation of the future.

The looming possibility of a catastrophic event—the threat
of nuclear annihilation, another massive terrorist attack like
9/11, environmental destruction due to global warming, and so
on—contributes to our lack of faith in the past and our dread
of the future. Empirical studies with adolescents and children
consistently show “awareness of the danger, hopelessness
about surviving, a shortened time perspective, and pessimism
about being able to reach life goals. Suicide is mentioned
again and again as a strategy for dealing with the threat.”5
Other studies have found that the threat of nuclear war rushes
children to a kind of “early adulthood,” similar to the type
witnessed in pre-borderline children (like Lisa) who are forced
to take control of families that are out of control due to BPD,



alcoholism, and other mental disorders.6 Many U.S. youth
ages fourteen to twenty-two expect to die before age thirty,
according to a 2008 study published in the Journal of
Adolescent Health. About one out of fifteen young people (6.7
percent) expressed such “unrealistic fatalism,” the study
concludes. The findings are based on four years of survey data
totaling 4,201 adolescents conducted between 2002 and 2005
by the Adolescent Risk Communication Institute of the
Annenberg Public Policy Center. Despite a decline in the
suicide rate for ten- to twenty-four-year-olds, suicide remains
the third leading cause of death in this age group.7

The borderline, as we have seen, personifies this orientation
to the “now.” With little interest in the past, the borderline is
almost a cultural amnesiac; his cupboard of warm memories
(which sustain most of us in troubled times) is bare. As a
result, he is doomed to suffer torment with no breathers, no
cache of memories of happier times to get him through the
tough periods. Unable to learn from his mistakes, he is
doomed to repeat them.

Parents who fear the future are not likely to be engrossed by
the needs of the next generation. A modern parent,
emotionally detached and alienated—yet at the same time
pampering and overindulgent—becomes a likely candidate to
mold future borderline personalities.

The Jungle of Interpersonal Relationships

Perhaps the hallmark social changes over the last fifty years
have come in the area of sexual mores, roles, and practices—
from the suppressed sexuality of the 1950s, to the “free-love”
and “open marriage” trends of the 1960s sexual revolution, to
the massive sexual reevaluation in the 1980s (resulting in large
part from the fear of AIDS and other sexually transmitted
diseases), to the gay and lesbian movements over the last
decade. The massive spread of dating and “matching” websites



and social media has made it so easy to establish personal
contact that the old brick-and-mortar “pickup bar” is becoming
increasingly irrelevant. Innocent—or illicit—romantic or
sexual relationships can now be initiated with a few keyboard
strokes or a text message. The jury is out on whether
cyberspace has “civilized” the world of interpersonal
relationships or turned it into more of a dangerous jungle than
it ever was.

As a result of these and other societal forces, deep and
lasting friendships, love affairs, and marriages have become
increasingly difficult to achieve and maintain. Sixty percent of
marriages for couples between the ages of twenty and twenty-
five end in divorce; the number is 50 percent for those over
twenty-five.8 Even back in 1982, Lasch noted that “as social
life becomes more and more warlike and barbaric, personal
relations, which ostensibly provide relief from those
conditions, take on the character of combat.”9

Ironically, borderlines may be well suited for this kind of
combat. The narcissistic man’s need to dominate and be
idolized fits well with the borderline woman’s ambivalent
need to be controlled and punished. Borderline women, as we
saw with Lisa at the start of this chapter, often marry at a
young age to escape the chaos of family life. They cling to
dominating husbands with whom they recreate the miasma of
home life. Both may enter a kind of “Slap! … Thanks, I
needed that!” sadomasochistic dyad. Less typical, but still
common, is a reversal of these roles, with a borderline male
linked with a narcissistic female partner.

Masochism is a prominent characteristic of borderline
relationships. Dependency coupled with pain elicits the
familiar refrain “Love hurts.” As a child, the borderline
experiences pain and confusion in trying to establish a
maturing relationship with his mother or primary caregiver.
Later in life, other partners—spouse, friends, teacher,
employer, minister, doctor—renew this early confusion.
Criticism or abuse particularly reinforces the borderline’s self-



image of worthlessness. Lisa’s later relationships with her
husband and supervisors, for example, recapitulated the
profound feelings of worthlessness that were ingrained by her
father’s constant criticisms.

Sometimes the borderline’s masochistic suffering
transforms into sadism. For example, Ann would sometimes
encourage her husband Larry to drink, knowing about his
drinking problem. Then she would instigate a fight, fully
aware of Larry’s violent propensities when drunk. Following a
beating, Ann would wear her bruises like battle ribbons,
reminding Larry of his violence, and insisting they go out in
public, where Ann would explain away her marks as
“accidents,” such as “running into doors.” After each episode,
Larry would feel profoundly regretful and humiliated, while
Ann would present herself as a long-suffering martyr. In this
way Ann used her beatings to exact punishment from Larry.
The identification of the real victim in this relationship
becomes increasingly vague.

Even when a relationship is apparently ruptured, the
borderline comes crawling back for more punishment, feeling
he deserves the denigration. The punishment is comfortably
familiar, easier to cope with than the frightening prospect of
solitude or a different partner.

A typical scenario for modern social relationships is the
“overlapping lover” pattern, commonly called “shingling”—
establishing a new romance before severing a current one. The
borderline exemplifies this constant need for partnership: As
the borderline climbs the jungle gym of relationships, he
cannot let go of the lower bar until he has firmly grasped the
higher one. Typically, the borderline will not leave his current,
abusive spouse until a new “white knight” is at least visible on
the horizon.

Periods of relaxed social-sexual mores and less structured
romantic relationships (such as in the late 1960s and 1970s)
are more difficult for borderlines to handle; increased freedom
and lack of structure paradoxically imprison the borderline,
who is severely handicapped in devising his own individual



system of values. Conversely, the sexual withdrawal period of
the late 1980s (due in part to the AIDS epidemic) can be
ironically therapeutic for borderline personalities. Social fears
enforce strict boundaries that can be crossed only at the risk of
great physical harm; impulsivity and promiscuity now have
severe penalties in the form of STDs, violent sexual deviants,
and so on. This external structure can help protect the
borderline from his own self-destructiveness.

Shifting Gender Role Patterns

Earlier in the last century, social roles were fewer, well
defined, and much more easily combined. Mother was
domestic, working in the home, in charge of the children.
Outside interests, such as school involvement, hobbies, and
charity work, flowed naturally from these duties. Father’s
work and community visibility also combined smoothly. And,
together, their roles worked synchronously.

The complexities of modern society, however, dictate that
the individual develop a plethora of social roles—many of
which do not combine so easily. The working mother, for
example, has two distinct roles and must struggle to perform
both well. The policies of most employers demand that the
working mom keep the home and workplace separate; as a
result, many mothers feel guilty or embarrassed when
problems from one impact the other.

A working father also finds work and home roles
compartmentalized. He is no longer the owner of the local
grocery who lives above the store. More likely, he works miles
from home and has much less time to be with his family.
What’s more, the modern dad plays an increasingly
participatory role with familial responsibility.

Shifting role patterns over the last twenty-five years are
central to theories on why BPD is identified more commonly
in women. In the past, a woman had essentially one life course
—getting married (usually in her late teens or early twenties),



having children, staying in the home to raise those children,
and repressing any career ambitions. Today, in contrast, a
young woman is faced with a bewildering array of role models
and expectations—from the single career woman, to the
married career woman, to the traditional nurturing mother, to
the “supermom,” who strives to combine marriage, career, and
children successfully.

Men have also experienced new roles and expectations, of
course, but not nearly so wide-ranging—nor conflicting—as
women. Today, men are expected to be more sensitive and
open and to take a larger part in child raising than in previous
eras, yet these qualities and responsibilities usually fit within
the overall role of “provider” or “co-provider.” It is the rare
man who, for example, abandons career ambitions for the role
of “househusband,” nor is this expected of him.

Men have fewer adjustments to make during the evolution
of relationships and marriages. For example, relocations are
usually dictated by the man’s career needs, since he is most
often the primary wage earner. Throughout pregnancy, birth,
and child rearing, few changes occur in the man’s day-to-day
reality. The woman not only endures the physical demands of
pregnancy and childbirth and must leave her job to give birth,
but it is also she who must make the transition back to work or
give up her career. And yet in many dual-earner households,
although it may not be openly stated, the woman simply
assumes the primary responsibility for the maintenance of the
home. She is the one who usually adjusts her plans to stay
home with a sick child or waits for the repairman to come.

Though women have struggled successfully to achieve
increased social and career options, they may have had to pay
an exacting price in the process: excruciating life decisions
about career, families, and children; strains on their
relationships with their children and husband; the stress
resulting from making and living with these decisions; and
confusion about who they are and who they want to be. From
this perspective, it is understandable that women should be



more closely associated with BPD, a disorder in which identity
and role confusion are such central components.

Sexual Orientation and Borderlines

Sexual orientation may also play a part in the borderline’s role
confusion. In line with this theory, some researchers estimate a
significantly increased rate of sexual perversions among
borderlines. 10,11 Environmental factors that may
theoretically contribute to the development of sexual identity
include lack of role models, sexual assaults, an insatiable need
for affection and attention, discomfort with one’s own body,
and inconsistent sexual information.

Family and Child-Rearing Patterns

Since the end of World War II, our society has experienced
striking changes in family and child-rearing patterns:

• The institution of the nuclear family has been in steady
decline. Largely due to divorce, half of all American
children born in the 1990s will spend some part of their
childhood in a single-parent home.12

• Alternative family structures (such as “blended
families,” in which a single parent with children
combines with another one-parent household to form a
new family unit) have led to situations in which many
children are raised by persons other than their birth
parents. According to one study, only 63 percent of
American children grow up with both biological
parents—the lowest percentage in the Western
world.13 Due to increased geographical mobility,
among other factors, the traditional extended family,
with grandparents, siblings, cousins, and other family



relations living in close proximity, is almost extinct,
leaving the nuclear family virtually unsupported.

• The number of women working outside the home has
increased dramatically. Forty percent of working
women are mothers of children under age eighteen; 71
percent of all single mothers are employed.14

• As a result of women working outside the home, more
children than ever before are being placed in various
forms of day care—and at a much earlier age. The
number of infants in day care increased 45 percent
during the 1980s.15

• The evidence clearly suggests that the incidence of child
physical and sexual abuse has increased significantly
over the past twenty-five years.16

What are the psychological effects of these child-rearing
changes—on both children and parents? Though many of
these changes (such as blended families,) are too new to be the
subject of intensive long-term studies, psychiatrists and
developmental experts generally agree that children growing
up in settings marked by turmoil, instability, or abuse are at
much greater risk for emotional and mental problems in
adolescence and adulthood. Moreover, parents in such
environments are much more likely to develop stress, guilt,
depression, lower self-esteem—all characteristics associated
with BPD.

Child Abuse and Neglect: Destroyer of Trust

Child abuse and neglect have become significant health
problems. In 2007, about 5.8 million children were involved in
an estimated 3.2 million child abuse reports and allegations in
the United States.17 Some studies estimate that 25 percent of
girls experience some form of sexual abuse (from parents or
others) by the time they reach adulthood.18



Characteristics of physically abused preschool-age children
include inhibition, depression, attachment difficulties,
behavior problems (such as hyperactivity and severe
tantrums), poor impulse control, aggressiveness, and peer-
relation problems.

“Violence begets violence,” said John Lennon, and this is
particularly true in the case of battered children. Because those
who are abused often become abusers themselves, this
problem can self-perpetuate over many decades and
generations. In fact, about 30 percent of abused and neglected
children will later abuse their own children, continuing the
vicious cycle.19

The incidence of abuse or neglect among borderlines is high
enough to be a factor that separates BPD from other
personality disorders. Verbal or psychological abuse is the
most common form, followed by physical and then sexual
abuse. Physical and sexual abuse may be more dramatic in
nature, but the emotionally abused child can suffer total loss of
self-esteem.

Emotional child abuse can take several forms:

• Degradation—constantly devaluing the child’s
achievements and magnifying misbehavior. After a
while, the child becomes convinced that he really is
bad or worthless.

• Unavailability—psychologically absent parents show
little interest in the child’s development and provide no
affection in times of need.

• Domination—use of extreme threats to control the
child’s behavior. Some child development experts have
compared this form of abuse to the techniques used by
terrorists to brainwash captives.20

Recall from Lisa’s story that she probably suffered all of
these forms of emotional abuse: her father hammered her
constantly that she was “not good enough”; her mother rarely
stood up for Lisa, almost always deferring to her husband in



all important decisions; and Lisa perceived the family’s
numerous relocations as “kidnappings.”

The pattern of the neglected child, as described by
psychologist Hugh Missildine, mirrors the dilemmas of
borderlines in later life:

If you suffered from neglect in childhood, it may cause
you to go from one person to another, hoping that
someone will supply whatever is missing. You may not
be able to care much about yourself, and think
marriage will end this, and then find yourself in the
alarming situation of being married but emotionally
unattached… . Moreover, the person who [has] neglect
in his background is always restless and anxious
because he cannot obtain emotional satisfaction… .
These restless, impulsive moves help to create the
illusion of living emotionally… . Such a person may,
for example, be engaged to be married to one person
and simultaneously be maintaining sexual relationships
with two or three others. Anyone who offers
admiration and respect has appeal to them—and
because their need for affection is so great, their ability
to discriminate is severely impaired.21

From what we understand of the roots of BPD (see chapter
3), abuse, neglect, or prolonged separations early in childhood
can greatly disrupt the developing infant’s establishment of
trust. Self-esteem and autonomy are crippled. The abilities to
cope with separation and to form identity do not proceed
normally. As they become adults, abused children may
recapitulate frustrating relationships with others. Pain and
punishment may become associated with closeness—they
come to believe that “love hurts.” As the borderline matures,
self-mutilation may become the proxy for the abusive parent.

Children of Divorce: The Disappearing Father



Due primarily to divorce, more children than ever before are
being raised without the physical and/or emotional presence of
their father. Because most courts award children to the mother
in custody cases, the large majority of single-parent homes are
headed by mothers. Even in cases of joint custody or liberal
visitation rights, the father, who is more likely to remarry
sooner after divorce and start a new family, often fades from
the child’s upbringing.

The recent trend in child raising, toward a more equal
sharing of parental responsibilities between mother and father,
makes divorce even more upsetting for the child. Children
clearly benefit from dual parenting, but they also lose more
when the marriage dissolves, especially if the breakup occurs
during the formative years when the child still has many
crucial developmental stages to hurdle.

Studies on the effects of divorce typically report profound
upset, neediness, regression, and acute separation anxiety
related to fears of abandonment in children of preschool
age.22 A significant number are found to be depressed23 or
antisocial in later stages of childhood. 24 Indeed, teens living
in single-parent families are not only more likely to commit
suicide but also more likely to suffer from psychological
disorders, when compared to teens living in intact families.25

During separation and divorce, the child’s need for physical
intimacy increases. For example, it is typical for a child at the
time of separation to ask a parent to sleep with him. If the
practice continues and sleeping in the same bed becomes the
parent’s need as well, the child’s own sense of autonomy and
bodily integrity may be threatened. This, combined with the
loneliness and severe narcissistic injury caused by the divorce,
places some children at high risk for developmental arrest or,
if the need for affection and reassurance becomes desperate,
for sexual abuse. A father separated from the home may
demand more time with the child in order to relieve his own
feelings of loneliness and deprivation. If the child becomes a



lightning rod for his father’s resentment and bitterness, he may
again be at higher risk for abuse.

In many situations of parental separation, the child becomes
the pawn in a destructive battle between his parents. David, a
divorced father who usually ignored his visitation privileges,
suddenly demanded that his daughter stay with him whenever
he was angry at her mother. These visits were usually
unpleasant for the child as well as for her father and his new
family, yet were used as punishment for his ex-wife, who
would feel guilty and powerless at his demands. Bobby
became embroiled in conflicts between his divorced parents
when his mother periodically took his father back to court to
extract more child support monies. Bribes of material gifts or
threats to cut off support for school or home maintenance are
common weapons used between continuously skirmishing
parents; the bribes and threats are usually more harmful to the
children than they are to the parents.

Children may even be drawn into court battles and forced to
testify about their parents. In these situations neither the
parents, nor the courts, nor social welfare organizations can
protect the child, who is often left with a sense of
overwhelming helplessness (conflicts continue despite his
input), or of intoxicating power (his testimony controls the
battle between his parents). He may feel enraged at his
predicament and yet fearful that he could be abandoned by
everyone. All of this becomes fertile ground for the
development of borderline pathology.

In addition to divorce, other powerful societal forces have
contributed to the “absent father syndrome.” The past half
century has witnessed the maturing of children of thousands of
war veterans—World War II, Korean War, Vietnam, Persian
Gulf, Iraq—not to mention many prison-camp and
concentration-camp survivors. Not only were many of these
fathers absent during significant portions of their children’s
development, but many were found to develop post-traumatic
stress disorders and delayed mourning (“impacted grief”)
related to combat that also influenced child development.26



By 1970, 40 percent of World War II and Korean War POWs
had met violent death by suicide, homicide, or auto accident
(mostly one-car single-occupant accidents).27 The same trend
has continued with Iraq War vets. According to U.S. Army
figures, five soldiers per day tried to commit suicide in 2007,
compared to less than one per day before the war.28 Children
of holocaust survivors often have severe emotional difficulties,
rooted in their parents’ massive psychic trauma.29

The absent father syndrome can lead to pathological
consequences. Often in families torn by divorce or death, the
mother tries to compensate by becoming the ideal parent,
arranging every aspect of her child’s life; naturally, the child
has limited opportunity to develop his own identity. Without
the buffering of another parent, the mother-child link can be
too close to allow for healthy separating.

Though the mother often seeks to replace the missing father,
in many cases it is actually the child who tries to replace the
absent father. In the absence of father, the symbiotic intensity
of the bond with mother is greatly magnified. The child grows
up with an idealized view of the mother and fantasies of
forever trying to please her. And a parent’s dependence on the
child may persist, interfering with growth and individuation,
planting the seeds of BPD.

Permissive Child-Rearing Practices

Modern permissive child-rearing practices, involving the
transfer of traditional parental functions to outside agencies—
the school, mass media, industry—have significantly altered
the quality of parent-child relationships. Parental “instinct” has
been supplanted by a reliance on books and child-rearing
experts. Child rearing, in many households, takes a backseat to
the demands of dual careers. “Quality time” becomes a guilt-
induced euphemism for “not enough time.”



Many parents overcompensate by lavishing attention on the
child’s practical and recreational needs, yet providing little real
warmth. Narcissistic parents perceive their children as
extensions of themselves or as objects/possessions, rather than
as separate human beings. As a result, the child suffocates in
emotionally distant attention, leading to an exaggerated sense
of his own importance, regressive defenses, and loss of a sense
of self.

Geographical Mobility: Where Is Home?

We are moving more than ever before. Greater geographical
mobility can bring rich educational benefits and cultural
exchange for a child, but numerous relocations are often also
accompanied by a feeling of rootlessness. Some investigators
have found that children who move frequently and stay in one
place for only short periods of time often have confused
responses, or no response at all, to the simple question,
“Where is your home?”

Because hypermobility is typically correlated with career-
oriented lifestyles and job demands, one or both parents in
mobile families tend to work long hours and so are less
available to their children. Having few enough constants in
their environment to provide ballast for development, mobility
adds another disruptive force—the world turns into a
menagerie of changing places and faces. Such children may
grow up bored and lonely, looking for constant stimulation.
Continually forced to adapt to new situations and people, they
may lose the stable sense of self encouraged by secure
community anchors. Though socially graceful, like Lisa they
typically feel they are gracefully faking it.

With increasing geographical mobility, the stability of the
neighborhood, community school systems, church and civic
institutions, and friendships are weakened. Traditional
affiliations are lost. About 44 percent of Americans profess
affinity to a different church from the one in which they were



raised.30 Generations are becoming separated by long
distances, and the extended family is lost for emotional
support and child care. Children are raised without knowing
their grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins, losing a strong
connection to the past and a source of love and warmth to
nurture healthy emotional growth.

The Rise of the Faux Family

With society fragmenting, marriages dissolving, and families
breaking up, it is no coincidence that the decade has given rise
to the “faux family,” or virtual community, to replace the real
communities of the past. This yearning for “tribe” affiliation
manifests in a variety of ways: football fans identify
themselves as “Raider Nation”; 30 million people wait for
hours each week to vote for their favorite American Idol,
simply to be a part of a larger group with a “common”
purpose; and millions of young people join Facebook and
MySpace to be a member of a vast electronic social network.
Fifty years ago in his novel Cat’s Cradle, Kurt Vonnegut
playfully (but prophetically) called these “connections” a
“granfalloon”—a group of people who choose, or claim to
have, a shared identity or purpose, but whose mutual
association is actually meaningless. The author offered two
examples, Daughters of the American Revolution and the
General Electric Company; if Vonnegut wrote the novel today,
the examples could just as easily be Facebook or Twitter.

Since 2003, social networking sites have rocketed from a
niche activity into a phenomenon that engages tens of millions
of Internet users. More than half (55 percent) of all online
American youths ages twelve to seventeen use online social
networking sites, such as Facebook and MySpace.31 The
initial evidence suggests that teens use these sites primarily to
communicate, to stay in touch and make plans with friends,
and to make new friends. However, the motivation might not
be this “pure.” For example, a 2007 study by Microsoft (which



should know something about this topic) found that “ego” is
the largest driver of participation: people contribute to
“increase their social, intellectual, and cultural capital.”32

Twitter, the most recent electronic “rage” to sweep the
(faux) nation, is unabashed in its narcissistic bent. A kind of
instant text-messaging service, “tweeting” is intended to
announce (in 140 characters or less) “what I’m doing” to a
group of “followers.” There is little pretense that the
communication is intended to be a two-way street.

Few would dispute the growing narcissism in American
culture. Initially documented by Tom Wolfe’s landmark article
“The Me Decade” in 1976 and Christopher Lasch’s Culture of
Narcissism in 1978, the narcissistic impulse has been
evidenced since then by a wide assortment of cultural trends:
reality TV turning its fodder participants into instant famous-
for-being-famous celebrities; plastic surgery exploding into a
growth industry; indulgent parenting, celebrity worship, lust
for material wealth, and now social networking creating one’s
own group of faux friends. As Jean M. Twenge and W. Keith
Campbell note in The Narcissism Epidemic (2009): “The
Internet brought useful technology but also the possibility of
instant fame and a ‘Look at me!’ mentality… . People strive to
create a ‘personal brand’ (also called ‘self-branding’),
packaging themselves like a product to be sold.”33

As a relatively recent phenomenon, it is too soon to know
whether social media is a passing fad or a transformative
technological innovation, though it can be safely said that
researchers and clinicians should keep a watchful eye on its
overall psychological effect, not to mention the inherent
potential physical danger, especially for young people.
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Chapter Five
Communicating with the Borderline

Alright … what do you want me to
say? Do you want me to say it’s
funny, so you can contradict me and
say it’s sad? Or do you want me to
say it’s sad so you can turn around
and say no, it’s funny. You can play
that damn little game any way you
want to, you know!

—From Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, by Edward Albee

 

 

 

The borderline shifts her personality like a rotating
kaleidoscope, rearranging the fragmented glass of her being
into different formations—each collage different, yet each, her.
Like a chameleon, the borderline transforms herself into any
shape that she imagines will please the viewer.

Dealing with borderline behavior can be frustrating for
everyone in regular contact with the borderline personality
because, as we have seen, their explosions of anger, rapid
mood swings, suspiciousness, impulsive actions, unpredictable
outbursts, self-destructive actions, and inconsistent
communications are understandably upsetting to all around
them.

In this chapter we will describe a consistent, structured
method of communicating with borderlines—the SET-UP
system—that can be easily understood and adopted by family,
friends, and therapists for use on a daily basis, and which may
help in convincing a borderline to consider treatment (see
chapter 7).



The SET-UP system evolved as a structured framework of
communication with the borderline in crisis. During such
times, communication with the borderline is hindered by his
impenetrable, chaotic internal force field, characterized by
three major feeling states: terrifying aloneness, feeling
misunderstood, and overwhelming helplessness.

As a result, concerned individuals are often unable to reason
calmly with the borderline and instead are forced to confront
outbursts of rage, impulsive destructiveness, self-harming
threats or gestures, and unreasonable demands for caretaking.
SET-UP responses can serve to address the underlying fears,
dilute the borderline conflagration, and prevent a “meltdown”
into greater conflict.

Although SET-UP was developed for the borderline in
crisis, it can also be useful for others who require concise,
consistent communication, even when not in crisis.

SET Communication

“SET”—Support, Empathy, Truth—is a three-part system of
communication (see Figure 5-1). During confrontations of
destructive behavior, important decision-making sessions, or
other crises, interactions with the borderline should invoke all
three elements. UP stands for Understanding and
Perseverance—the goals that all parties try to achieve.

The S stage of this system, Support, invokes a personal, “I”
statement of concern. “I am sincerely worried about how you
are feeling” is an example of a Support statement. The
emphasis is on the speaker’s own feelings and is essentially a
personal pledge to try to be of help.

With the Empathy segment, one attempts to acknowledge
the borderline’s chaotic feelings with a “You” statement:
“How awful you must be feeling.” It is important not to
confuse empathy with sympathy (“I feel so sorry for you …”),
which may elicit rage over perceived condescension. Also,



Empathy should be expressed in a neutral way with minimal
personal reference to the speaker’s own feelings. The
emphasis here is on the borderline’s painful experience, not
the speaker’s. A statement like “I know just how bad you are
feeling” invites a mocking rejoinder that, indeed, you do not
know, and only aggravates conflict.

FIGURE 5-1

The T statement, representing Truth or reality, emphasizes
that the borderline is ultimately accountable for his life and
that others’ attempts to help cannot preempt this primary
responsibility. While Support and Empathy are subjective
statements confirming how the principals feel, Truth
statements acknowledge that a problem exists and address the
practical, objective issue of what can be done to solve it.
“Well, what are you going to do about it?” is one essential
Truth response. Other characteristic Truth expressions refer to
actions that the speaker feels compelled to take in response to
the borderline’s behaviors, which should be expressed in a
matter-of-fact, neutral fashion (“Here’s what happened …
These are the consequences … This is what I can do … What
are you going to do?”). But they should be stated in a way that
avoids blaming and sadistic punishing (“This is a fine mess
you’ve gotten us into!” “You made your bed; now lie in it!”).
The Truth part of the SET system is the most important and
the most difficult for the borderline to accept since so much of
his world excludes or rejects realistic consequences.

Communication with the borderline should attempt to
include all three messages. However, even if all three parts are
stated, the borderline may not integrate all of them. Predictable



responses result when one of these levels is either not clearly
stated or is not “heard.”

For example, when the Support stage of this system is
bypassed (see Figure 5-2), the borderline characteristically
accuses the other of not caring or not wanting to be involved
with him. The borderline then tends to tune out further
exchanges on the basis that the other person does not care, or
may even wish him harm. The borderline’s accusation that
“You don’t care!” usually suggests that the Support statement
is not being integrated.

FIGURE 5-2

The inability to communicate the Empathy part of the
message (see Figure 5-3) leads to feelings that the other person
does not understand what the borderline is going through.
(“You don’t know how I feel!”) Here, the borderline will
justify his rejection of the communication by saying he is
misunderstood. Since the other person cannot appreciate the
pain, his responses can be devalued. When either the Support
or the Empathy overtures are not accepted by the borderline,
further communications are not heard.

FIGURE 5-3



When the Truth element is not clearly expressed (see Figure
5-4), a more dangerous situation emerges. The borderline
interprets others’ acquiescence in ways he finds most
comfortable for his needs, usually as confirmation that others
really can be responsible for him, or that his own perceptions
are universally shared and supported. The borderline’s fragile
merger with these other people eventually disintegrates when
the relationship is unable to sustain the weight of his
unrealistic expectations. Without clearly stated Truth and
confrontation, the borderline continues to be overly entangled
with others. His needs gratified, the borderline will insist that
all is well or, at least, that things will get better. Indeed, the
evidence for this enmeshment is often a striking, temporary
absence of conflict: The borderline will exhibit less hostility
and anger. However, when his unrealistic expectations are
eventually frustrated, the relationship collapses in a fiery
maelstrom of anger and disappointment.

FIGURE 5-4

Borderline Dilemmas

The SET-UP principles can be used in a variety of settings in
attempts to defuse unstable situations. Following are some
typical borderline predicaments in which the SET strategy
may be used.

Damned If You Do, and Damned If You Don’t



Borderline confusion often results in contradictory messages
to others. Frequently, the borderline will communicate one
position with words, but express a contradictory message with
behavior. Although the borderline may not be consciously
aware of this dilemma, he frequently places a friend or relation
in a no-win situation in which the other person is condemned
no matter which way he goes.

CASE 1: GLORIA AND ALEX. Gloria tells her husband
Alex that she is forlorn and depressed. She says she plans to
kill herself but forbids him from seeking help for her.

In this situation, Alex is confronted with two contradictory
messages: (1) Gloria’s overt message, which essentially states,
“If you care about me, you will respect my wishes and not
challenge my autonomy to control my own destiny and even
die, if I choose”; and (2) the opposite message, conveyed in
the very act of announcing her intentions, which says, “For
God’s sake, if you care about me, help me, and don’t let me
die.”

If Alex ignores Gloria’s statements, she will accuse him of
being cold and uncaring. If he attempts to list reasons why she
should not kill herself, she will frustrate him with relentless
counter-arguments and will ultimately condemn him for not
truly understanding her pain. If he calls the police or her
doctor, he will be rejecting her requests and proving that she
cannot trust him.

Because Gloria doesn’t feel strong enough to take
responsibility for her own life, she looks to Alex to take on
this burden. She feels overwhelmed and helpless in the wake
of her depression. By drawing Alex into this drama, she is
making him a character in her own scripted play, with an
uncertain ending to be resolved not by herself, but by Alex.
She faces her ambivalence about suicide by turning over to
him the responsibility for her fate.

Further, Gloria splits off the negative portions of her
available choices and projects them onto Alex, preserving for
herself the positive side of the ambivalence. No matter how



Alex responds, he will be criticized. If he does not actively
intercede, he is uncaring and heartless and she is “tragically
misunderstood.” If he tries to stop her suicide attempts, he is
controlling and insensitive, while she is bereft of her self-
respect.

Either way, Gloria envisions herself a helpless and self-
righteous martyr—a victim who has been deprived by Alex of
achieving her full potential. As for Alex, he is damned if he
does and damned if he doesn’t!

SET-UP principles may be helpful in confronting a difficult
situation like this. Ideally, Alex’s responses should embrace all
three sides of the SET triangle. Alex’s S statement should be a
declaration of his commitment to Gloria and his wish to help
her: “I am very concerned about how bad you are feeling and
want to help because I love you.” If the couple can identify the
specific areas of concern that are adding to her anguish, he
could suggest solutions and proclaim his willingness to help:
“I think some of this might be related to the problems you’ve
been having with your boss. Let’s discuss some of the
alternatives. Maybe you could ask for a transfer. Or if the job
is causing you this much difficulty, I want you to know that’s
okay with me if you want to quit and look for another job.”

The E statement should attempt to convey Alex’s awareness
of Gloria’s current pain and his understanding of how such
extreme circumstances might lead her to contemplate ending
her life: “The pressure you’ve been under these past several
months must be getting unbearable. All of this agony must be
bringing you to the edge, to a point where you feel like you
just can’t go on anymore.”

The most important part of Alex’s T statement should
identify his untenable “damned-if-he-does and damned-if-he-
doesn’t” dilemma. He should also attempt to clarify Gloria’s
ambivalence about dying by acknowledging that in addition to
that part of her that wants to end her life, another part of her
wishes to be saved and helped. Alex’s T responses might be
something like: “I recognize how bad you are feeling and your
wish to die. I know you said that if I cared at all for you, I



should just leave you alone. But if I cared, how could I
possibly sit back and watch you destroy yourself? Your
alerting me to your suicidal plans tells me that, as much as you
may wish to die, there is at least some part of you that doesn’t
want to die. And it is to that part that I feel I must respond. I
want you to come with me to see a doctor to help us with these
problems.”

Depending on the immediacy of the circumstances, Alex
should insist that Gloria be psychiatrically evaluated soon or,
if she is in imminent danger, he should take her to an
emergency room or seek help from police or paramedics.

At this juncture Gloria’s fury may be exacerbated as she
blames Alex for forcing her into the hospital. But Truth
statements should remind Gloria that she is there not so much
because of what Alex did, but because of what Gloria did—
threatening suicide. The borderline may frequently need to be
reminded that others’ reactions to him are based primarily on
what he does, and that he must take responsibility for the
consequences, rather than blaming others for realistic
responses to his behavior.

When the immediate danger has passed, subsequent T
statements should refer to Gloria’s unproductive patterns of
handling stress and the need to develop more effective ways of
dealing with her life. Truth considerations should also include
how Gloria’s and Alex’s behaviors affect each other and their
marriage. Over time they may be able to work out a system of
responding to each other, either on their own or within therapy,
that will fulfill the needs of both.

This kind of problem is especially common within families
of borderlines who display prominent self-destructive
behaviors. Delinquent or suicidal adolescents, alcoholics, and
anorexics may present similar no-win dilemmas to their
families. They actively resist help, while behaving in
obviously self-destructive ways. Usually, direct confrontation
that precipitates a crisis is the only way to help. Some groups,
such as Alcoholics Anonymous, recommend standardized
confrontational situations in which family, friends, or



coworkers, often together with a counselor, confront the
patient with his addictive behavior and demand treatment.

“Tough Love” groups believe that true caring forces the
individual to face the consequences of his behaviors rather
than protect him from them. “Tough Love” groups for parents
of teenagers, for example, may insist that an adolescent drug
abuser either be hospitalized or barred from the home. This
type of approach emphasizes the Truth element of the SET-UP
triangle but may ignore the Support and Empathy segments.
Therefore, these systems may be only partially successful for
the borderline, who may go through the motions of change that
Truth confrontations force on him; underneath, however, the
lack of nurturing and trust provided by Support and Empathy
hinder his motivation for dedicated and lasting change.

Feeling Bad About Feeling Bad

Borderlines typically respond to depression, anxiety,
frustration, or anger with more layers of these same feelings.
Because of the borderline’s perfectionism and tendency to
perceive things in black-and-white extremes, he attempts to
obliterate unpleasant feelings rather than understand or cope
with them. When he finds that he cannot simply erase these
bad feelings, he becomes even more frustrated or guilty. Since
feeling bad is unacceptable, he feels bad about feeling bad.
When this makes him feel worse, he becomes caught in a
seemingly bottomless downward spiral.

One of the goals for the borderline’s therapists and other
close relations is to crack through these successive layers to
locate the original feeling and help the borderline accept it as
part of himself. The borderline must learn to allow himself the
luxury of “bad” feelings without rebuke, guilt, or denial.

CASE 2: NEIL AND FRIENDS. Neil, a fifty-three-year-
old bank officer, has had episodes of depression for more than
half his life. Neil’s parents died when he was young, and he
was reared mostly by his much older, unmarried sister, who



was cold and hypercritical. She was a religious zealot who
insisted he attend church services daily, and frequently
accused him of sinful transgressions.

Neil grew up to become a passive man, dominated by his
wife. He was reared to believe that anger was unacceptable
and denied ever feeling angry at others. He was hardworking
and respected at his job, but received little affection from his
wife. She rejected his sexual advances, which frustrated and
depressed him. Neil would initially get angry at his wife for
her rejections, then feel guilty and get angry at himself for
being angry, and then lapse into depression. This process
permeated other areas of Neil’s life. Whenever he experienced
negative feelings, he would pressure himself to end them.
Since he could not control his inner feelings, he became
increasingly disappointed and frustrated with himself. His
depression worsened.

Neil’s friends tried to comfort him. They told him they were
behind him and were available whenever he wanted to talk.
They empathized with his discomfort at work and his
problems in dealing with his wife. They pointed out that “he
was feeling bad over feeling bad,” and that he should
straighten up. This advice, however, didn’t help; in fact, Neil
felt worse because he now felt he was letting his friends down
on top of everything else. The harder he tried to stop his
negative feelings, the more he felt like a failure, and the more
depressed he became.

SET-UP statements could help Neil confront this dilemma.
Neil received much Support and Empathy from his friends, but
their Truth messages were not helpful. Rather than trying to
erase his unpleasant emotions (an all-or-none proposition),
Neil must understand the necessity of accepting them as real
and appropriate, within a nonjudgmental context. Instead of
adding layers of more self-condemnation, which allows him to
continue to wallow in the muck of “woe is me,” he must
instead confront the criticism and work to change.

Further Truth statements would acknowledge the reasons for
Neil’s passive behavior and the behaviors of his wife and



others in his life. He must recognize that, to some degree, he
places himself in a position of being abused by others.
Although he can work to change this situation in the future, he
must now deal with the way things are currently. This means
recognizing his anger, that he has reasons to be angry, and that
he has no choice but to accept his anger, for he cannot make it
disappear, at least not right away. Though he may regret the
presence of unacceptable feelings, he is powerless to change
them (a dictum similar to those used in Alcoholics
Anonymous). Accepting these uncomfortable feelings means
accepting himself as an imperfect human being and
relinquishing the illusion that he can control uncontrollable
factors. If Neil can accept his anger, or his sadness, or any
unpleasant feeling, the “feeling bad about feeling bad”
phenomenon will be shortcircuited. He can move on to change
other aspects of his life.

Much of the success in Neil’s life has resulted from trying
harder: Studying harder usually results in better grades.
Practicing harder usually results in a better performance. But
some situations in life require the opposite. The more you grit
your teeth and clench your fists and try to go to sleep, the
more likely you will be awake all night. The harder you try to
make yourself relax, the more tense you may become.

The borderline trapped in this dilemma will often break free
when he least expects it—when he relaxes, becomes less
obsessive and self-demanding, and learns to accept himself. It
is no coincidence that the borderline who seeks a healthy love
relationship more often finds it when he is least desperate for
one and more engaged in self-fulfilling activities. For it is at
this point that he is more attractive to others and less pressured
to grasp at immediate and unrealistic solutions to loneliness.

The Perennial Victim

The borderline frequently involves himself in predicaments in
which he becomes a victim. Neil, for example, perceives
himself as a helpless character upon whom others act. The



borderline frequently is unaware that his behavior is
provocative or dangerous, or that it may in some way invite
persecution. The woman who continually chooses men who
abuse her is typically unaware of the patterns she is repeating.
The borderline’s split view of himself includes a special,
entitled part and an angry, unworthy part that masochistically
deserves punishment, although he may not be consciously
aware of one side or the other. In fact, a pattern of this type of
“invited” victimization is often a solid indication of BPD
pathology.

Although being a victim is most unpleasant, it can also be a
very appealing role. A helpless waif, buffeted by the turbulent
seas of an unfair world, is very attractive to some people. A
match between the helpless waif and one who feels a strong
need to rescue and take care of others satisfies needs for both
parties. The borderline finds a “kind stranger” who promises
complete and total protection. And the partner fulfills his own
desire to feel strong, protective, important, and needed—to be
the one to “take her away from all this.”

CASE 3: ANNETTE. Born to a poor black family, Annette
lost her father at a very young age when he abandoned the
household. A succession of other men briefly occupied the
“father” chair in the home. Eventually her mother remarried,
but her second husband was also a drinker and carouser. When
Annette was about eight, her stepfather began sexually abusing
her and her sister. Annette was afraid to tell her mother, who
gloried in the family’s finally achieving some financial
security. So Annette allowed it to continue—“for her mother’s
sake.”

At seventeen, Annette became pregnant and married the
baby’s father. She managed to graduate from high school,
where her grades were generally good, but other aspects of her
life were in turmoil: her husband drank and ran with other
women. After a while, he began beating her. She continued to
bear more of his children, complaining and enduring—“for the
children’s sake.”



After six years and three children, Annette’s husband left
her. His departure prompted a kind of anxious relief—the wild
ride was finally over, but concerns over what to do next
loomed ominously.

Annette and the kids tried to make things work, but she felt
constantly overwhelmed. Then she met John, who was about
twenty-five years older (he refused to tell her his exact age)
and seemed to have a genuine desire to take care of her. He
became the good father Annette never had. He encouraged and
protected her. He advised her on how to dress and how to talk.
After a while, Annette became more self-confident, got a good
job, and began enjoying her life. A few months later, John
moved in—sort of. He lived with her on weekends but slept
away during the week because of work assignments that made
it “more convenient to sleep at the office.”

Deep inside, Annette knew John was married, but she never
asked. When John became less dependable, stayed away more,
and generally became more detached, she held in her anger.
On the job, however, this anger surfaced, and she was passed
over for many promotions. Her supervisors said that she
lacked the academic qualifications of others and that she was
abrasive, but Annette wouldn’t accept those explanations.

Incensed, she attributed the rejections to racial
discrimination. She became more and more depressed and
eventually entered the hospital.

In the hospital, Annette’s racial sensitivities exploded. Most
of the doctors were white, as were most of the nurses and most
of the other patients. The hospital decor was “white” and the
meals were “white.” All of the anger built up over the years
was now focused on society’s discrimination against blacks.
By concentrating exclusively on this global issue, Annette
avoided her own personal demons.

Her most challenging target was Harry, a music therapist on
staff at the hospital. Annette felt that Harry (who was white)
insisted on playing only “white” music, and that his looks and
whole demeanor embodied “whiteness.” Annette vented her



fury on this therapist, and she would stalk away angrily from
the music therapy sessions.

Although Harry was frightened by the outbursts, he sought
out Annette. His Support statement reflected his personal
concern about Annette’s progress in the hospital program.
Harry expressed his Empathy for Annette by voicing his
recognition of how frustrating it feels to be discriminated
against, and cited his own experiences as one of the only Jews
in his educational program. Then Harry attempted to confront
the Truth, or reality, issues in Annette’s life, pointing out that
railing against racial discrimination was useless without a
commitment to work toward changing it. Annette’s need to
remain a victim, Harry said, shielded her from assuming any
responsibility for what happened in her life. She could feel
justified in cursing the fates rather than bravely investigating
her own role in continuing to be used by others. By wrapping
herself in a veil of righteous anger, Annette was avoiding any
kind of frightening self-examination or confrontation that
might induce change, and thereby was perpetuating her
impotency and helplessness. This left her incapable of making
changes “for her sake.”

At the next music therapy session, Annette did not stalk out
of the room. Instead, she confronted Harry and the other
patients. She suggested different songs to play. At the
following meeting the group agreed to play some civil-rights
protest songs of Annette’s choosing.

Harry’s response exemplified SET-UP principles and would
have been useful for Annette’s boss, her friends—anyone who
faced her angry outbursts on a regular basis.

SET-UP communication can free a borderline or anyone
who is locked into a victim role by pointing out the advantages
of being a victim (being cared for, appearing blameless for bad
results, disavowing responsibility) and the disadvantages
(abdicating autonomy, maintaining obsequious dependency,
remaining fixated and immobile amid life’s dilemmas). The
borderline “victim” must, however, hear all three parts of the
message, otherwise the impact of the message will be lost. If



“The Truth will set you free,” then Support and Empathy must
accompany it to ensure it will be heard.

Quest for Meaning

Much of the borderline’s dramatic behavior is related to his
interminable search for something to fill the emptiness that
continually haunts him. Relationships and drugs are two of the
mechanisms the borderline uses to combat the loneliness and
to capture a sense of existing in a world that feels real.

CASE 4:RICH. “I guess I just love too much!” said Rich in
describing his problems with his girlfriend. He was a thirty-
year-old divorced man who had a succession of disastrous
affairs with women. He would cling obsessively to these
women, showering them with gifts and attention. Through
them he felt whole, alive, and fulfilled. But he demanded from
them—and from other friends—total obedience. In this way he
felt in control, not only of them but more important of his own
existence.

He became distraught when these women acted
independently. He cajoled, insisted, and threatened. To stave
off the omnipresent sense of emptiness, he attempted to
control others; if they refused to comply with his wishes, Rich
became seriously depressed and out of control. He would turn
to alcohol or drugs to recapture his sense of being or
authenticity. Sometimes he would pick fights or cut himself
when he feared he was losing touch with his sensory or
emotional feelings. When the anger and pain no longer
brought changes, he would take up with another woman who
perceived him as “misunderstood” and merely needing “the
love of a good woman.” Then the process would start all over
again.

Rich lacked insight into his dilemma, insisting that it was
always “the bitch’s fault.” He dismissed his friends as not
caring or not understanding—they were not able to convey
Support or Empathy. The women he became involved with



were initially sympathetic, but lacked the Truth component.
Rich needed to be confronted with all three aspects.

In this situation, the S message would convey caring about
Rich. The E part would accept without challenge Rich’s
feeling of “loving too much” but would also help him
understand his sense of emptiness and his need to fill it.

The Truth message would attempt to point out the patterns
in Rich’s life that seem to repeat endlessly. Truth should also
help Rich see that he uses women as he does drugs and self-
mutilation—as objects or maneuvers to relieve numbness and
feel whole. As long as Rich continues to search outside
himself for inner contentment, he will remain frustrated and
disappointed, because he cannot control outside forces and
especially others, as he can control himself. For instance,
despite his most frenzied efforts to regulate her, a new
girlfriend will retain some independence outside the realm of
Rich’s control. Or, he could lose a new job due to economic
factors that may eliminate the position. But Rich can control
his own creative powers, intellectual curiosity, and so on.
Independent personal interests—books, hobbies, arts, sports,
exercise—can serve as reliable and enduring sources of
satisfaction, which cannot easily be taken away.

Search for Constancy

Adjusting to a world that is continually inconsistent and
untrustworthy is a major problem for the borderline. The
borderline’s universe lacks pattern and predictability. Friends,
jobs, and skills can never be relied upon. The borderline must
keep testing and retesting all of these aspects of his life; he is
in constant fear that a trusted person or situation will change
into the total opposite—absolute betrayal. A hero becomes a
devil; the perfect job becomes the bane of his existence. The
borderline cannot conceive that individual or situational object
constancy can endure. He has no laurels on which to rest.
Every day he must begin anew trying desperately to prove to
himself that the world can be trusted. Just because the sun has



risen in the East for thousands of years does not mean it will
happen today. He must see it for himself each and every day.

CASE 5: PAT AND JAKE. Pat was an attractive twenty-
nine-year-old woman in the process of divorcing her second
husband. As with her first husband, she accused him of being
an alcoholic and of abusing her. Her lawyer, Jake, saw her as
an unfortunate victim in need of protection. He called her
frequently to be sure she was all right. They began to have
lunch together. As the case proceeded, they became lovers.
Jake moved out of his house and away from his wife and two
sons. Though not yet divorced, Pat moved in with him.

At first, Pat admired Jake’s intelligence and expertise.
Where she felt weak and defenseless, he seemed “big and
strong.” But over time she became increasingly demanding.
As long as Jake was protective, Pat cooed. But when he began
to make demands, she became hostile. She resented his going
to work and particularly his involvement in other divorce
cases. She resisted his visits to his children and accused him of
choosing them over her. She would initiate brutal arguments
that often culminated in her rushing out of the house to spend
the night with a male “platonic friend.”

Pat lacked object constancy (see chapter 2 and Appendix
B). Friendships and love relationships had to be constantly
tested because she never felt secure with any human contact.
Her need for reassurance was insatiable. She had been through
countless other relationships in which she first appeared
ingenuous and in need of caretaking and then tested them with
outrageous demands. The relationships all ended with
precisely the abandonment she feared, then she would repeat
the process in her next romance.

At first, when Pat perceived Jake as supportive and
reassuring, she idealized their relationship. But when he
exhibited signs of functioning separately, she became enraged,
cursing and denigrating him. When he was at the office, she
would call him incessantly because, as she said, she was
“forgetting him.” To her friends, Jake sounded like two
completely different people—for Pat, he was.



SET confrontations of object inconstancy require
recognition of this borderline dilemma. Support statements
must convey that caring is constant, unconditional.
Unfortunately, the borderline has difficulty grasping that she
does not need to earn acceptance continuously. She is in
constant fear that Support could be withdrawn if at any point
she displeases. Thus, attempts at reassurance are never-ending
and never enough.

The Empathy message should confirm an understanding that
Pat has not yet learned to trust Jake’s continual attempts at
comfort. Jake has to communicate his awareness of the
horrific anxieties Pat is experiencing and how frightening it is
for her to be alone.

Truth declarations must include attempts to reconcile the
split parts. Jake has to explain that he cares for Pat all the time,
even when he is frustrated by her. He must also declare his
intention not to allow himself to be abused. Capitulation to
Pat’s demands will only result in more demands. Trying to
please and satisfy Pat is an impossible task, for it is never
finished—new insecurities will always arise. Truth will
probably mandate ongoing therapy for both of them, if their
relationship is to continue.

The Rage of Innocence

Borderline rage is often terrifying in its unpredictability and
intensity. It may be sparked by relatively insignificant events
and explode without warning. It may be directed at previously
valued people. The threat of violence frequently accompanies
this anger. All of these features make borderline rage much
different from typical anger.

In an instant, Pat could transform from a docile, dependent,
childlike woman into a demanding, screaming harpy. On one
occasion she suggested that she and Jake have a quiet lunch
together. But when Jake told her he had to go to the office, she
suddenly began screaming at him, inches from his face,



accusing him of ignoring her needs. She viciously attacked his
manhood, his failures as a husband and father, and his
profession. She threatened to report him to the bar association
for misconduct. When Jake’s attempts to placate her failed, he
would silently leave the scene, which infuriated Pat even
more. But when he returned, both would act as if nothing had
ever happened.

SET-UP principles must first of all address safety issues.
Volatility must be contained. In the scenario above, Jake’s
Support and Empathy messages should come first, though Pat
will probably reject them as insincere. In such cases it is
imprudent for Jake to continue to argue that he cares and
understands that she is upset. He must move immediately to
Truth statements, which must first mandate that neither of
them will physically harm the other. He must firmly tell her to
back off, to allow some physical distance. He can inform her
of his wish to communicate calmly with her. If she will not
allow this, he can state his intention of leaving until the
situation quiets down, at which point they can resume
discussions. He must try to avoid physical conflict, despite
Pat’s provocations. Although unconsciously Pat may actually
want Jake to physically overpower her, this need is based on
unhealthy experiences from her past, and will likely later be
used to criticize him more.

Truth statements made during angry confrontations are often
better directed toward the underlying dynamics than toward
the specifics of the clash. Further debate about whether taking
Pat to lunch is more important than going to the office will
probably be unproductive. However, Jake might address Pat’s
apparent need to fight and her possible wish to be
overpowered and hurt. He might also confront Pat’s behavior
as a need to be rejected. Is she so fearful of anticipating
rejection that she is precipitating it in order to “hurry up and
get it over with”? The primary Truth message is that this
behavior is driving Jake away. He may ask if this is really
what Pat wants.



The Need for Consistency

All Truth statements must, indeed, be true. For the borderline,
already living in a world of inconsistencies, it is much worse
to make idle threats about the unenforced consequences of an
action than to passively allow inappropriate behaviors to
continue. In Fatal Attraction, for example, Alex Forrest, the
main female character in the popular 1987 film (played by
Glenn Close), exhibited several “textbook” borderline traits in
the extreme. Entering into an affair with Dan Gallagher
(Michael Douglas), a well-ensconced married man, she refuses
to let go, even after it is obvious Dan will never leave his wife.
By the end of the movie Dan, his family, and Alex are
destroyed or close to it. Alex was used to resisting rejection by
manipulating others. For Dan to say he was going to end the
relationship without unequivocally doing so was destructive.
Of course, he didn’t know that following the termination of an
intense relationship, the borderline is unable to “just be
friends”—an “in-between” relationship that the borderline
finds intolerable.

Because the borderline has such difficulty with
equivocation, intentions must be backed up with clear,
predictable actions. A parent who threatens his adolescent with
revocation of privileges for certain behaviors and then does
not carry out his promises exacerbates the problem. A
therapist who purports to set limits for therapy—establishing
fees, limiting phone calls, etc.—but then does not follow
through invites increased borderline testing.

Borderlines are often reared in situations in which threats
and dramatic actions are the only ways to achieve what is
sought. Just as the borderline perceives acceptance as
conditional, so rejection can also be seen this way. The
borderline feels that if only he is attractive enough, or smart
enough, or rich enough, or demanding enough, he will
ultimately get what he wants. The more outrageous behavior is
rewarded, the more the borderline will employ such
maneuvers.



Although the SET-UP principles were developed for
working with borderline patients, they can be useful for
dealing with others. When communication is stalled, SET-UP
can help focus on messages that are not being successfully
transmitted. If an individual feels that he is not supported or
respected, or that he is misunderstood, or if he refuses to
address realistic problems, specific SET steps can be taken to
reinforce these flagging areas. In today’s complex world, a
clear set of communication principles that includes both love
and reason are necessary to overcome the tribulations of
borderline chaos. Productive communication requires
Understanding and Perseverence. Understanding the
underlying dynamics of the communication and the needs of
the partner reinforce SET principles. Perseverance is necessary
to effect change. For many borderlines, having a consistent,
unflappable figure in their lives (neighbor, friend, therapist)
may be one of the most important requirements for healing.
Such a figure may contribute little except for his consistency
and acceptance (in the face of frequent provocations), yet
furnish the borderline with a model of constancy in the
borderline’s otherwise chaotic world.
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Chapter Six
Coping with the Borderline

But he’s a human being, and a terrible
thing is happening to him. So
attention must be paid. He is not to be
allowed to fall into his grave like an
old dog. Attention must be finally
paid to such a person.

—From Death of a Salesman, by Arthur Miller

 

 

 

No one knew quite what to do with Ray. He had been in and
out of hospitals and had seen many doctors over the years, but
he could never remain long in treatment. Nor could he stay
with a job. His wife, Denise, worked in a dentist’s office and
spent most of her leisure time with her friends, generally
ignoring Ray’s complaints of chest pains, headaches,
backaches, and depression.

Ray was the only child of wealthy, protective parents. When
he was nine, his father’s brother committed suicide. Although
he never knew his uncle very well, he understood that his
parents were greatly affected by the suicide. After this event,
his parents became even more protective and would insist he
stay home from school whenever he felt ill. At the age of
twelve, Ray announced he was depressed and began seeing
what evolved into a parade of therapists.

An indifferent student, he went on to college where he met
Denise. She was the only woman who had ever shown any
interest in him, and after a short courtship they were married.
Both quit college and dutifully went to work, but relied on
Ray’s parents to subsidize their household and Ray’s
continuing therapy.



The couple moved frequently; whenever Denise got bored
with a job or a location, they would move to a different part of
the country. She would quickly acquire a new job and new
friends, but Ray had great difficulty and would remain out of
work for many months.

As they both began drinking more, their fighting intensified.
When they bickered, Ray would sometimes leave and return to
live with his parents, where he would stay until the family
began to quarrel, then he would come home to Denise.

Frequently Ray’s wife and parents would tell him how fed
up they were with his moodiness and multiple medical
complaints, but then he’d threaten to kill himself and his
parents would become panic-stricken. They insisted he see
new doctors and flew him around the country to consult with
various experts. They arranged hospitalizations in several
prestigious institutions, but after a short time Ray always
signed himself out against medical advice, and his parents
would send him plane fare home. They continuously vowed to
withhold further financial support but never stuck to their
word.

Friends and jobs became an indistinguishable blur of
unsatisfying encounters. Whenever a new acquaintance or
occupation disappointed in any way, Ray quit. His parents
wrung their hands; Denise basically ignored him. Ray
continued spinning out of control with no one to restrain him,
including himself.

Recognizing BPD in Friends and Relations

On the surface a borderline personality can be very difficult to
identify, despite the underlying volcanic turbulence. Unlike
many people afflicted with other mental disorders—such as
schizophrenia, bipolar (manic-depressive) disease, alcoholism,
or eating disorders—the borderline can usually function
extremely well in work and social situations without appearing
overtly pathological. Indeed, some of the hallmarks of



borderline behavior are the sudden, unpredictable eruptions of
anger, extreme suspiciousness, or suicidal depression from
someone who has appeared so “normal.”

The borderline’s sudden outbursts are usually very
frightening and mystifying—both to the borderline himself
and to those closest to him. Because of the sudden and
extreme nature of certain prominent symptoms, the concerned
party can be easily misled and not recognize that it is a
common manifestation of BPD rather than a separate primary
illness. For example, a person who attempts to kill himself by
overdosing or cutting his wrists may be diagnosed with
depression and prescribed antidepressant medications and
brief, supportive psychotherapy. If the patient is suffering from
a chemical depression, this regimen should improve his
condition and he should recover relatively quickly and
completely. If, however, the destructive behaviors have been
triggered by BPD, his self-harming will continue, unabated by
the treatment. Even if he is both depressed and borderline (a
common combination), this approach will only partially treat
the illness and further problems will ensue. If the borderline
features are not recognized, the continuation of suicidal or
other destructive behaviors, despite treatment, becomes
puzzling and frustrating for the patient, the doctor, and
everyone concerned.

Abby, a twenty-three-year-old fashion model, was treated in
a chemical dependency unit for alcoholism. She responded
very well to this program, but as she continued to abstain from
alcohol, she became increasingly, compulsively bulimic. She
then entered an eating-disorders unit where she was again
successfully treated.

A few weeks later, she began experiencing severe panic
attacks in stores, offices, even while driving in her car, and
eventually became afraid to leave her house. In addition to
these phobias, she was becoming more depressed. As she
considered entering a phobia clinic, a psychiatric consultant
recognized all of her symptoms to be representative of BPD
and recommended instead that she enter a psychiatric unit



specializing in borderline conditions. Where her previous
treatments had focused exclusively on alcoholism or bulimia,
this hospitalization took a more holistic view of her life and
treatment.

Eventually, Abby was able to connect her problems to her
continued ambivalent relationship with her parents, who had
interfered with her attempts to separate, mature, and be more
independent. She realized that her various illnesses were really
means to escape her parents’ demands without guilt. Her
bulimia, drinking, and anxieties occupied all her energy,
distracting her from addressing the conflicts with her parents.
What’s more, her “sick” role excused her from even feeling
obligated to work on this relationship. Ironically, the illnesses
also kept her attached to her parents: Because they had serious
marital problems (her mother was an alcoholic and her father
was chronically depressed), she could stay close to them by
replicating their pathological roles.

After a brief hospitalization she continued individual
outpatient psychotherapy. Her mood improved and her
anxieties and phobias dissolved. She also continued to abstain
from alcohol and purging.

Abby’s case illustrates how a consuming, prominent
behavior may actually represent and camouflage underlying
BPD, in which one or more of its features—unstable
relationships, impulsivity, mood shifts, intense anger, suicidal
threats, identity disturbances, feelings of emptiness, or frantic
efforts to avoid abandonment—result in psychiatric symptoms
that might mistakenly lead to incomplete diagnosis or even
misdiagnosis.

Coping and Helping

It is important to remember that BPD is an illness, not a willful
attempt to get attention. The borderline lacks the boots, much
less the bootstraps, with which to pull himself up. It is useless
to get angry or to cajole and plead with the borderline to



change; without help and motivation he cannot easily modify
his behavior.

However, this does not imply that the borderline is helpless
and should not be held responsible for his conduct. Actually,
the opposite is true. He must accept, without being excused or
protected, the real consequences of his actions, even though
initially he may be powerless to alter them. In this way, BPD
is no different from any other handicap. The individual
confined to a wheelchair will elicit sympathy, but he is still
responsible for finding wheelchair accessibility to the places
he wishes to go, and for keeping his vehicle in good enough
condition to take him there.

The borderline’s extremes of behavior typically lead to
either a hard-nosed “You lazy good-for-nothing SOB, pull
yourself together and fly right” response, or a cajoling “You
poor baby, you can’t do it; I’ll take care of you” pat on the
head. All must be aware of how their interactions may
encourage or inhibit borderline behaviors. Those who interact
with a borderline must attempt to walk a very thin line
between, on the one hand, providing reassurance of the
borderline’s worthiness and, on the other, confirming the
necessary expectations. They must try to respond supportively,
but without overreacting. Affection and physical touching,
such as hugging and holding a hand, can communicate to the
borderline that he is a valued person, but if it is exploitative, it
will hinder trust. If caring results in overprotectiveness, the
borderline stops feeling responsible for his behavior.

In most settings, concentrating on the Truth segments of
SET-UP principles (see chapter 5) can allow for reasonable
guidelines. But when suicide is threatened, it is usually time to
contact a mental health professional or suicide-prevention
facility. Suicide threats should not be allowed to become
“emotional blackmail,” whereby the friend or relation is
manipulated to behave as the borderline demands. Threats
should be taken seriously and met with prompt, predictable,
realistic reactions, such as demanding that the borderline
obtain professional help (a Truth response).



Jack, a forty-one-year-old single man, worked part-time
while attempting to return to school. His widowed mother
continued to support him financially, and whenever he failed
at work, school, or with a relationship, she would reinforce his
helplessness, by insisting he could not succeed in achieving
his goals and suggesting he return “home” to live with her.
Therapy involved not only helping Jack understand his wish to
remain helpless and reap the inherent benefits of helplessness
but also confronted his mother’s need to maintain control, and
her role in perpetuating his dependency.

It takes only one actor in the drama to initiate change. Jack’s
mother can respond to his dependency with SET-UP responses
that express her caring (Support), understanding (Empathy),
and acknowledgment of reality (Truth)—the need for Jack to
take responsibility for his own actions. If his mother is
unwilling to alter her behavior, Jack must recognize her role in
his problems and distance himself from her.

Contending with Borderline Rage

After a while, for someone close to a borderline, unpredictable
behaviors may become commonplace and therefore
“predictably unpredictable.” One of the most common, the
angry outburst, usually comes with no warning and appears
way out of proportion.

The close friend, relation, or coworker should resist the
temptation to “fight fire with fire.” The louder and angrier the
borderline gets, the quieter and more composed the other
person should become, thereby refusing to collaborate in
aggravating the emotional atmosphere, and spotlighting the
comparative outlandish intensity of the borderline’s rage. If the
concerned individual senses the potential for physical
violence, he should leave the scene immediately. Borderline
rage often cannot be reasoned with, so discussion and debate
are unnecessary and may only inflame the situation. Instead,
one should try to cool off the conflict by acknowledging the
difference in opinion and agreeing to disagree. Further



discussion can come later when the atmosphere is more
settled.

Living with Borderline Mood Swings

Rapid mood changes can be equally perplexing to the
borderline and to those around him. From an early age,
Meredith had always been aware of her moodiness. Without
reason she could soar to great heights of excitement and joy,
only to plummet, without warning, to the lower reaches of
despair. Her parents indulged her moodiness by tiptoeing
softly around her, never challenging her irritability. In school,
friends would come and go, put off by her unpredictability.
Some called her “the manic-depressive” and tried to kid her
out of her surliness.

Her husband, Ben, said he was attracted to her “kindness”
and “sense of fun.” But Meredith could change dramatically,
from playful to suicidal. Similarly, her interactions with Ben
would change from joyful sharing to gloomy isolation. Her
moods were totally unpredictable, and Ben was never sure
how he would find her upon his return at the end of the day. At
times he felt that he should enter their home by putting his hat
on a stick and poking it into the doorway to see if it would be
embraced, ignored, or shot at.

Ben was locked into a typical borderline “damned if you do
and damned if you don’t” scenario. Confronting her
depression would prompt more withdrawal and anger, but
ignoring it might show lack of concern. Relying on SET-UP
principles, however, would address his dilemma by insisting
on Meredith’s input into how he (and others) should react to
her moods.

For Meredith, these shifts in mood, unresponsive to a
variety of medications, were equally distressing. Her task was
to recognize such swings, take responsibility for having them,
and learn to adapt by compensating for their presence. When
in a state of depression, she could subsequently identify it and



learn to explain to others around her that she was in a down
phase and would try to function as well as she could. If she
was with people to whom she could not comfortably explain
her situation, Meredith could maintain a low profile and
actively try to avoid dealing with some of the demands on her.
A major goal would involve establishing constancy—
consistent, reliable attitudes and behaviors—toward herself
and others.

Handling Impulsivity

Impulsive acts can be extremely frustrating for the borderline’s
friends and relations, particularly if the acts are self-
destructive. Impulsivity is especially unnerving when it
emerges (as it often does) at a relatively stable point in the
borderline’s life. Indeed, impulsive behaviors may emanate
precisely because life is settling and the borderline feels
uncomfortable in a crisis-free state.

Larry, for example, was in a marriage that was comfortably
boring. Married for over twenty years, he and Phyllis rarely
interacted. She reared their sons while Larry toiled for a large
company. His life was a self-imposed prison of daily routine
and compulsive behaviors. He took hours to dress, in order to
arrange his clothing just so. At night before bed, he engaged in
rituals to maintain a sense of control—the closet doors had to
be opened in a special way, the bathroom sink had to be
carefully cleaned, and the soap and toilet articles arranged in a
certain pattern.

But within this tightly regimented routine, Larry would
impulsively get drunk, pick fights, or abruptly leave town for
an entire day without warning. On two occasions he
impulsively overdosed on his heart medicine “to see what it
felt like.” Usually he would absorb Phyllis’s anger by turning
somber and quiet, but every so often he would strike out at her,
frequently over trivial matters.



He would remain dry for several months and then, just as he
was receiving praise for abstaining, he would get abusively
and loudly drunk. His wife, friends, and counselors pleaded
and threatened, but to no avail.

SET-UP techniques might help Phyllis deal with Larry’s
impulsivity. Rather than beg and threaten, she might
emphasize her caring for Larry (Support) and her growing
realization that he is becoming more and more dissatisfied
with his life (Empathy). Truth statements would communicate
her own unhappiness with their current situation and the
crucial need to do something about it, such as enter therapy.

It is also often helpful to be able to predict impulsive
behaviors from past experiences. For example, after a period
of sobriety, Phyllis might remind Larry, in a neutral, matter-of-
fact way, that in the past, when things have gone well, he has
built up pressures that have exploded into drinking binges. By
pointing out previous patterns, one can help the borderline
become more aware of feelings that preview the onset of
impulsivity. This should be accompanied by Support
statements, so it is not interpreted as defeating, “there you go
again” criticism. In such a way, the borderline learns that
behaviors that he has perceived as chaotic and unpredictable
can actually be anticipated, understood, and thereby
controlled. However, even if the borderline does feel
criticized, predicting can stimulate a contrariness that
motivates her to not repeat destructive patterns, “just to show
you!”

Finally, in therapy, Larry began to see that his seemingly
unpredictable behaviors represented anger at himself and
others. He realized how he would become abusive to his wife
or begin drinking when frustrated with himself. This impulsive
behavior would result in guilt and self-chastisement, which, in
turn, served to expiate his sins. As Larry began to value
himself more highly and respect his own ideals and beliefs, his
destructive activities diminished.



Understanding Your Own Emotions

When you join the borderline on his roller-coaster ride, you
also must expect to experience a variety of emotions,
especially guilt, fear, and anger. When self-destructive, the
borderline may appear helpless and project responsibility for
his behavior onto others, who may all too readily accept it.
Guilt is a strong inhibitor of honest confrontation. Similarly,
fear of physical harm—to the borderline, others, or yourself—
may also be a powerful deterrent to initiating interactions.
Anger is a common reaction when, as frequently occurs, you
feel manipulated or simply don’t like or understand a certain
behavior.

Lois’s mother called Lois frequently, complaining of severe
headaches, loneliness, and an overall disgust with life. With
her father long dead and her siblings estranged from the
family, Lois was the “good daughter,” the only child who
cared.

Lois felt guilty when her mother was alone and in pain.
Despite Lois’s love for her mother and the feelings of guilt her
mother triggered, Lois began feeling angry when she saw her
mother becoming progressively more helpless and unwilling to
take care of herself. Lois began to recognize that she was
being taken advantage of by her mother’s increasing
dependency. But when Lois expressed her anger, her mother
just became more tearful and helpless, and Lois felt more
guilty, and the cycle repeated again. Only when Lois untangled
herself from this interlocking system was her mother forced to
achieve a healthier self-sufficiency.

Special Parenting Problems

Most borderlines describe childhoods with characteristic
features. Often, one parent was missing or frequently absent;



had time-consuming outside interests, hobbies, or career
demands; or abused alcohol or drugs.

If both parents did live in the home, their relationship was
often not harmonious. There was frequently a lack of
consensus about child rearing and, subsequently, one parent,
usually the mother, assumed the primary parenting role. Such
parents are rarely capable of presenting a united, collaborative
front to their children. For such children, the world abounds
with inconsistencies and invalidation. When the child requires
structure, he receives contradictions; when he needs firmness,
he gets ambivalence. Thus, the future borderline is deprived of
the opportunity to develop a consistent, core identity.

The mother of a borderline may be blatantly ill, but more
often her pathology is quite subtle. She may even be perceived
by others as the “perfect mother” because of her total
“dedication” to her children. Deeper observation, however,
reveals her over-involvement in her children’s lives, her
encouragement of mutual dependencies, and her unwillingness
to allow her children to mature and separate naturally.

Attempting to maintain consistent child rearing after
separation or divorce is especially challenging. Consistency
may be difficult for the borderline parent, who may
consciously or unconsciously use the children to continue the
battle with her spouse. The other parent should try to minimize
conflicts by being highly selective in “choosing one’s battles.”
Trying to defend oneself or debate accusations will not alter
the resentment and will only confuse the children. Often, the
best approach is to redirect conversation away from the
personal relationship. Try to get the spouse to focus only on
“what’s best for the kids.” Usually, common ground can be
found and conflict can be minimized.

Separations

Separations from parents, particularly during the first few
years of life, are common in the borderline biography. On the



surface, these separations may appear insignificant, yet they
have profound effects. For example, the birth of a sibling takes
the mother away from her normal activities for a few weeks,
but when she returns, she is no longer as responsive to the
older child; in the eyes of the older child, mother has
disappeared, replaced by someone different—one who now
has mothering duties with a younger sibling. For the healthy
child in a healthy environment, this trauma is easily overcome,
but for the borderline in a borderline setting, it may be one of a
series of losses and perceived abandonments. Extended
illnesses, frequent travels, divorce, or the death of a parent also
deprive the developing infant of consistent mothering at
crucial times, which may interfere with his abilities to develop
trust and constancy in his unstable and unreliable world.

The Trauma of Child Abuse

Severe physical and/or sexual abuse is a common trauma in
the history of the borderline personality. When a child is
abused, he invariably blames himself because (consciously or
subconsciously) that is the best of the available alternatives. If
he blames the adult, he will be terrified by his dependency on
incompetents who are unable to take care of him. If he blames
no one, pain becomes random and unpredictable and therefore
even more frightening because he has no hope of controlling
it. Blaming himself makes the abuse easier to understand and
therefore possible to control—he can feel that he somehow
causes the abuse and therefore will be able to find a way to
end it, or he will give up and accept that he is “bad.”

In these situations, the borderline learns early in life that he
is bad, that he causes bad things to happen. He begins to
expect punishment and may only feel secure when being
punished. Later, self-mutilation may sometimes be the
borderline’s way of perpetuating this familiar, secure feeling
of being chastised. He may see abuse as a kind of love and
repeat the abuse with his own children. As an adult, he
remains locked in the child’s confusing world, in which love



and hate comingle, only good and bad exist with no in-
between, and only inconsistency is consistent.

Abuse can take subtler forms than physical violence or
deviant sexuality. Emotional abuse—expressed as verbal
harassment, sarcasm, humiliation, or frigid silence—can be
equally devastating.

Stephanie could never please her father. When she was
young, he called her “Chubby” and laughed at her clumsy
tomboy attempts to please him by playing sports. She was
“stupid” when her grades were less than perfect and when she
broke dishes while trying to clear the kitchen. He ridiculed her
strapless gown on prom night and, on graduation day, insisted
that she would amount to nothing.

As an adult, Stephanie was always unsure of herself, never
trusting flattering comments and hopelessly trying to please
people who were impossible to please. After a long string of
destructive relationships, Stephanie finally met Ted, who
seemed caring and supportive. At every turn, however,
Stephanie tried to sabotage the relationship by constantly
testing his loyalty and questioning his commitment, convinced
that no one whom she valued could value her.

Ted needed to understand Stephanie’s background and
recognize that trust could not realistically be established
except over long periods of time. Not everyone is willing to
wait. Ted was.

Recognizing BPD in Adolescence

By definition, the struggles of adolescence and BPD are very
similar: both the normal adolescent and the borderline struggle
for individuality and separation from parents, seek bonds with
friends and identification with groups, try to avoid being
alone, tend to go through dramatic mood changes, and are
generally prone to impulsivity. The teenager’s easy
distractibility is analogous to the borderline’s difficulty to
commit himself to a goal and follow through. Adolescents’



eccentric dress styles, prehistoric eating habits, and piercing
music are usually attempts to carve out a distinctive identity
and relate to specific groups of peers, efforts similar to those
of borderlines.

A normal adolescent may listen to gloomy music, write
pessimistic poetry, glorify suicidal celebrities, dramatically
scream, cry, and threaten. However, the normal adolescent
does not cut his wrists, binge and purge several times a day,
become addicted to drugs, or attack his mother; and it is these
extremes that anticipate the development of BPD.

Some parents will deny the seriousness of an adolescent’s
problems (a drug overdose, for example) by dismissing them
as a typical teenager’s bid for attention. Though it is true that
children often seek attention in dramatic ways, neither suicide
attempts nor any destructive behaviors are “normal.” They
instead suggest the possibility of incipient borderline
personality or another disorder and should be evaluated by a
professional. Compared to teenagers with other psychiatric
disorders, borderline adolescents experience some of the most
severe pathology and dysfunction. Borderline adolescents
exhibit higher lifetime rates of sexually transmitted infections
and medical problems. They are more likely to abuse alcohol,
cigarettes, and other drugs.1

Usually others—parents, teachers, employers, friends—will
recognize when the normal teenager crosses the border into
borderline behavior, even before the adolescent himself.
Continuous drug abuse, serial tumultuous relationships, or
anorexic fasting are reliable indicators that deeper problems
may be involved. The teen’s whole style of functioning should
be the focus of examination, rather than individual symptoms.
This is especially crucial when considering the potential for
suicide.

Suicide is a leading cause of death among teenagers, and is
particularly prevalent in children who are depressed, abuse
drugs, act impulsively or violently, and maintain few support
systems—all prominent features of BPD.2,3 Threats of self-



harm should always be taken seriously. Attempts to self-
mutilate or harm oneself “only for attention” can go tragically
awry. Parents who try to distinguish “real suicide” from
“attention-seeking” miss the point—both are seriously
pathological behaviors and require treatment, often
hospitalization.

Working with the Borderline

In the work environment, borderlines are often perceived as
“strange” or “eccentric”: they may tend to isolate themselves,
avoid personal contacts, and keep others away with an aura of
surliness, suspicion, or eccentricity. Some habitually complain
of physical ailments or personal problems, and occasionally
have fits of paranoia and rage. Still others may act perfectly
normal in the work situation, but appear awkward or
uncomfortable around coworkers outside the workplace.

Many employers have implemented Employee Assistance
Programs (EAPs), in-house counselors, and referral
departments initially designed to help employees deal with
alcohol and drug abuse problems. Today, many EAPs are also
available to help workers confront other emotional problems
as well as legal and financial difficulties.

Many EAP counselors are well equipped to identify features
of alcohol or drug abuse, or of prominent psychiatric illnesses
such as depression or psychosis, but they may be less familiar
with the more intricate symptoms of BPD. Though the
employee’s supervisor, coworkers, counselor, even the
employee himself may be aware of some dysfunctional or
disruptive behaviors, the borderline might not be referred for
treatment because his behaviors cannot be clearly associated
with a more commonly recognized disorder.

The prospective employer may suspect borderline
characteristics in an applicant who has a history of frequent
job changes. These terminations will often be explained by
“personality conflicts” (which, indeed, is often accurate).



Other job separations may be sparked by a significant change
—a new supervisor, new computer system, or an adjustment in
job description—that disrupted a very structured (perhaps even
monotonous) routine.

Because the borderline may be very creative and dedicated,
he can be a most valuable employee. When functioning on a
higher level, he can be colorful, stimulating, and inspiring to
others. Most borderlines function optimally in a well-defined,
structured environment in which expectations are clearly
delineated.

Coworkers will be most comfortable with the borderline
when they recognize his tendency to see the world as black or
white and accept his need for well-defined structure. They
should avoid “kidding around” with him and stay away from
“good-natured” mocking, which the borderline may often
misconstrue. It may be helpful to intercede if the borderline
becomes the target of others’ jokes. Frequent compliments for
good work, and matter-of-fact, non-condemning recognition of
mistakes with suggestions for improvement can aid the
borderline’s functioning in the workplace.

Similarly, when the borderline is in an executive position, it
is important for employees to recognize and learn to deal with
his black-or-white thinking. Employees should learn to expect
and accept his changeability with a minimum of hurt feelings.
They should avoid entanglement in logical arguments, because
consistency may not always be possible for the borderline.
They should look for allies elsewhere in the organization to
provide reliable feedback and evaluations.

Playing with the Borderline

At play the borderline is typically unpredictable and
sometimes very disconcerting. He may have great difficulty
with recreation and play with a seriousness that is out of
proportion to the relaxed nature of the activity. He may be
your newly assigned tennis doubles partner who at first seems



nice enough, but as the game goes on becomes increasingly
frustrated and angry. Though you continually remind him that
“it’s just a game,” he may stomp around, curse himself, throw
the racket, and swear to give up the sport. He may be your
son’s Little League coach who works well with the kids, but
suddenly becomes wildly abusive to the teenage umpire or
angrily humiliating to his own son—seen as an extension of
himself—who strikes out with the bases loaded. Although
these examples may describe borderline-like traits in some
people who in fact are not borderline, when these behaviors
are extreme or represent a consistent pattern, they may be
indications of a true borderline personality.

The borderline’s intensity interferes with his ability to relax
and have fun. Others’ attempts at humor may frustrate him and
make him angry. It is virtually impossible “to kid him out of
it.” If you elect to continue playing tennis with your borderline
partner, judicious use of SET-UP principles may make the
experience more tolerable.

The Maturing Borderline

Higher functioning adult borderlines who do not fully recover
may still have successful careers, assume traditional family
roles, and have a cadre of friends and support systems. They
may live generally satisfactory lives within their own separate
corner of existence, despite recurrent frustrations with
themselves and others who inhabit that niche.

Lower functioning borderlines, however, have more
difficulty maintaining a job and friends, and may lack family
and support systems; they may inhabit lonelier and more
desperate “black holes” within their own personal universe.

Common to most borderlines is an element of
unpredictability and erratic behavior. It may be more obvious
in the lonely, isolated individual, but those who know the
contented family man well can also detect inconsistencies in
his behavior that belie the superficial rationality. At work,



even the borderline who is a successful businessman or
professional may be known by those working closely with him
to be a bit strange, even if they can’t quite localize what it is
that projects that aura of imbalance.

As many borderlines grow older, they may “mellow out.”
Impulsivity, mood swings, and self-destructive behaviors seem
to diminish in dramatic intensity. This pattern might be an
objective reflection of change or a subjective evaluation of
those living or working with the borderline; the borderline’s
friends and lovers may have adjusted to his erratic actions over
time and no longer notice or respond to the outrageousness.

Maybe it is because he has settled into a more routine
lifestyle that no longer requires periodic outbursts—drinking
binges, suicide threats, or other dramatic gestures—to achieve
his needs. Perhaps with age the borderline loses the energy or
stamina to maintain the frenetic pace of borderline living. Or
perhaps there is simply a natural healing process that takes
place for some borderlines as they mature. In any event, most
borderlines get better over time, with or without treatment.
Indeed, most could be considered “cured” in the sense that
they no longer fulfill five of the nine defining criteria. Long-
term prognosis for this devastating disease is very hopeful (see
chapter 7).

Thus, those sharing life with the borderline can expect his
behaviors over time to become more tolerable. At this point
the unpredictable reactions become more predictable and
therefore easier to manage, and it becomes possible for the
borderline to learn how to love and be loved in a healthier
fashion.
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Chapter Seven
Seeking Therapy

I’m gonna give him one more year,
and then I’m going to Lourdes.

—From Annie Hall, by Woody Allen, about his psychiatrist

 

 

 

Dr. Smith, a nationally known psychiatrist, had called me
about his niece. She was depressed and in need of a good
psychotherapist. He was calling to say that he had
recommended me.

Arranging an appointment was difficult. She could not
rearrange her schedule to fit my openings, so I juggled and
rearranged my schedule to fit hers. I felt pressure to be
accommodating and brilliant, so that Dr. Smith’s faith in me
would be justified. I had just opened my practice and needed
some validation of my professional skills. Yet I knew that
these feelings were a bad sign: I was nervous.

Julie was strikingly attractive. Tall and blond, she easily
could have been a model. A law student, she was twenty-five,
bright, and articulate. She arrived ten minutes late and neither
apologized for nor even acknowledged this slight on her part.
When I looked closely, I could see that her eye makeup was a
little too heavy, as if she were trying to conceal a sadness and
exhaustion inside.

Julie was an only child, very dependent on her successful
parents, who were always traveling. Because she couldn’t
stand being alone, she cruised through a series of affairs.
When a man would break off the relationship, she’d become
extremely depressed until embarking on the next affair. She



was now “between relationships.” Her most recent man had
left her and “there was no one to replace him.”

It wasn’t long before her treatment fell into a routine. As a
session would near its end, she’d always bring up something
important, so our appointments would end a little late. The
phone calls between sessions became more frequent and lasted
longer.

Over the next six weeks we met once a week, but then
mutually agreed to increase the frequency to twice a week. She
talked about her loneliness and her difficulties with
separations, but continued to feel hopeless and alone. She told
me that she often exploded in rage against her friends, though
these outbursts were hard for me to imagine because she was
so demure in my office. She had problems sleeping, her
appetite decreased, and she was losing weight. She began to
talk about suicide. I prescribed antidepressant medications for
her, but she felt even more depressed and was unable to
concentrate in school. Finally, after three months of treatment,
she reported increasing suicidal thoughts and began to
visualize hanging herself. I recommended hospitalization,
which she reluctantly accepted. Clearly, more intense work
was needed to deal with this unremitting depression.

The first time I saw the anger was the day of her admission,
when Julie was describing her decision to come to the hospital.
Crying softly, she spoke of the fear she had experienced when
explaining her hospitalization to her father.

Then suddenly her face hardened, and she said, “Do you
know what that bitch did?” A moment passed before I realized
that Julie was now referring to Irene, the nurse who had
admitted her to the unit. Furiously, Julie described the nurse’s
lack of attention, her awkwardness with the blood pressure
cuff, and a mix-up with a lunch tray. Her ethereal beauty
mutated into a face of rage and terror. I jumped when she
pounded the table.

After a few days, Julie was galvanizing the hospital unit
with her demands and tirades. Some of the nurses and patients



tried to calm and placate her; others bristled when she threw
tantrums (and objects) and walked out of group sessions. “Do
you know what your patient did this morning, Doctor?” asked
one nurse as I stepped onto the floor. The emphasis was
clearly on the “your,” as if I were responsible for Julie’s
behavior and deserved the staff’s reprimands for not
controlling her. “You’re overprotective. She’s manipulating
you. She needs to be confronted.”

I immediately came to my own—and Julie’s—defense. “She
needs support and caring,” I replied. “She needs to be re-
parented. She needs to learn trust.” How dare they question
my judgment! Do I dare question it?

Throughout the first few days, Julie complained about the
nurses, the other patients, the other doctors. She said I was
understanding and caring and I had much greater insight and
knowledge than the other therapists she had seen.

After three days, Julie insisted on discharge. The nurses
were skeptical; they didn’t know her well enough. She hadn’t
talked much about herself either to them or in group therapy.
She was talking only to her doctor, but she insisted her suicidal
thoughts had dissipated and she needed “to get back to my
life.” In the end I authorized the discharge.

The next day she wobbled into the emergency room drunk
with cuts on her wrist. I had no choice but to re-admit her to
the ward. Though the nurses never actually said, “I told you
so,” their haughty looks were unmistakable and insufferable. I
began to avoid them even more than I had until that point. I
resumed Julie’s therapy on an individual basis and dropped her
from group sessions.

Two days later she demanded discharge. When I turned
down the request, she exploded. “I thought you trusted me,”
she said. “I thought you understood me. All you care about is
power. You just love to control people!”

Maybe she’s right, I thought. Perhaps I am too controlling,
too insecure. Or was she just attacking my vulnerability, my
need to be perceived as caring and trusting? Was she just



stoking my guilt and masochism? Was she the victim here, or
was I?

“I thought you were different,” she said. “I thought you
were special. I thought you really cared.” The problem was, I
thought so too.

By the end of the week the insurance company was calling
me daily, questioning her continued stay. Nursing notes
recorded her insistence that she was no longer self-destructive,
and she continued to lobby for discharge. We agreed to
dismiss her from the hospital, but have her continue in the day
hospital program, in which she could attend the hospital
scheduled groups during the day and go home in the afternoon.
On her second day in the outpatient program she arrived late,
disheveled, and hungover. She tearfully related the previous
night’s sleazy encounter with a stranger in a bar. The situation
was becoming clearer to me. She was begging for limits and
controls and structure but couldn’t acknowledge this
dependency. So she acted outrageously to make controls
necessary, and then got angry and denied her desire for them.

I could see this, but she couldn’t. Gradually I stopped
looking forward to seeing her. At each session, I was reminded
of my failure, and I found myself wishing that she would
either get well or disappear. When she told me that maybe her
old roommate’s doctor would be better for her, I interpreted
this as a wish to run away from herself and the real issues she
faced. A change at this point would be counterproductive for
her I knew, but silently I hoped that she would change doctors
for my sake. She still talked of killing herself, and I guiltily
fantasized that it would be almost a relief for me if she did.
Her changes had changed me—from a masochist to a sadist.

During her third week in the day hospital, another patient
hanged himself while home over the weekend. Frightened,
Julie flew into a rage: “Why didn’t you and these nurses know
he was going to kill himself?” she screamed. “How could you
let him do it? Why didn’t you protect him?”



Julie was devastated. Who was going to protect her? Who
would make the pain go away? I finally realized that it would
have to be Julie. No one else lived inside her skin. No one else
could totally understand and protect her. It was starting to
make some sense, to me and, after a while, to Julie.

She could see that no matter how hard she tried to run away
from her feelings, she could not escape being herself. Even
though she wanted to run away from the bad person she
thought she was, she had to learn to accept herself, flaws and
all. Ultimately she would see that just being Julie was okay.

Julie’s anger at the staff gradually migrated toward the
suicide patient, who “didn’t give himself a chance.” When she
saw his responsibility, she began to see hers. She discovered
that people who really cared about her did not let her do
whatever she wanted, as her parents had done. Sometimes
caring meant setting limits. Sometimes it meant telling her
what she didn’t want to hear. And sometimes it meant
reminding her of her accountability to herself.

It wasn’t much longer before all of us—Julie, the staff, and I
—began working together. I stopped trying so hard to be
likeable, wise, and unerring; it was more important to be
consistent and reliable—to be there.

After several weeks, Julie left the hospital outpatient
program and returned to our office therapy. She was still
lonely and afraid, but she didn’t need to hurt herself anymore.
Even more important, she was accepting the fact that she could
survive loneliness and fear but could still care about herself.

After a while, Julie found a new man who really seemed to
care about her. As for me, I learned some of the same things
Julie did—that distasteful emotions determine who I am to a
great extent and that accepting these unpleasant parts of
myself helps me to better understand my patients.

Beginning Treatment



Therapists who treat borderline personality often find that the
rigors of treatment place a great strain on their professional
abilities, as well as on their patience. Treatment sessions may
be stormy, frustrating, and unpredictable. The treatment period
proceeds at a snail-like pace and may require years to achieve
true change. Many borderline patients drop out of therapy in
the first few months.

Treatment is so difficult because the borderline responds to
it in much the same way as to other personal relationships. The
borderline will see the therapist as caring and gentle one
moment, deceitful and intimidating the next.

In therapy, the borderline can be extremely demanding,
dependent, and manipulative. It is not uncommon for a
borderline patient to telephone incessantly between sessions
and then appear unexpectedly in the therapist’s office,
threatening bodily harm to himself unless the therapist meets
with him immediately. Angry tirades against the therapist and
the process of therapy are common. Often, the borderline can
be very perceptive about the sensitivity of the therapist and
eventually goad him into anger, frustration, self-doubt, and
hopelessness.

Given the wide range of possible contributing causes of
BPD, and the extremes of behavior involved, there is a
predictably wide range of treatment methods. According to the
American Psychiatric Association’s “Practice Guideline for
the Treatment of Patients with Borderline Personality
Disorder,” “The primary treatment for borderline personality
disorder is psychotherapy, complemented by symptom-
targeted pharmacotherapy.”1 Psychotherapy can take place in
individual, group, or family therapy settings. It can proceed in
or out of a hospital setting. Therapy approaches can be
combined, such as individual and group. Some therapy
approaches are more “psychodynamic,” that is, emphasize the
connection between past experiences and unconscious feelings
with current behaviors. Other approaches are more cognitive
and directive, focused more on changing current behaviors



than necessarily exploring unconscious motivations. Some
therapies are time-limited, but most are open-ended.

Some treatments are usually avoided. Strict behavior
modification is seldom utilized. Classical psychoanalysis on
the couch with use of “free association” in an unstructured
environment can be devastating for the borderline whose
primitive defenses may be overwhelmed. Because hypnosis
can produce an unfamiliar trance state resulting in panic or
even psychosis, it is also usually avoided as a therapeutic
technique.

Goals of Therapy

All treatment approaches strive for a common goal: more
effective functioning in a world that is experienced as less
mystifying, less harmful, and more pleasurable. The process
usually involves developing insight into the unproductiveness
of current behaviors. This is the easy part. More difficult is the
process of reworking old reflexes and developing new ways of
dealing with life’s stresses.

The most important part of any therapy is the relationship
between the patient and therapist. This interaction forms the
foundation for trust, object constancy, and emotional intimacy.
The therapist must become a trusted figure, a mirror to reflect
a developing consistent identity. Starting with this relationship,
the borderline learns to extend to others appropriate
expectations and trust.

The primary goal of the therapist is to work toward losing
(not keeping) his patient. This is accomplished by directing the
patient’s attention to certain areas for examination, not by
controlling him. Though the therapist serves as the navigator,
pointing out landscapes of interest and helping to re-route the
itinerary around storm conditions, it is the patient who must
remain firmly in the pilot’s seat. Family and loved ones are
also sometimes included on this journey. A major objective is



for the patient to return home and improve relationships, not to
abandon them.

Some people are fearful of psychiatry and psychotherapy,
perceiving the process as a form of “mind control” or behavior
modification perpetrated on helpless, dependent patients who
are molded into robots by bearded, Svengali-like mesmerists.
The aim of psychotherapy is to help a patient individuate and
achieve more freedom and personal dignity. Unfortunately,
just as some people erroneously believe that you can be
hypnotized against your will, so some believe you can be
“therapized” against your will. Popular culture, especially
cinema, frequently portrays the “shrink” as either a bumbling
fool, more in need of treatment than his patients, or a
nefarious, brilliant criminal. Such irrational fears may deprive
people of opportunities to escape self-imposed captivity and
achieve self-acceptance.

Length of Therapy

Because of the past prominence of psychoanalysis, which
characteristically requires several years of intensive, frequent
treatment, most people view any form of psychotherapy as
being extended and drawn out, and therefore very expensive.
The addition of medications and specialized treatments to the
therapeutic armamentarium are responses to the need for
practical and affordable treatment methods. Broken bones heal
and infections clear up, but scars on the psyche may require
longer treatment.

If therapy terminates quickly, one may question if it was too
superficial. If it extends for many years, one may wonder if it
is merely intellectual game playing that enriches
psychotherapists while financially enslaving their dependent
and helpless patients.

How long should therapy last? The answer depends on the
specific goals. Resolution of specific, targeted symptoms—
such as depression, severe anxiety, or temper outbursts—may



be accomplished in relatively brief time spans, such as weeks
or months. If the goal is more profound restructuring, a longer
duration will be required. Over time BPD is usually “cured.”
This means that the patient, by strict definition, no longer
exhibits five of the nine defining DSM-IV criteria. However,
some individuals may continue to suffer from disabling
symptoms, which can require continued treatment.

Therapy may be interrupted. It is not unusual for borderlines
to engage in several separate rounds of therapy, with different
therapists and different techniques. Breaks in therapy may be
useful to solidify ideas, or to try out new insights, or merely to
catch up with life and allow time to grow and mature.
Financial limitations, significant life changes, or just a need
for a respite from the intensity of treatment may mandate a
time-out. Sometimes years of therapy may be necessary to
achieve substantive changes in functioning. When the changes
come slowly, it can be difficult to determine whether more
work should proceed, or if “this is as good as it gets.” The
therapist must consider both the borderline’s propensity to run
from confrontations with his unhealthy behaviors and his
tendency to cling dependently to the therapist (and others).

For some borderlines, therapy may never formally end.
They may derive great benefit from continuing intermittent
contacts with a trusted therapist. Such arrangements would be
considered “refueling stops” on the road to greater
independence, provided the patient does not rely on these
contacts to drive his life.

How Psychotherapy Works

As we shall see later in this and the next chapter, there are
several established therapeutic approaches for the treatment of
BPD. They may proceed in individual, group, or family
settings. Most of these are derived from two primary
orientations: psychodynamic psychotherapy and cognitive-
behavioral therapy. In the former, discussion of the past and



present are utilized to discover patterns that may forge a more
productive future. This form of therapy is more intensive, with
sessions conducted several times a week and usually
continuing for a longer period. Effective therapy must employ
a structured, consistent format with clear goals. Yet there must
also be flexibility to adapt to changing needs. Cognitive-
behavioral approaches focus on changing current thinking
processes and repetitive behaviors that are disabling; this type
of therapy is less concerned about the past. Treatment is more
problem-focused and often time-limited. Some therapy
programs combine both orientations.

Whatever the structure, the therapist tries to guide clients to
examine their experience and serves as a touchstone for
experimenting with new behaviors. Ultimately, the patient
begins to accept his own choices in life and to change his self-
image as a helpless pawn moved by forces beyond his control.
Much of this process emerges from the primary relationship
between therapist and patient. Often, in any therapy, both
develop intense feelings, called transference and
countertransference.

Transference

Transference refers to the patient’s unrealistic projections onto
the therapist of feelings and attitudes previously experienced
from other important persons in the patient’s life. For example,
a patient may get very angry with the doctor, based not on the
doctor’s communications, but on feelings that the doctor is
much like his mother, who in the past elicited much anger
from him. Or, a patient may feel she has fallen in love with her
therapist, who represents a fantasied, all-powerful, protective
father figure. By itself, transference is neither negative nor
positive, but it is always a distortion, a projection of past
emotions onto current objects.

Borderline transference is likely to be extremely
inconsistent, just like other aspects of the patient’s life. The
borderline will see the therapist as caring, capable, and honest



one moment, deceitful, devious, and unfeeling the next. These
distortions make the establishment of an alliance with the
therapist most difficult. Yet establishing and sustaining this
alliance is the most important part of any treatment.

In the beginning stages of therapy, the borderline both
craves and fears closeness to the therapist. He wants to be
taken care of but fears being overwhelmed and controlled. He
attempts to seduce the doctor into taking care of him and
rebels against his attempts to “control his life.” As the
therapist remains steadfast and consistent in withstanding his
tirades, object constancy develops—the borderline begins to
trust that the therapist will not abandon him. From this
beachhead of trust, the borderline can venture out with new
relationships and establish more trusting contacts. Initially,
however, such new friendships can be difficult to sustain for
the borderline, who, in the past, may have perceived his
formation of new alliances as a form of disloyalty. He may
even fear that his mate, friend, or therapist may become
jealous and enraged if he broadens his social contacts.

As the borderline progresses, he settles into a more
comfortable, trusting dependency. As he prepares for
termination, however, there may again be a resurgence of
turmoil in the relationship. He may pine for his previous ways
of functioning and resent needing to proceed onward; he may
feel like a tiring swimmer who realizes he has already swum
more than halfway across the lake, and now rather than return
to the shore must continue on to the other side before resting.

At this point the borderline must also deal with his separate-
ness and recognize that he, not the therapist, has effected
change. Like Dumbo, who first attributes his flying ability to
his “magic feather” but then realizes it is due to his own
talents, the borderline must begin to recognize and accept his
own abilities to function independently. And he must develop
new coping mechanisms to replace the ones that no longer
work.

As the borderline improves, the intensity of the transference
diminishes. The anger, impulsive behaviors, and mood



changes—often directed at, or for the benefit of, the therapist
—become less severe. Panicky dependency may gradually
wither and be replaced by a growing self-confidence; anger
erupts less often, replaced by greater determination to be in
charge of one’s own life. Impatience and caprice diminish,
because the borderline begins to develop a separate sense of
identity that can evolve without the need for parasitic
attachment.

Countertransference

Countertransference refers to the therapist’s own emotional
reactions to the patient, which are based less on realistic
considerations than on the therapist’s past experiences and
needs. An example is the doctor who perceives the patient as
more needy and helpless than is truly the case because of the
doctor’s need to be a caretaker, to perceive himself as
compassionate, and to avoid confrontation.

The borderline is often very perceptive about others,
including the therapist. This sensitivity often provokes the
therapist’s own unresolved feelings. The doctor’s needs for
appreciation, affection, and control can sometimes prompt him
into inappropriate behavior. He may be overly protective of
the patient and encourage dependency. He may be overly
controlling, demanding that the patient carry out his
recommendations. He may complain of his own problems and
induce the patient to take care of him. He may extract
information from the patient for financial gain or mere
titillation. He may even enter into a sexual relationship with
the patient “to teach intimacy.” The therapist may rationalize
all these as necessary for a “very sick” patient, but in reality
they are satisfying his own needs. It is these
countertransference feelings that result in most examples of
unethical behavior between a trusted doctor or therapist and
patient.

The borderline can provoke feelings of anger, frustration,
self-doubt, and hopelessness in the therapist that mirror his



own. Goaded into emotions that challenge his professional
self-worth, the therapist may experience genuine
countertransference hate for the patient and view him as
untreatable. Treatment of the borderline personality can be so
infuriating that the term “borderline” has been inaccurately
used sometimes by professionals as a derogatory label for any
patient who is extremely irritating or who does not respond
well to therapy. In these cases “borderline” more accurately
reflects the countertransference frustration of a therapist than a
scientific diagnosis of his patient.

The Patient-Therapist “Fit”

All of the treatments described in this book can be productive
approaches to the borderline patient, though no therapeutic
techniques have been shown to be uniformly curative in all
cases. The only factor that seems to correlate consistently with
improvement is a positive, mutually respectful relationship
between patient and therapist.

Even when a doctor is successful in treating one or many
borderline patients, this does not guarantee automatic success
in treating others. The primary determining factor of success is
usually a positive, optimistic feeling shared between the
participants—a kind of patient-therapist “fit.”

A good fit is difficult to define precisely, but refers to the
abilities of both the patient and therapist to tolerate the
predictable turbulence of therapy, while maintaining a sturdy
alliance as therapy proceeds.

The Therapist’s Role

Because treatment of BPD may entail a combination of several
therapies—individual, group, and family psychotherapies,
medications, and hospitalization—the therapist’s role in
treatment may be as varied as the different therapies available.



The doctor may be confrontational or nondirective; he may
either spontaneously exhort and suggest or initiate fewer
exchanges and expect the patient to assume a heavier burden
for the therapy process. More important than the particular
doctor or treatment method is the feeling of comfort and trust
experienced by both patient and therapist. Both must perceive
commitment, reliability, and true partnership from the other.

To achieve this feeling of mutual comfort, both patient and
doctor must understand and share common objectives. They
should agree upon methods and have compatible styles. Most
important, the therapist must recognize when he is treating a
borderline patient.

The therapist should suspect that he is dealing with BPD
when he takes on a patient whose past psychiatric history
includes contradictory diagnoses, multiple past
hospitalizations, or trials of many medications. The patient
may report being “kicked out” of previous therapies and
becoming persona non grata in the local emergency room,
having frequented the ER enough times to have earned a
nickname (such as “Overdose Eddie”) from the medical staff.

The experienced doctor will also be able to trust his
countertransference reactions to the patient. Borderlines
usually elicit very strong emotional reactions from others,
including therapists. If early on in the evaluation, the therapist
experiences strong feelings of wanting to protect or rescue the
patient, of responsibility for the patient, or of extreme anger
toward the patient, he should recognize that his intense
responses may signify reactions to a borderline personality.

Choosing a Therapist

Therapists with differing styles may perform equally well with
borderlines. Conversely, doctors who possess special expertise
or interest in BPD and who generally do well with borderline
patients cannot guarantee success with every patient.



A patient can choose from a variety of mental health
professionals. Though psychiatrists, following their medical
training, have years of exposure to psychotherapy techniques
(and, as physicians, are the only professionals capable of
dealing with concurrent medical illnesses, prescribing
medications, and arranging hospitalization), other skilled
professionals—psychologists, social workers, counselors,
psychiatric nurse-clinicians—may also attain expertise in
psychotherapy with borderline patients.

In general, a therapist who works well with BPD possesses
certain qualities that a prospective patient can usually
recognize. He should be experienced in the treatment of BPD
and remain tolerant and accepting in order to help the patient
develop object constancy (see chapter 2). He should be
flexible and innovative, in order to adapt to the contortions
through which therapy with a borderline may twist him. He
should possess a sense of humor, or at least a clear sense of
proportion, to present an appropriate model for the patient and
to protect himself from the relentless intensity that such
therapy requires.

Just as the doctor evaluates the patient during the initial
assessment interviews, so should the patient evaluate the
doctor to determine if they can work together effectively.

First, the patient should consider whether he is comfortable
with the therapist’s personality and style. Will he be able to
talk with him openly and candidly? Is he too intimidating, too
pushy, too wimpy, too seductive?

Secondly, do the therapist’s assessment and goals coincide
with the patient’s? Treatment should be a collaboration in
which both parties share the same view and use the same
language. What should therapy hope to achieve? How will you
know when you get there? About how long should it take?

Finally, are the recommended methods acceptable to the
patient? There should be agreement on the type of
psychotherapy advocated and the suggested frequency of
meetings. Will the doctor and patient meet individually or



together with others? Will there be a combination of
approaches, which might include, say, individual therapy on a
weekly basis, along with intermittent conjoint meetings with
the spouse? Will therapy be more exploratory or more
supportive? Will medications or hospitalization likely be
employed? What kinds of medicines and which hospitals?

This initial assessment period usually requires at least one
interview, often more. Both the patient and the doctor should
be evaluating their ability and willingness to work with the
other. Such an evaluation should be recognized as a kind of
“no-fault” interchange: it is irrelevant and probably impossible
to blame the therapist or the patient for the inability to
establish rapport. It is necessary only to determine whether a
therapeutic alliance is possible. However, if a patient continues
to find every psychotherapist he interviews unacceptable, his
commitment to treatment should be questioned. Perhaps he is
searching for the “perfect” doctor who will take care of him or
whom he can manipulate. Or he should consider the possibility
that he is merely avoiding therapy and should perhaps choose
an admittedly imperfect doctor and get on with the task of
getting better.

Obtaining a Second Opinion

Once therapy is under way, it is not unusual for treatment to
stop and start, or for the form of therapy to change over time.
Adjustments may be necessary because the borderline may
require changes in his treatment as he progresses.

Sometimes, however, it is difficult to distinguish when
therapy is stuck from when it is working through painful
issues; it is sometimes difficult to separate dependency and
fear of moving on from the agonizing realization of unfinished
business. At such times there will arise a question of whether
to proceed along the same lines or to take a step back and
regroup. Should treatment begin to involve family members?
Should group therapy be considered? Should therapist and
patient reevaluate medications? At this point a consultation



with another doctor may be indicated. Often the treating
therapist will suggest this, but sometimes the patient must
consider this option on his own.

Although the patient may fear that a doctor is offended by a
request for a second opinion, a competent and confident
therapist would not object to, or be defensive about, such a
request. It is, however, an area for exploration in the therapy
itself, in order to assess whether the patient’s wish for a second
evaluation might constitute a running away from difficult
issues or represent an unconscious angry rebuke. A second
opinion may be helpful for both the patient and the doctor in
providing a fresh outlook on the progress of treatment.

Getting the Most from Therapy

Appreciating treatment as a collaborative alliance is the most
important step in maximizing therapy. The borderline
frequently loses sight of this primary principle. Instead, she
sometimes approaches treatment as if the purpose were to
please the doctor or to fight with him, to be taken care of or to
pretend to have no problems. Some patients look at therapy as
the opportunity to get away, get even, or get an ally. But the
real goal of treatment should be to get better.

The borderline may need to be frequently reminded of the
parameters of therapy. He should understand the ground rules,
including the doctor’s availability and limitations, the time and
resource constraints, and the agreed-upon mutual goals.

The patient must not lose sight of the fact that he is bravely
committing himself, his time, and his resources to the
frightening task of trying to understand himself better and to
effect alterations in his life pattern. Honesty in therapy is
therefore of paramount importance for the patient’s sake. He
must not conceal painful areas or play games with the therapist
to whom he has entrusted his care. He should abandon his
need to control, or wish to be liked by, the therapist. In the
borderline’s quest to satisfy a presumed role, he may lose sight



of the fact that it is not his obligation to please the therapist but
to work with him as a partner.

Most important, the patient should always feel that he is
actively collaborating in his treatment. He should avoid either
the extreme of assuming a totally passive role, deferring
completely to the doctor, or that of becoming a competitive,
contentious rival, unwilling to listen to contributions from the
therapist. Molding a viable relationship with the therapist
becomes the borderline’s first and, initially, most important
task in embarking on a journey toward mental health.

Therapeutic Approaches

Many clinicians divide therapy orientations into exploratory
and supportive treatments. Though both styles overlap, they
are distinguished by the intensity of therapy and the techniques
utilized. As we will see in the next chapter, a number of
therapy strategies are used for the treatment of BPD. Some
employ one style or the other; some combine elements of both.

Exploratory Therapy

Exploratory psychotherapy is a modification of classical
psychoanalysis. Sessions are usually conducted two or more
times per week. This form of therapy is more intensive than
supportive therapy (see page 161), and has a more ambitious
goal—to alter personality structure. The therapist provides
little direct guidance to the patient, utilizing confrontation
instead to point out the destructiveness of specific behaviors
and to interpret unconscious precedents in the hopes of
eradicating them.

As in less intensive forms of therapy, a primary focus is on
here-and-now issues. Genetic reconstruction, with its
concentration on childhood and developmental issues, is
important, but emphasized less than in classical



psychoanalysis. The major goals in the early, overlapping
stages of treatment are to diminish behaviors that are self-
destructive and disruptive to the treatment process (including
prematurely terminating therapy), to solidify the patient’s
commitment to change, and to establish a trusting, reliable
relationship between patient and doctor. Later stages
emphasize the processes of formulating a separate, self-
accepting sense of identity, establishing constant and trusting
relationships, and tolerating aloneness and separations
(including those from the therapist) adaptively.2 ,3

Transference in exploratory therapy is more intense and
prominent than in supportive therapy. Dependency on the
therapist, together with idealization and devaluation, are
experienced more passionately, as in classical psychoanalysis.

Supportive Therapy

Supportive psychotherapy is usually conducted on a once-
weekly basis. Direct advice, education, and reassurance
replace the confrontation and interpretation of unconscious
material typically used in exploratory therapy.

This approach is meant to be less intense and to bolster
more adaptive defenses than exploratory therapy. In supportive
psychotherapy the doctor may reinforce suppression,
discouraging discussion of painful memories that cannot be
resolved. Rather than question the roots of minor obsessive
concerns, the therapist may encourage them as “hobbies” or
minor eccentricities. For example, a patient’s need to keep his
apartment spotless may not be dissected as to causes, but be
acknowledged as a useful means to retain a sense of mastery
and control when feeling overwhelmed. This contrasts with
psychoanalysis, in which the aim is to analyze defenses and
then eradicate them.

Focusing on current, more practical issues, supportive
therapy tries to quash suicidal and other self-destructive
behaviors rather than to explore them fully. Impulsive actions



and chaotic interpersonal relationships are identified and
confronted, without necessarily acquiring insight into the
underlying factors that caused them.

Supportive therapy may continue on a regular basis for
some time before dwindling to an as-needed frequency.
Intermittent contacts may continue indefinitely, and the
therapist’s continued availability may be very important.
Therapy gradually terminates when other lasting relationships
form and gratifying activities become more important in the
patient’s life.

In supportive therapy the patient tends to be less dependent
on the therapist and to form a less intense transference.
Though some clinicians argue that this form of therapy is less
likely to institute lasting change in borderline patients, others
have induced significant behavioral modifications in
borderline patients with this kind of treatment.

Group Therapies

Treating the borderline in a group makes perfect sense. A
group allows the borderline patient to dilute the intensity of
feelings directed toward one individual (such as the therapist)
by recognizing emotions stimulated by others. In a group the
borderline can more easily control the constant struggle
between emotional closeness and distance; unlike individual
therapy, in which the spotlight is always on him, the borderline
can attract or avoid attention in a group. Confrontations by
other group members may sometimes be more readily
accepted than those from the idealized or devalued therapist,
because a peer may be perceived as someone “who really
understands what I’m going through.” The borderline’s
demanding nature, egocentrism, isolating withdrawal,
abrasiveness, and social deviance can all be more effectively
challenged by group peers. In addition, the borderline may
accept more readily the group’s expressions of hope, caring,
and altruism.4,5,6



The progress of other group members can serve as a model
for growth. When a group patient attains a goal, he serves as
an inspiration to others in the group, who have observed his
growth and have vicariously shared his successes. The rivalry
and competition so characteristic of borderline relationships
are vividly demonstrated within the group setting and can be
identified and addressed in ways that would be inaccessible in
individual therapy. In a mixed group (that is, one containing
lower and higher functioning borderlines or non-borderlines),
all participants may benefit. Healthier patients can serve as
models for more adaptive ways of functioning. And, for those
who have difficulty expressing emotion, the borderline can
reciprocate by demonstrating greater access to emotion.
Finally, a group provides a living, breathing experimental
laboratory in which the borderline can attempt different
patterns of behavior with other people, without the risk of
penalties from the “outside world.”

However, the features that make group therapy a potentially
attractive treatment for borderlines are the very reasons many
such patients resist group settings. The demand for individual
attention, the envy and distrust of others, the contradictory
wish for, and fear of, intense closeness all contribute to the
reluctance of many borderline patients to enter group
treatment. Higher functioning borderlines can tolerate these
frustrations of group therapy and use the “in vivo” experiences
to address defects in interrelating. Lower functioning
borderlines, however, often will not join and, if they do, will
not stay.

The borderline patient may experience significant obstacles
in psychodynamic group therapy. His self-absorption and lack
of empathy often prevent involvement with others’ problems.
If the borderline’s concerns are too deviant or the material too
intense, he may feel isolated and disconnected. For example, a
patient who discusses childhood incest, or deviant sexual
practices, or severe chemical abuse may fear that he may
shock the other group members. And, indeed, some members
may have difficulty relating to upsetting material. Some



borderlines may share the feeling that their needs are not being
met by the therapist. In such situations they may attempt to
take care of each other in the ways that they fantasized they
could be cared for. This may lead to contacts between patients
outside of the group setting and perpetuation of dependency
needs as they try to “treat” each other. Romances or business
dealings between group members usually end disastrously,
because these patients will not be able to use the group
objectively to explore the relationship, which is often a
continuation of unproductive searches to be cared for.

Elaine, a twenty-nine-year-old woman, was referred for
group therapy after two years of individual psychotherapy. The
oldest of four daughters, Elaine was sexually abused by her
father, starting around age five and continuing for over ten
years. She perceived her mother as weak and ineffectual and
her father as demanding and unable to be pleased. In
adolescence, she became the caretaker for the whole family.
As her sisters married and had children, Elaine remained
single, entering college and then graduate school. She had few
girlfriends and dated infrequently. Her only romantic
relationships involved two married, much older supervisors.
Most of her off-work time was devoted to organizing family
functions, caring for ill family members, and generally taking
care of family problems.

Isolated and depressed, Elaine sought individual therapy.
Recognizing the limitations in her social functioning, she later
requested a referral for group therapy. There, she quickly
established a position as the helper for the others, denying any
problems of her own. She often became angry with the
therapist, whom she perceived as not helpful enough to the
group members.

The group members encouraged Elaine to examine issues
she had previously been unable to confront—her constant
scowling and intimidating facial expressions and her subtly
angry verbal exchanges. Although this process took many
frustrating months, she was eventually able to acknowledge
her disdain for women, which became obvious in the group



setting. Elaine realized that her anger at the male therapist was
actually transferred anger from her father and recognized her
compulsive attempts to repeat this father-daughter relationship
with other men. Elaine began to experiment in the group with
new ways of interacting with men and women.
Simultaneously, she was able to pull back from the suffocating
immersion in her family’s problems.

Most standardized therapies (see chapter 8) combine group
with individual treatment. Some approaches (such as
Mentalization-Based Therapy [MBT]) are psychodynamic and
exploratory with less direction from the therapist. Others (such
as Dialectical Behavioral Therapy [DBT] and Systems
Training for Emotional Predictability and Problem Solving
[STEPPS]) are more supportive, behavioral, and educational,
emphasizing lectures, “homework” assignments, and advice,
as opposed to nondirective interactions.

Family Therapies

Family therapy is a logical approach for the treatment of some
borderline patients, who often emerge from disturbed
relationships with parents engaged in persistent conflicts that
may eventually entangle the borderline’s own spouse and
children.

Though family therapy is sometimes implemented with
outpatients, it is often initiated at a time of crisis, or during
hospitalization. At such a point the family’s resistance to
participating in treatment may be more easily overcome.

The families of borderlines often balk at treatment for
several reasons. They may feel guilt over the patient’s
problems and fear being blamed for them. Also the bonds in
borderline family systems are often very rigid; family
members are often suspicious of outsiders and fearful of
change. Though family members may be colluding in the
perpetuation of the patient’s behaviors (consciously or
unconsciously), the attitude of the family is often “Make him



better, but don’t blame us, don’t involve us, and most of all,
don’t change us.”

Yet it is imperative to gain some support from the family,
for without it therapy may be sabotaged. For adolescents and
young adults, family therapy involves the patient and his
parents, and sometimes his siblings. For the adult borderline
who is married or involved seriously in a romantic
relationship, family therapy will often include the spouse or
lover and sometimes the couple’s children. (Unfortunately,
many insurance policies will not cover treatment that is
labeled “marriage therapy” or family treatment.) The
dynamics of borderline family interaction usually adopt one of
two extremes—either very strongly entangled or very
detached. In the former case, it is important to build an
alliance with all family members, for without their support the
patient may not be able to maintain treatment independently.
When the family is estranged, the therapist must carefully
assess the potential impact of family involvement: if
reconciliation is possible and healthy, it may be an important
goal; if, however, it appears that reconciliation may be
detrimental or hopelessly unrealistic, the patient may need to
relinquish fantasies of reunion. In fact, mourning the loss of an
idealized family interrelationship may become a major
milestone in therapy.7 Family members who resist an
exploratory psychotherapy may nevertheless be willing to
engage in a psycho-educational format, such as presented in
the STEPPS therapy program (see chapter 8).

Debbie, a twenty-six-year-old woman, entered the hospital
with a history of depression, self-mutilation, alcoholism, and
bulimia. Family assessment meetings revealed an ambivalent
but basically supportive relationship with her husband. The
course of therapy began to focus on previously undisclosed
episodes of sexual abuse by an older neighbor boy, starting
when the patient was about eight years old. In addition to
sexually abusing her, this boy had also forced her to share
liquor with him and then would make her drink his urine from



the bottle, which she would later vomit. He had also cut her
when she tried to refuse his advances.

These past incidents were reenacted in her current
pathology. As these memories unfolded, Debbie became more
conscious of long-standing rage at her alcoholic, passive father
and at her weak, disinterested mother, whom she perceived as
unable to protect her. Although she had previously maintained
a distant, superficial relationship with her parents, she now
requested an opportunity to meet with them in family therapy
to reveal her past hurts and disappointment in them.

As she predicted, her parents were very uncomfortable with
these revelations. But for the first time Debbie was able to
confront her father’s alcoholism and her disappointment in
him and in her mother’s detachment. At the same time all
confirmed their love for each other and acknowledged the
difficulties in expressing it. Although she recognized there
would be no significant changes in their relationship, Debbie
felt she had accomplished much and was more comfortable in
accepting the distance and failures in the family interactions.

Therapeutic approaches to family therapy are similar to
those for individual treatment. A thorough history is important
and may include the construction of a family tree. Such a
diagram may stimulate exploration of how grandparents,
godparents, namesakes, or other important relatives may have
influenced family interactions across generations.

As in individual and group therapy, family therapy
approaches may be primarily supportive-educational or
exploratory-reconstructive. In the former, the therapist’s
primary goals are to ally with the family; minimize conflicts,
guilt, and defensiveness; and unite them in working toward
mutually supportive objectives. Exploratory-reconstructive
family therapy is more ambitious, directed more toward
recognizing the members’ complementary roles within the
family system and attempting actively to change these roles.

At one point in therapy, Elaine focused on her relationship
with her parents. After confronting them with the revelation of



her father’s sexual abuse, she continued to feel frustrated with
them. Both parents refused further discussion about the abuse
and discouraged her from continuing in therapy. Elaine was
puzzled by their behavior—sometimes they were very
dependent and clinging; other times she felt infantilized,
especially when they continually referred to her by her
childhood nickname. Elaine requested family meetings, to
which they reluctantly agreed.

During these meetings Elaine’s father gradually admitted
that her accusations were true, though he continued to deny
any direct recollection of his assaults. Her mother realized that
in many ways she had been emotionally unavailable to her
husband and children and recognized her own indirect
responsibility for the abuse. Elaine learned for the first time
that her father had also been sexually abused during his
childhood. The therapy succeeded in releasing skeletons from
the family closet and establishing better communication within
the family. Elaine and her parents began for the first time
speaking to each other as adults.

Artistic and Expressive Therapies

Individual, group, and family therapies require patients to
express their thoughts and feelings with words, but the
borderline patient is often somewhat handicapped in this area,
more likely to exhibit inner concerns through actions rather
than verbalization. Expressive therapies utilize art, music,
literature, physical movement, and drama to encourage
communication in nontraditional ways.

In art therapy, patients are encouraged to create drawings,
paintings, collages, self-portraits, clay sculpture, dolls, and so
on that express inner feelings. Patients may be presented with
a book of blank pages, in which they are invited to draw
representations of a variety of experiences, such as inner
secrets, closeness, or hidden fears. Music therapy uses
melodies and lyrics to stimulate feelings that may otherwise be



inaccessible. Music often unlocks emotions and promotes
meditation in a calm environment. Body movement and dance
use physical exertion to express emotions. In another type of
expressive therapy called psychodrama, patients and the
“therapist-director” act out a patient’s specific problems.
Bibliotherapy is another therapy technique in which patients
read and discuss literature, short stories, plays, poetry, movies,
and videos. Edward Albee’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? is
a popular play to read, and especially perform, because its
emotional scenes provide a catharsis as patients recite lines of
rage and disappointment that reflect problems in their own
lives.

Irene’s chronic depression was related to sexual abuses that
she had endured at an early age from her older brother and that
she had only recently begun to remember. At twenty-five and
living alone, she was flooded with recollections of these early
encounters and eventually required hospitalization as her
depression worsened. Because she felt overwhelmed by guilt
and self-blame, she was unable to verbalize her memories to
others or allow herself to experience the underlying anger.

During an expressive-therapy program that combined art
and music, the therapists worked with Irene to help her
become more aware of the fury that she was avoiding. She was
encouraged to draw what her anger felt like while loud,
pulsating rock music played in the background. Astonishing
herself, she drew penises, to which she then added mutilated
disfigurements. Initially fearful and embarrassed about these
drawings, they soon made her aware and more accepting of
her rage and obvious wish for retaliation.

As she discussed her emotional reactions to the drawings,
she began to describe her past abuse and the accompanying
feelings. Eventually, she began to talk more openly,
individually with doctors, and in groups, which afforded her
the opportunity to develop mastery over these frightening
experiences and to place them in proper perspective.



Hospitalization

Borderline patients constitute as much as 20 percent of all
hospitalized psychiatric patients, and BPD is far and away the
most common personality disorder encountered in the hospital
setting.8 The borderline’s propensities for impulsivity, self-
destructive behaviors (suicide, drug overdoses), and brief
psychotic episodes are the usual acute precipitants of
hospitalization.

The hospital provides a structured milieu to help contain
and organize the borderline’s chaotic world. The support and
involvement of other patients and staff present the borderline
with important feedback that challenges some of his
perceptions and validates others.

The hospital minimizes the borderline’s conflicts in the
external world and provides greater opportunity for intensive
self-examination. It also allows a respite from the intense
relationships between the borderline and the outside world
(including with his therapist), and permits diffusion of this
intensity onto other staff members within the hospital setting.
In this more neutral milieu the patient can reevaluate his
personal goals and program of therapy.

At first, the inpatient borderline typically protests admission
but by the time of discharge may be fully ensconced in the
hospital setting, often fearful of discharge. He has an urgent
need to be cared for, yet at the same time may become a leader
of the ward trying to control and “help” other patients. At
times he appears overwhelmed by his catastrophic problems;
on other occasions he displays great creativity and initiative.

Characteristically, the hospitalized borderline creates a
fascinating pas de deux of splitting and projective
identification (see chapter 2 and Appendix B) with staff
members. Some staff perceive the borderline as a pathetic but
appealing gamin; others see him as a calculating, sadistic
manipulator. These disparate views emerge when the patient
splits staff members into all-good (supportive, understanding)



and all-bad (confrontive, demanding) projections, much like
he does with other people in his life. When staff members
accept the assigned projections—both “good” (“You’re the
only one who understands me”) and “bad” (“You don’t really
care; you’re only in it for the paycheck”)—the projective
identification circle is completed: conflict erupts between the
“good” staff and the “bad” staff.

Amid this struggle the hospitalized borderline recapitulates
his external world interpersonal patterns: a seductive wish for
protection, which ultimately leads to disappointment, then to
feelings of abandonment, finally to self-destructive behaviors
and emotional retreat.

Acute Hospitalization

Since the 1990s, increasing costs of hospital care and greater
insurance restrictions have restructured hospital-based
treatment programs. Most hospital admissions today are
precipitated by acute, potentially dangerous crises, including
suicide attempts, violent outbursts, psychotic breaks, or self-
destructive episodes (drug abuse, uncontrolled
anorexia/bulimia, etc.).

Short-term hospitalization usually lasts for several days. A
complete physical and neurological assessment is performed.
The hospital milieu focuses on structure and limit-setting.
Support and positive rapport are emphasized. Treatment
concentrates on practical, adaptive responses to turmoil.
Vocational and daily living skills are evaluated. Conjoint
meetings with family, when appropriate, are initiated. A
formalized contract between patient and staff may help
solidify mutual expectations and limits. Such a contract may
outline the daily therapy program, which the patient is
obligated to attend, and the patient’s specific goals for the
hospitalization, which the staff agrees to address with him.

The primary goals of short-term hospitalization include
resolving the precipitating crises and terminating destructive



behaviors. For example, the spouse of a patient who has
thoughts of shooting himself will be asked to remove guns
from the house. Personal and environmental strengths are
identified and bolstered. Important treatment issues are
uncovered or reevaluated, and modifications of psychotherapy
approaches and medications may be recommended. Deeper
exploration of these issues is limited on a short-term, inpatient
unit, and is more thoroughly pursued on an outpatient basis or
in a less intensive program, such as partial hospitalization (see
page 174). Since the overriding concern is to return the patient
to the outside world as quickly as possible and avoid
regression or dependence on the hospital, plans for discharge
and aftercare commence immediately upon admission.

Long-Term Hospitalization

Today, extensive hospitalization has become quite rare and is
reserved for the very wealthy or for those with exceptional
insurance coverage for psychiatric illness. In many cases
where continued, longer-term care is indicated, but
confinement in a twenty-four-hour residence is not necessary,
therapy can continue in a less restrictive milieu, such as partial
hospitalization. Proponents of long-term hospitalization
recognize the dangers of regression to a more helpless role, but
argue that true personality change requires extensive and
intensive treatment in a controlled environment. Indications
for long-term confinement include chronically low motivation,
inadequate or harmful social supports (such as enmeshment in
a pathological family system), severe impairments in
functioning that preclude holding a job or being self-sufficient,
and repeated failures at outpatient therapy and short
hospitalizations. Such features make early return to the outside
environment unlikely.

During longer hospitalizations, the milieu may be less
highly structured. The patient is encouraged to assume more
shared responsibility for treatment. In addition to current,
practical concerns, the staff and patient explore past,



archetypal patterns of behavior and transference issues. The
hospital can function like a laboratory, in which the borderline
identifies specific problems and experiments with solutions in
his interactions with staff and other patients.

Eventually, Jennifer (see chapter 1) entered a long-term
hospital. She spent the first few months in the closet—literally
and figuratively. She would often sit in her bedroom closet,
hiding from the staff. After a while she became more involved
with her therapist, getting angry at him and attempting to
provoke his rage. She alternately demanded and begged to
leave. As the staff held firm, she talked more about her father,
how he was like her husband, how he was like all men.
Jennifer began to share her feelings with the female staff,
something that had always been difficult because of her
distrust of and disrespect for women. Later during the
hospitalization, she decided to divorce her husband and give
up custody of her son. Although these actions hurt her, she
considered them “unselfish selfishness”—trying to take care of
herself was the most self-sacrificing and caring thing she could
do for those she loved. She eventually returned to school and
obtained a professional degree.

The goals of longer hospitalization extend those of short-
term care—not only to identify dysfunctional areas but also to
modify these characteristics. Increased control of impulses,
fewer mood swings, greater ability to trust and relate to others,
a more defined sense of identity, and better tolerance of
frustration are the clearest signs of a successful hospital
treatment. Educational and vocational objectives may be
achieved during an extensive hospitalization. Many patients
are able to begin a work or school commitment while
transitioning from the hospital. Changes in unhealthy living
arrangements—moving out of the home, divorce, etc.—may
be completed.

The greatest potential hazard of long-term hospitalization is
regression. If staff do not actively confront and motivate the
patient, the borderline can become mired in an even more



helpless position, in which he is even more dependent on
others to direct his life.

Partial Hospitalization

Partial (or day) hospital care is a treatment approach in which
the patient attends hospital activities during part or most of the
day and then returns home in the evening. Partial hospital
programs may also be held in the evening, following work or
school, and may allow sleeping accommodations when
alternatives are not available.

This approach allows the borderline to continue
involvement in the hospital program, benefitting from the
intensity and structure of hospital care, while maintaining an
independent living situation. Hospital dependency occurs less
frequently than in long-term hospitalization. Because partial
hospitalization is usually much less expensive than traditional
inpatient care, it is usually preferred for cost considerations.

Borderlines who require more intensive care, but not
twenty-four-hour supervision, who are in danger of severe
regression if hospitalized, who are making a transition out of
the hospital to the outside world, who must maintain
vocational or academic pursuits while requiring hospital care,
or who experience severe financial limitations on care may all
benefit from this approach. The hospital milieu and therapy
objectives are similar to those of the associated inpatient
program.

The Rewards of Treatment

As we shall see in the next two chapters, treatment of BPD
usually combines standardized psychotherapeutic approaches
and medications targeting specific symptoms. While at one
time BPD was thought to be a diagnosis of hopelessness and
irritation, we now know that the prognosis is generally much
better than previously thought. And we know that most of



these patients leave the chaos of their past and go on to
productive lives.

The process of treatment may be arduous. But the end of the
journey opens up new vistas.

“You always spoke of unconditional acceptance,” said one
borderline patient to her therapist, “and somewhere in the
recent past I finally began to feel it. It’s wonderful… . You
gave me a safe place to unravel—to unfold. I was lost
somewhere inside my mind. You gave me enough acceptance
and freedom to finally let my true self out.”
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Chapter Eight
Specific Psychotherapeutic Approaches

There is a Monster in me… . It scares
me. It makes me go up and down and
back and forth, and I hate it. I will die
if it doesn’t let me alone.

—From the diary of a borderline patient

 

True life is lived when tiny changes
occur.

—Leo Tolstoy

 

 

 

Borderline Personality Disorder is the only major psychiatric
illness for which there are more evidence-based studies
demonstrating efficacy from psychosocial therapies than for
pharmacological (drug) treatments. Thus, unlike the treatment
for most other disorders, medications are viewed as secondary
components to psychotherapy. Not only have several
psychotherapy approaches been shown to be effective, the
arduous and sometimes extensive endeavor of psychotherapy
has also been shown to be cost-effective for the treatment of
personality disorders.1

Psychotherapy as a treatment for BPD has come a long way
since the publication of this book’s first edition. Spurred by
rigorous research and constant refinement by clinicians, two
primary schools of therapy have emerged—the cognitive-
behavioral and psychodynamic approaches. In each category
several distinct strategies have been developed, each supported
by its own set of theoretical principles and techniques. Several
psychotherapy strategies combine group and individual



sessions. Though some are more psychodynamic, some more
behavioral, most combine elements of both. All embrace
communication that reflects SET-UP features that were
developed by the primary author and discussed in detail in
chapter 5: Support for the patient, Empathy for his struggles,
confrontation of Truth or reality issues, together with
Understanding of issues and a dedication to Persevere in the
treatment.

Proponents of several therapy approaches have attempted to
standardize their therapeutic techniques by, for example,
compiling instructional manuals to help guide practitioners in
conducting the specific treatment. In this way, it is hoped that
the therapy is conducted consistently and equally effectively,
irrespective of the practitioner. (An obvious, though perhaps
crass, analogy may be made to a franchise food company, such
as Starbucks or McDonald’s, which standardizes its
ingredients so that its coffee or hamburgers taste the same
regardless of where it is purchased.) Standardization also
facilitates gathering evidence in controlled studies, which can
support, or refute, the effectiveness of a particular
psychotherapy approach.

The underlying theory of standardization is that, just as it
would make little difference who physically gives the patient
the Prozac (as long as he ingested it), it would make little
difference who administered the psychotherapy, as long as the
patient was in attendance. However, interpersonal interactions
are surely different from taking and digesting a pill, so it is
probably naive to presume that all psychotherapists following
the same guidelines will produce the same results with
patients. Indeed, John G. Gunderson, MD, a pioneer in the
study of BPD, has pointed out that the original developers of
these successful techniques are blessed with prominent
charisma and confidence, which followers may not necessarily
possess.2 Additionally, many therapists might find such a
constrained approach too inflexible.3



Although the different psychotherapy strategies emphasize
distinctions, they possess many commonalities. All attempt to
establish clear goals with the patient. A primary early goal is
to disrupt self-destructive and treatment-destructive behaviors.
All of the formal, “manualized” therapies are intensive,
requiring consistent contact usually one or more times per
week. All of these therapies recognize the need for the
therapist to be highly and specially trained and supported, and
many require supervision and/or collaboration with other team
members. Therapists are more vigorously interactive with
patients than in traditional psychoanalysis. Because these
therapies are time and labor intensive, usually expensive, and
often not fully covered by insurance (e.g., insurance does not
cover team meetings between therapists, as required in formal
DBT—see page 179), most of the studies exploring their
efficacy have been performed in university or grant-supported
environments. Most community and private treatment
protocols attempting to reproduce a particular approach are
truncated modifications of the formal programs.

It is no longer simply a matter of “finding any shrink who
can cure me” (though it is possible, of course, to get lucky this
way). In our complex society, all sorts of factors are, and
should be, considered by the patient: time and expense,
therapist’s experience and specialization, and so on. Most
important, the patient should be comfortable with the therapist
and her specific approach to treatment. So the reader is
advised to read the remainder of this chapter with an eye
toward at least becoming familiar with specific approaches, as
she will likely see them (and their acronyms) again at some
point during the therapeutic process.

Cognitive and Behavioral Treatments

Cognitive-behavioral approaches focus on changing current
thinking processes and repetitive behaviors that are disabling;
this type of therapy is less concerned about the past than



psychodynamic approaches (see page 183). Treatment is more
problem-focused and often time-limited.

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (CBT)

A system of treatment developed by Aaron Beck, CBT focuses
on identifying disruptive thoughts and behaviors and replacing
them with more desirable beliefs and reactions.4 Active
attempts to point out distorted thinking (“I’m a bad person”;
“Everyone hates me”) and frustrating behaviors (“Maybe I can
have just one drink”) are coupled with homework assignments
designed to change these feelings and actions. Assertiveness
training, anger-management classes, relaxation exercises, and
desensitization protocols may all be used. Typically, CBT is
time-limited, less intensive than other protocols, and therefore
usually less expensive. The following treatment programs are
derived from CBT.

Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT)

Developed by Marsha M. Linehan, PhD, at the University of
Washington, DBT is the derivation of standard cognitive-
behavioral therapy that has furnished the most controlled
studies demonstrating its efficacy. The dialectic of the
treatment refers to the goal of resolving the inherent
“opposites” faced by BPD patients; that is, the need to
negotiate the borderline’s contradictory feeling states, such as
loving, then hating the same person or situation. A more basic
dialectic in this system is the need to resolve the paradox that
the patient is trying as hard as she can and is urged to be
satisfied with her efforts, and yet is simultaneously striving to
change even more and do even better.5

DBT posits that borderline patients possess a
genetic/biological vulnerability to emotional over-reactivity.
This view hypothesizes that the limbic system, the part of the



brain most closely associated with emotional responses, is
hyperactive in the borderline. The second contributing factor,
according to DBT practitioners, is an invalidating
environment; that is, others dismiss, contradict, or reject the
developing individual’s emotions. Confronted with such
interactions, the individual is unable to trust others or her own
reactions. Emotions are uncontrolled and volatile.

In the initial stages of treatment DBT focuses on a
hierarchical system of targets, confronting first the most
serious, and then later the easiest, behaviors to change. The
highest priority addressed immediately is the threat of suicide
and self-injuring behaviors. The second-highest target is to
eliminate behaviors that interfere with therapy, such as missed
appointments or not completing homework assignments. The
third priority is to address behaviors that interfere with a
healthy quality of life, such as disruptive compulsions,
promiscuity, or criminal conduct; among these, easier changes
are targeted first. Fourth, the focus is on increasing behavioral
skills.

The structured program consists of four main components:

1. Weekly individual psychotherapy to reinforce learned
new skills and to minimize self-defeating behaviors.

2. Weekly group skills therapy that utilizes educational
materials about BPD and DBT, homework
assignments, and discussion to teach techniques to
better control emotions, improve interpersonal
contacts, and nurture mindfulness— a term to describe
objective consideration of present feelings,
uncontaminated by ruminations on the past or future or
by emotional lability.

3. Telephone coaching (a unique feature of DBT) to help
patients work through developing stresses before they
become emergencies; calls can be made to on-call
coaches at any time, but are deemed inappropriate if
made after a patient has acted out in a destructive
manner.



4. Weekly meetings among all members of the therapist
team to enhance skills and motivation, and to combat
burnout. Each week, patients are given a DBT “diary
card” to fill out daily. The diary is meant to document
self-destructive behaviors, drug use, disruptive
emotions, and how the patient coped with such daily
stresses.

Systems Training for Emotional Predictability and
Problem Solving (STEPPS)

Another manual-based variation of CBT is STEPPS,
developed at the University of Iowa. Like DBT, STEPPS
focuses on the borderline’s inability to modulate emotions and
impulses. The unique modifications of STEPPS were partly
built on a wish to develop a less costly program. STEPPS is a
group therapy paradigm, without individual sessions. It is also
designed to be shorter—consisting of twenty two-hour weekly
groups (compared to the typical one-year commitment
expected in DBT). This program also emphasizes the
importance of involving the borderline’s social systems in
treatment. Educational training sessions “can include family
members, significant others, health care professionals, or
anyone they regularly interact with, and with whom they are
willing to share information about their disorder.”6 STEPPS
embodies three primary components:

1. Sessions educate about BPD and schema (cognitive
distortions about oneself and others, such as a sense of
unlovability, mistrust, guilt, lack of identity, fear of
losing control, etc.).

2. Skills to better control emotions, such as problem
management, distracting, and improving
communication, are taught.

3. The third component teaches basic behavioral skills,
such as healthy eating, healthy sleep regimen, exercise,
and goal setting.



A second phase of STEPPS is STAIRWAYS (Setting goals;
Trusting; Anger management; Impulsivity control;
Relationship behavior; Writing a script; Assertiveness training;
Your journey; Schemas revisited). This is a twice-monthly
one-year extension of skills-training “seminars,” which
reinforce the STEPPS model. Unlike DBT, which is designed
to be self-contained and discourages other therapy
contributions, STEPPS is designed to complement other
therapy involvement.

Schema-Focused Therapy (SFT)

SFT combines elements of cognitive, Gestalt, and
psychodynamic theories. Developed by Jeffrey Young, PhD, a
student of Aaron Beck’s, SFT conceptualizes maladaptive
behavior arising from schemas. In this model, a schema is
defined as a worldview developed over time in a biologically
vulnerable child who encounters instability, overindulgence,
neglect, or abuse. Schemas are the child’s attempts to cope
with these failures in parenting. Such coping mechanisms
become maladaptive in adulthood. The concept of schemas
derives from psychodynamic theories. SFT attempts to
challenge these distorted responses and teach new ways of
coping through a process denoted as re-parenting.7

Multiple schemas can be grouped into five primary schema
modes, with which borderline patients identify and which
correlate with borderline symptoms:

1. Abandoned and Abused Child (abandonment fears)

2. Angry Child (rage, impulsivity, mood instability,
unstable relationships)

3. Punitive Parent (self-harm, impulsivity)

4. Detached Protector (dissociation, lack of identity,
feelings of emptiness)

5. Healthy Adult (therapist’s role to model for the patient
—soothes and protects the other modes)



Specific treatment strategies are appropriate for each mode.
For example, the therapist emphasizes nurturing and caring for
the Abandoned and Abused Child mode. Expressing emotions
is encouraged for the Detached Protector mode. “Re-
parenting” attempts to supply unmet childhood needs.
Therapists are more open than in traditional therapies, often
sharing gifts, phone numbers, and other personal information,
projecting themselves as “real,” “honest,” and “caring.”
Conveying warmth, praise, and empathy are important
therapist features. Patients are encouraged to read about
schema and BPD. Gestalt techniques, such as role-playing,
acting out dialogue between modes, and visualization
techniques (visualizing and role-playing stressful scenarios)
are employed. Assertiveness training and other cognitive-
behavioral methods are utilized. A possible danger in SFT is
the boundary confrontation in “re-parenting.” Therapists must
be extremely vigilant regarding the risk of transference and
countertransference regression (see chapter 7).

Psychodynamic Treatments

Psychodynamic approaches typically employ discussion of the
past and present, with the goal of discovering patterns that
may forge a more productive future. This form of therapy is
usually more intensive—with sessions conducted several times
a week—than the cognitive-behavioral approach. The therapist
should implement a structured, consistent format with clear
goals, yet be flexible enough to adapt to changing needs.

Mentalization-Based Therapy (MBT)

Mentalization, a term elaborated by Peter Fonagy, PhD,
describes how people understand themselves, others, and their
environment. Using mentalization, an individual understands
why she and others interact the way they do, which in turn
leads to the ability to empathize with another’s feelings.8 The



term overlaps with the concept of psychological mindedness
(understanding the connection between feelings and
behaviors) and mindfulness (a goal in DBT; see above).
Fonagy theorizes that when the normal development of
mentalization beginning in early childhood is disrupted, adult
pathology develops, particularly BPD. This conceptualization
is based on psychodynamic theories of a healthy attachment to
a parenting figure (see chapter 3). When the child is unable to
bond appropriately with a parent, he has difficulty
understanding the parent’s or his own feelings. He has no
healthy context on which to base emotions or behaviors.
Object constancy cannot be sustained. The child develops
abandonment fears or detaches from others. This
developmental failure may arise either from the child’s
temperament (biological or genetic limitations) or from the
parent’s pathology, which may consist of physical or
emotional abuse or abandonment, or inappropriate smothering
of independence, or from both.

MBT is based on the supposition that beliefs, motives,
emotions, desires, reasons, and needs must first be understood
in order to function optimally with others. Confirming data on
the effectiveness of this method has been documented by
Bateman and Fonagy, primarily within a daily partial hospital
setting in England.9,10 In this design, patients attend the
hospital during the day, five days a week for eighteen months.
Treatment includes psychoanalytically oriented group therapy
three times a week, individual psychotherapy, expressive
therapy consisting of art, music, and psychodrama programs,
and medications as needed. Daily staff meetings are held and
consultations are available. Therapists, employing a manual-
based system, focus on the patient’s current state of mind,
identify distortions in perception, and collaboratively attempt
to generate alternative perspectives about himself and others.
While much of the behavioral techniques recalls DBT, some of
the psychodynamic structure of MBT overlaps with
Transference-Focused Psychotherapy (TFP).



Transference-Focused Psychotherapy (TFP)

TFP is a manual-based program that Otto Kernberg, MD, and
colleagues at Cornell have developed from more traditional
psychoanalytic roots.11,12 The therapist focuses initially on
developing a contract of understanding of the roles and
limitations in the therapy. Like DBT, early concerns revolve
around suicide danger, interruption of therapy, dishonesty, and
so on. Like other treatment approaches, TFP acknowledges the
role of biological and genetic vulnerability colliding with early
psychological frustrations. A primary defense mechanism seen
in borderline patients is identity diffusion, which refers to a
distorted and unstable sense of self and, consequently, others.
Identity diffusion suggests a perception of oneself and others
as if they were fuzzy, ghostlike distortions in a fun-house
mirror, barely perceptible and insubstantial to the touch.
Another feature of BPD is persistent splitting, dividing
perceptions into extreme and opposite dyads of black or white,
right or wrong, resulting in the belief that oneself, another, or a
situation is all-good or all-bad. Accepting that a good person
could disappoint is difficult to comprehend; thus, the formerly
good person mutates into an all-bad person. (The professional
reader will note that distortions in MBT’s mentalization would
include the concepts of identity diffusion and splitting; the
difficulty with dyadic extremes recalls the dialectical
paradoxes theorized in DBT.)

TFP theorizes that identity diffusion and splitting are early,
primary elements in normal development. However, in BPD,
normal, developing integration of opposite feelings and
perceptions is disrupted by frustrating caregiving. The
borderline is stuck at an immature level of functioning.
Feelings of emptiness, severe emotional swings, anger, and
chaotic relationships result from this black-and-white thinking.
Therapy consists of twice-weekly individual sessions, in
which the relationship with the therapist is examined. This
here-and-now transference experience (see chapter 7) allows
the patient to experience in the moment the splitting that is so



prevalent in his life experience. The therapist’s office becomes
a kind of laboratory, in which the patient can examine his
feelings in a safe, protected environment, and then extend his
understanding to the outside world. The combination of
intellectual understanding and the emotional experience in
working with the therapist can lead to the healthy integration
of identity and perceptions of others.

Comparing Treatments

A vignette may help demonstrate how therapists utilizing these
various approaches might handle the same situation in therapy:

Judy, a twenty-nine-year-old single accountant, arrived
at her therapist’s office quite upset, after having an
intense argument with her father, during which he
called her a “slut.” When her doctor inquired about
what prompted his slur, Judy became more upset,
accusing the therapist of taking her father’s side and
throwing a box of tissues across the room.

A DBT therapist might focus on Judy’s anger and physical
outburst. He might empathize with her frustration, accept her
impulsive gesture, and then work with her to vent her
frustration without becoming violent. He might also discuss
ways to deal with her frustration with her father.

The SFT therapist might first try to correct Judy’s
misperception of him and reassure her that he is not angry at
her and is totally on her side.

In MBT, the doctor may try to get Judy to relate what she is
feeling and thinking at this moment. He may also attempt to
direct her to thinking (mentalizing) about what she supposed
her father was reacting to during their conversation.

The TFP therapist may explore how Judy is comparing him
to her father. He might focus on her severely changing feelings
about him at that moment in therapy.



Other Therapies

A number of other therapy approaches, less studied, have also
been described. Robert Gregory and his group at the State
University of New York in Syracuse have developed a
manual-based protocol, Dynamic Deconstructive
Psychotherapy (DDP), specifically directed toward borderline
patients who are more challenging or have complicating
disorders such as substance abuse.13 Weekly individual,
psychodynamically oriented sessions are directed toward
activating impaired cognitive perceptions and helping the
patient develop a more coherent, consistent sense of self and
others.

Alliance-Based Therapy (ABT) developed at Austen Riggs
Center in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, is a psychodynamic
approach that focuses specifically on suicidal and self-
destructive behaviors. 14 Much like TFP, the emphasis is on
the therapeutic relationship and how it impacts the borderline’s
self-harming actions.

Intensive Short-Term Dynamic Psychotherapy (ISTDP),
designed for the treatment of patients with borderline and
other personality disorders, has been elaborated by a Canadian
group.15 Weekly individual sessions concentrate on
unconscious emotions that are responsible for defenses and the
connections between these feelings and past traumas.
Treatment is generally expected to continue for a period of
around six months.

Practitioners from Chile, recognizing the difficulty of
providing intensive individual care for borderline patients,
developed a group therapy system, Intermittent-Continuous
Eclectic Therapy (ICE).16 Weekly ninety-minute group
therapy sessions are conducted in ten-session cycles. Patients
may continue with further rounds, as they and their therapists
choose. A psychodynamic viewpoint guides understanding of
the patient, but interpretations are minimized. The first part of



each session is an open, supportive period in which
unstructured discussion is encouraged; the second half is
arranged like a classroom, in which skills are taught to handle
difficult emotions (as in DBT and STEPPS).

Which Therapy Is Best?

All of these “alphabet-soup” treatment designs endeavor to
standardize the therapy, most utilizing manual-based
programs, and have attempted to develop controlled studies to
determine efficacy. All have evolved studies demonstrating the
superiority of the formalized therapy over a comparative,
nonspecific, supportive “treatment as usual.” Some research
has studied comparative results among these treatments.

One study compared the results of yearlong outpatient
treatments for borderline patients with three different
approaches: DBT, TFP, and a psychodynamic supportive
therapy.17 Patients in all three groups demonstrated
improvement in depression, anxiety, social interactions, and
general functioning. Both DBT and TFP showed significant
reduction in suicidal thinking. TFP and supportive therapy did
better in reducing anger and impulsivity. TFP performed best
in reducing irritability and verbal and physical assault.

A three-year Dutch study compared results of treating
borderline patients with SFT versus TFP.18 After the first
year, both treatment groups experienced comparable
significant reductions in BPD symptoms and improvement in
quality of life. By the third year, however, SFT patients
exhibited significantly greater improvement and had fewer
dropouts. A later study from the Netherlands compared cost-
effectiveness of these two psychotherapy designs.19 This
investigation attempted to measure cost of treatment with
improvement in quality of life over time (determined by a self-
administered questionnaire). Although quality of life measures
after TFP were slightly higher than after SFT, the overall cost



for comparable improvement was significantly more efficient
with SFT.

Although these studies are admirable attempts to compare
different treatments, all can be criticized. Patient and therapist
selection, validity of measures used, and the plethora of
uncontrolled variables that impact on any scientific study
make attempts to compare human behavioral responses very
difficult. Continued studies on larger populations will
illuminate therapeutic approaches that will be beneficial for
many patients in aggregate. But given the complex variations
rooted in our DNA, which make one person so different from
another, unveiling the “best” treatment that will be ideal for
every individual is surely impossible. The treatment that
demonstrates superiority in a majority of patients in a study
may not be the ideal choice for you. This is no less true in the
area of medications, where we find one size does not fit all.

Thus, the primary point to be gleaned from these studies is
not which treatment works best, but that psychotherapeutic
treatment does work! Unfortunately, psychotherapy has been
figuratively and literally devalued over the years.
Psychological services, in general, are reimbursed at a
remarkably lower rate than medical services. Insurance
payment to a clinician for an hour of noninterventional
interaction with a patient (diet and behavioral adjustments to
diabetes, instruction on caring for a healing wound, or
psychotherapy) is a fraction of the payment for a routine
medical procedure (minor surgical intervention, steroid
injection, etc.). For one hour of psychotherapy, Medicare and
most private insurance companies pay less than one-tenth of
the reimbursement rate directed for many minor outpatient
surgical procedures.

As the United States continues its quest to provide health
care to more people in more affordable ways, there will be
temptations to mandate treatments that are shown to be grossly
equivalent, but less expensive. It will be important to maintain
flexibility in such a system, so that we do not denigrate the art



of medicine, which allows individuality in the sacred
relationship between doctor and patient.

Future Research and Specialized Therapies for BPD

In the future, advances in genetic and biological research may
suggest how therapies can be “individualized” for specific
patients. Just as no single medicine is recognized as better than
the others in treating all BPD patients, no single therapeutic
approach can be better for all, despite attempts to compare
approaches. Therapists should direct specific therapy
approaches to different patient needs, rather than try to apply
the fictional best approach to everyone. For example,
borderline patients who are significantly suicidal or engaged in
serious self-mutilating behaviors may initially respond best to
cognitive/behavioral approaches, such as DBT. Higher
functioning patients may respond better to psychodynamic
protocols. Financial or scheduling limitations may favor time-
limited therapies, whereas repeated destructive life patterns
might dictate a need for longer-term, more intensive protocols.

Just as most medical specialties (e.g., ophthalmology) have
developed subspecialty areas for complicated situations or for
the parts of the organ involved (e.g., retina, cornea), optimal
treatment of BPD may be heading in the same direction.
Specialized centers of care for BPD, for example, featuring
experienced, specially trained professionals could offer more
efficient treatment regimens.
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Chapter Nine
Medications: The Science and the Promise

One pill makes you larger, and one
pill makes you small …

—From “White Rabbit,” by Jefferson Airplane

 

 

Doctors are men who prescribe
medicines of which they know little,
to cure disease of which they know
less, in human beings of whom they
know nothing.

—Voltaire

 

 

 

While psychotherapy is the recognized primary treatment for
BPD, most treatment plans include recommendations for
inclusion of drug therapy. However, medications often present
highly charged dilemmas for borderline patients. Some are
bewitched by the alluring promise of drugs to “cure” their
“borderline.” Others fear being transformed into zombies and
resist any medication. As scientists have not yet isolated the
borderlinus virus, there is no single “antibiotic” that treats all
aspects of BPD. However, medications are useful for treating
associated symptoms (such as antidepressants for depression),
and for taming self-defeating characteristics, such as
impulsivity.

Despite Voltaire’s plaint, doctors are learning more and
more about how and why medications treat disease. New
discoveries in the genetics and neurobiology of BPD help us
understand how and why these medications can be effective.



Genetics

Nature-nurture arguments about the cause of physical and
mental disease have raged for decades, of course, but with the
expansion of knowledge of heritability, gene mapping, and
molecular genetics over the past quarter century, the role of
nature has become better understood. One approach to this
controversy is through the use of “twin studies”: in this type of
study, identical twins (possessing the same genetic makeup)
who are adopted into different households are examined years
later for the presence of the disease. If one twin exhibits BPD,
the likelihood that the other, reared in a different environment,
will also be diagnosed with BPD is as much as 35 percent to
almost 70 percent in some studies, thus giving greater weight
to the nature argument.1 Specific borderline traits, such as
anxiety, emotional lability, suicidal tendencies, impulsivity,
anger, sensation-seeking, aggression, cognitive distortions,
identity confusion, and relationship problems, can also be
highly genetic.

Heritability also extends to family members. Relatives of
borderlines exhibit significantly greater rates of mood and
impulse disorders, substance abuse, and personality disorders,
especially BPD and antisocial personality.2

Our humanness emerges from the elaborate and unique
chain of chromosomes that determine the individual. Although
one specific gene alone does not determine our fate, a
combination of DNA codings on different chromosomes do
contribute to vulnerability for illness. Individual genes have
been associated with Alzheimer’s disease, breast cancer, and
other maladies; however, other chromosomal loci and
environmental factors also contribute. Molecular genetics has
identified specific gene alterations (polymorphisms) that are
associated with BPD. Interestingly, these genes are involved
with production and metabolism of the neurotransmitters,
serotonin, norepinephrine, and dopamine. These
neurotransmitters facilitate communication between brain cells



and influence which genes are turned on or off. Alterations in
these neurotransmitters have been associated with mood
disorders, impulse dysregulation, dissociation, and pain
sensitivity.

Neuroendocrinology

Other endocrine (hormone) neurotransmitters have been
implicated in borderline pathology. NMDA (N-methyl-D-
aspartate) dysregulation has been noted in BPD (as well as in
some other illnesses) and implicated with dissociation,
psychotic episodes, and impaired cognition.3 Disruptions in
the body’s opioid (endorphin) system has been demonstrated
in BPD and associated with dissociative experiences, pain
insensitivity (particularly among self-mutilating individuals),
and opiate abuse.4 Acetylcholine is another neurotransmitter
affecting memory, attention, learning, mood, aggression, and
sexual behavior, which has been linked to BPD.5

Chronic or repeated stress can also disrupt the
neuroendocrine balance. Stress activates the hypothalamic-
pitiutary-adrenal (HPA) axis, which secretes cortisol and
activates the body’s immune system. In the usual acute stress
situation, this system activates the “fight-flight” mechanisms
of the body in a productive way. An internal feedback
mechanism acts like a thermostat to then turn down the axis
and return the body to equilibrium. However, ongoing stress
dismantles the regenerative circuit and the stress alarms
continue unabated, inflicting negative impact on the body,
including shrinkage in characteristic areas of the brain. This
pattern has been observed in several disorders, including BPD,
PTSD, major depression, and certain anxiety disorders.

Neurological Dysfunction



Disturbances in brain function have been frequently associated
with BPD. A significant subset of borderline patients have
experienced a history of head trauma, encephalitis, epilepsy,
learning disability, EEG (electroencephalogram, or brain
wave) abnormalities, sleep pattern dysfunction, and abnormal,
subtle neurologic “soft signs.”6,7

Sophisticated brain imaging—such as fMRI (functional
magnetic resonance imaging), CT (computerized tomography),
PET (positron emission tomography), and SPECT (single
photon emission computed tomography)—has elucidated some
of the anatomical and physiological deviations associated with
BPD. As already noted (see chapter 3), these studies seem to
imply overactivity of those parts of the brain involved with
emotional response (the limbic system), which includes such
deep brain structures as the amygdala, hippocampus, and
cingulate gyrus, while demonstrating underactivity of the outer
parts of the brain involved with executive thinking and
control, such as the prefrontal cortex.8

Future Considerations

With these advances in genetics and neurobiology, scientists
will eventually be able to subtype more discretely different
presentations of pathology, and, based on this knowledge,
doctors may be able to more precisely “customize” a particular
drug to a particular patient. To use an analogy: Our current
understanding of psychiatric illnesses is roughly similar to our
understanding of infections in the early and mid-1900s, before
doctors could adequately culture the infecting agent. At that
time, it was generally acknowledged that all antibiotics were
equally beneficial—penicillin was just as effective, among all
patients with infections, as any other antibiotic. However,
when scientists discovered how to culture individual strains of
bacteria and establish their sensitivities to particular
antibiotics, doctors could prescribe a specific drug with the
greatest likelihood of success. In other words, doctors were not



simply treating infection or pneumonia; they were treating the
specific strain, staphylococcus aureus. Similarly, in the future,
the hope is that we will be able to “culture” the psychiatric
illness and determine the best treatment. We will be treating
the individual’s unique biology, not simply the diagnosis. As a
result, the concept of “off-label” (in which a medicine is
prescribed for a condition not formally approved—see page
200) will become moot, since the medicine will be directed
toward a specific biological process, rather than a particular
diagnosis.

Medications

Discoveries in the exploding fields of genetics and brain
physiology have led to new drugs for many physical and
mental conditions. Great advances have been achieved in
pharmacology, especially in the area of biotechnology; in
short, numerous psychotherapeutic drugs have been developed
in the last twenty years, and the evidence suggests that some
have proved effective in treating BPD. Although no
medication is targeted specifically for BPD, research has
demonstrated that three primary classes of medicines—
antidepressants, mood stabilizers, and neuroleptics
(antipsychotics)—ameliorate many of the maladaptive
behaviors associated with the disorder.9

Antidepressants

Most research has examined the use of antidepressants,
particularly serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs or SRIs).
These medicines include Prozac (fluoxetine), Zoloft
(sertraline), Paxil or Pexeva (paroxetine), Luvox
(fluvoxamine), Celexa (citalopram), and Lexapro
(escitalopram—related to citalopram). Predictably, these drugs
have been effective for mood instability and related symptoms
of depression, such as feelings of emptiness, rejection



sensitivity, and anxiety. Additionally, SRIs have been shown to
decrease inappropriate anger and temper outbursts, aggressive
behavior, destructive impulsivity, and self-mutilating actions,
even in the absence of depressive symptoms. In many studies,
higher than usual doses of these medicines (for example, >80
mg of Prozac; >200 mg of Zoloft per day) were necessary to
have a positive effect. A related group of drugs, serotonin-
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs), have not been as
extensively studied, but may have similar positive effects.
These include Effexor (venlafaxine), Pristiq (desvenlafaxine—
related to venlafaxine), and Cymbalta (duloxetine).

Older antidepressants, such as tricyclic antidepressants
(TCAs) and monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs), have
also been studied. TCAs include Elavil (amitriptylene),
Tofranil (imipramine), Pamelor or Aventyl (nortriptylene),
Vivactil (protriptylene), Sinequan (doxepin), Norpramin
(desipramine), Asendin, (amoxapine), Surmontil
(trimipramine), and others. These drugs have generally been
less effective and in some cases have decreased emotional
control. Therefore, the patient diagnosed with BPD should be
wary of prescribed drugs in the TCA class.

MAOIs—Nardil (phenelzine) and Parnate
(tranylcypromine) being the most commonly used in the
United States—have shown efficacy in BPD comparable to
that of SRIs. However, MAOIs tend to have more side effects,
are more dangerous in overdose, and require dietary and
concurrent medication restrictions, and are therefore utilized
much less.

Mood Stabilizers

This group of medications includes Lithium, a naturally
occurring element, and antiseizure drugs—Depakote
(valproate), Tegretol (carbamazepine), Trileptal
(oxcarbazepine—related to carbamazepine), Lamictal
(lamotrigine), and Topamax (topiramate). APA guidelines
recommend this group as adjunctive treatment when SRIs or



other interventions are ineffective or only partially effective.
These medicines, in typical doses, help stabilize mood,
decrease anxiety, and better control impulsivity, aggression,
irritability, and anger. Neurontin (gabapentin), Dilantin
(phenytoin), Gabatril (tiagabine), Keppra (levetiracetam), and
Zonegran (zonisamide) are also in this class of drugs, but
studies testing their effectiveness in BPD patients have been
limited.

Neuroleptics

These drugs are recommended for initial treatment of
cognitive-perceptual distortions in borderline patients.
Paranoia, dissociative symptoms, and feelings of unreality
(criteria 9 in the DSM-IV-TR—see chapter 2) are primary
targets. In combination with SRIs, these medicines, usually in
lower than common doses, relieve feelings of anger and
aggressiveness; stabilize mood; and decrease anxiety,
obsessional thinking, impulsivity, and interpersonal sensitivity.

Early studies were done with older neuroleptics, such as
Thorazine (chlorpromazine), Stelazine (trifluoperazine),
Trilafon (perphenazine), Haldol (haloperidol), Navane
(thiothixene), and Loxitane (loxapine). Newer medicines,
called atypical antipsychotics, have also demonstrated efficacy
with generally less complicated side effects. These include
Zyprexa (olanzapine), Seroquel (quetiapine), Risperdal
(risperidone), Abilify (aripiprazole), and Clozaril (clozapine).
Other medicines in this class—Invega (paliperidone—related
to risperidone), Fanapt (iloperidone), Saphris (asenapine), and
Geodon (ziprasidone)—have either not been studied or have
yielded contradictory results.

Anxiolytics

Antianxiety agents, although acutely helpful for anxiety, have
been shown to increase impulsivity and can be abused and



addictive. These tranquilizers, primarily in the class known as
benzodiazepines, include Xanax (alprazalom), Ativan
(lorazepam), Valium (diazepam), and Librium
(chlordiazepoxide), among others. Klonopin (clonazepam), a
longer-acting benzodiazepine that may have greater effect on
serotonin, has had success in treating symptoms of aggression
and anxiety and so is perhaps the only benzodiazepine that
may be useful for BPD.

Opiate Antagonists

Revia (naltrexone) blocks the body’s release of its own
endorphins, which induce analgesia and euphoric feelings.
Some reports suggest that this medicine may inhibit self-
mutilating behavior.

Other Treatments

Homeopathic or herbal treatments have generally been
unsuccessful, with the exception of omega-3 fatty acid
preparation. One small study found that the substance did
decrease aggressiveness and depression among women.10

Two substances that modulate the neurotransmitter
glutamate have been investigated in BPD. The amino acid N-
acetylcysteine and Rilutek (riluzole)—a drug used for the
treatment of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig’s
disease)—were reported to significantly diminish self-
injurious behavior in two borderline patients.11

The APA’s Practice Guideline recommends that medications
target a specific symptom cluster. Guidelines divide BPD
symptoms into three primary groups: Mood Instability,
Impulse Dyscontrol, and Cognitive-Perceptual Distortions. An
algorithm of recommended treatment approaches, with
alternative tactics if the previous choice is ineffective, is
summarized in Table 9-1.



TABLE 9-1. Pharmacotherapy for treating BPD symptoms

A Word About “Off-Label” Use

The FDA (Food and Drug Administration) has not formally
approved any drug for the treatment of BPD, so all of the
medicines commonly used for treating BPD are considered
“off-label.” Though the term “off-label” may be off-putting, if
not seem downright risky to the uninitiated, off-label
prescribing is quite common for a wide variety of conditions.
Because a pharmaceutical company spends almost $1 billion
on average to bring a drug to market, many companies do not
seek approval for a wide range of conditions or outside narrow
dosage ranges, as these strategies might narrow the chances
for FDA approval and greatly increase the cost of
development. For example, even though it is known that SRIs
benefit several conditions, including depression, PTSD,
anxiety illnesses, and some pain disorders, the drug
manufacturer may not want to absorb the extra expense of
gaining FDA approval—nor risk FDA rejection—by applying
for label use for all of these indications and/or broad dosage
ranges. Whenever a physician prescribes a medicine for an
unapproved condition, or at a dose outside of
recommendations, it is considered “off-label.” Unfortunately,
managed care agencies may refuse approval of these
(sometimes expensive) “off-label” prescriptions.



Generic Drugs

In simplest terms, a generic drug contains the same primary or
active ingredient as the original formulation; generally
speaking, it is almost always less expensive. However, this
does not mean that a generic medication is identical to its
brand-name counterpart. The FDA considers a generic drug
“equivalent” to a branded medicine if blood levels in healthy
volunteers are within 20 percent variation, a significant
difference in some patients. A generic may also differ from the
original in its inactive ingredients and its delivery system (e.g.,
tablet or capsule). Moreover, one generic may vary widely
from another (theoretically, up to a 40 percent variation in
blood level). The lesson here is that if a switch to a generic
drug will result in significant savings, it may be worth trying.
However, if symptoms recur, it is best to return to the brand
medicine. Additionally, if you are taking a generic medicine
that is working, do not change to a different generic. Also, be
aware that some pharmacies and some doctors receive bonuses
for switching patients to generic drugs.

Split Treatment

Many patients receive care from more than one provider.
Often, therapy may be administered by a nonmedical
professional (psychologist, social worker, or counselor), while
medications are administered by a physician (psychiatrist or
primary care doctor). Advantages of this protocol include less
expense (thus accounting for its encouragement by managed
care companies), involvement of more professionals, and
separation of therapy and medication issues. But this
separation can also be a disadvantage, since it allows the
potential for patients to split providers into “good doctors” and
“bad doctors” and to become confused about the treatment.
Close communication among professionals treating the same
patient is essential for the process to be successful. In most



cases, a psychiatrist skilled in both medical management and
psychotherapy techniques may be the preferred approach.

Can Borderlines Be Cured?

Much like the disorder itself, professionals’ opinion about the
prognosis for those afflicted with BPD has whipsawed from
one extreme to the other. In the 1980s Axis II personality
disorders were generally thought to be enduring and stable
over time. DSM-III asserted that personality disorders “begin
in childhood or adolescence and persist in stable form (without
periods of remission or exacerbation) into adult life.”12 This
perception was in contrast to most Axis I disorders (such as
major depression, alcoholism, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia,
etc.), which were thought to be more episodic and responsive
to pharmacological treatment. Suicide rates in BPD
approached 10 percent.13 All of these considerations
suggested that prognosis for BPD was likely to be poor.

However, longer-term studies published over the last several
years demonstrated significant improvement over time.14,15
In these studies, tracking borderlines over a ten-year period, up
to two-thirds of the patients no longer exhibited five of the
nine defining criteria for BPD, and therefore could be
considered “cured,” since they no longer fulfilled the formal
DSM definition. Improvement occurred with or without
treatment, although treated patients achieved remission sooner.
Most patients remained in treatment, and relapses diminished
over time. Despite these optimistic findings, it was also
discovered that although these patients no longer could be
formally designated as “borderline,” some continued to have
difficulty with interpersonal functioning that impaired their
social and vocational relationships. This suggests that the more
acute and prominent symptoms of BPD (which primarily
define the disorder), such as suicidal or self-mutilating
behaviors, destructive impulsivity, and quasi-psychotic
thinking, are more quickly responsive to treatment or time



than the more enduring temperamental symptoms (fears of
abandonment, feelings of emptiness, dependency, etc.). In
short, although the prognosis is clearly much better than
originally thought, some borderlines continue to struggle with
ongoing issues.

Those who conquer the illness display a greater capacity to
trust and establish satisfactory (even if sometimes not very
close) relationships. They have a clearer sense of purpose and
a more stable understanding of themselves. In a sense, then,
even if borderline issues remain, they become better
borderlines.
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Chapter Ten
Understanding and Healing

Now here, you see, it takes all the
running you can do to keep in the
same place. If you want to get
somewhere else, you must run at least
twice as fast as that.

—From Through the Looking-Glass, by Lewis Carroll

 

 

 

“I feel like I have a void in me that I can never quite fill.”
Elizabeth, an attractive, witty twenty-eight-year-old woman,
was originally referred for therapy by her family doctor. She
had been married for six years to a man who was ten years
older than her and had been her boss at one time. Five months
before, she had given birth to her first child, a daughter, and
was now severely depressed.

She yearned for something she could call her own,
something that would “show that the rest of the world knew I
was here.” Inside, she felt her “real self” was a swamp of
childish emotions, and that she was always hiding her feelings,
which were “ugly and bad.” These realizations turned into
self-hate; she wanted to give up.

By her count, Elizabeth had engaged in nine extramarital
affairs over the previous six years—all with men she met
through work. They began soon after the death of her father.
Most were relationships that she totally controlled, first by
initiating them and later by ending them. She had found it
exciting that these men seemed so puzzled by her advances
and then by her sudden rejections. She enjoyed the physical
closeness, but acknowledged she dreaded being too
emotionally involved. Although she controlled these



relationships, she never found them sexually satisfying; nor
was she sexually responsive to her husband. She admitted that
she used sex to “equalize” relationships, to stay in control; she
felt safer that way. Her intellect and personality, she felt, were
not enough to hold a man.

Reared in a working-class Catholic family, Elizabeth had
three older brothers and a younger sister, who had drowned in
a swimming accident at age five. Elizabeth was only eight at
the time and had little understanding of the event except to
observe her mother becoming more withdrawn.

For as long as Elizabeth could remember, her mother had
been hypercritical, constantly accusing Elizabeth of being
“bad.” When she was a young girl, her mother insisted that she
attend church with her, and forced her father to construct an
altar in Elizabeth’s bedroom. Elizabeth felt closer to her father,
a passive and quiet man, who was dominated by his wife. As
she entered puberty, he became more distant and less
affectionate.

Growing up, Elizabeth was quiet and shy. Her mother
disapproved of her involvement with boys and closely
watched her friendships with girls; she was expected to have
“acceptable” friends. Her brothers were always her mom’s
favorites; Elizabeth would kid with them, trying to be “one of
the guys.” Elizabeth achieved good grades in high school but
was discouraged from going to college. After graduation, she
began working full-time as a secretary.

As time went on, the conflicts with her mother escalated.
Even in high school, Elizabeth’s mother had denounced her as
a “tramp” and constantly accused her of promiscuity even
though she had had no sexual experience. After a while,
having endured the shouting contests with her mother, she
saved enough money to move out on her own.

During this turmoil, Elizabeth’s boss, Lloyd, separated from
his wife and became embroiled in a painful divorce. Elizabeth
offered solace and sympathy. He reciprocated with
encouragement and support. They began dating and married



soon after his divorce was finalized. Naturally, her mother
berated her for marrying a divorced man, particularly one who
was ten years older and a lapsed Catholic.

Her father remained detached. One year after Elizabeth
married, he died.

Five years later, her marriage was disintegrating, and
Elizabeth was blaming her husband. She saw Lloyd as a
“thief” who had stolen her youth. She was only nineteen when
she met him, and needed to be taken care of so badly that she
traded in her youth for security—the years when she could
have been “experimenting with what I wanted to be, could be,
should have been.”

In the early stages of treatment, Elizabeth began to talk of
David, her most recent and most important affair. He was
twelve years older, a longtime family friend, and the parish
priest. He was someone known and loved by her whole family,
especially by her mother. He was the only man to whom
Elizabeth felt connected. This was the only relationship that
she did not control. On and off, over a period of two years, he
would abruptly terminate the affair and then resurrect it. Later,
she confessed to her psychiatrist that David was the father of
her child. Her husband was apparently unaware.

Elizabeth became more withdrawn. Her relationship with
her husband, who was frequently away traveling, deteriorated.
She became more alienated from her mother and brothers and
allowed her few friendships to flounder. She resisted attempts
to include her husband in therapy, feeling that Lloyd and her
doctor colluded and favored “his side.” So, even therapy
reinforced her belief that she couldn’t trust or place faith in
anyone because she would only be disappointed. All her
thoughts and feelings seemed to be laden with contradictions,
as if she were in a labyrinth of dead-end paths. Her sexuality
seemed the only way out of the maze.

Her therapist was often the target of her complaints because
he was the one “in control.” She would yell at him, accuse him
of being incompetent, and threaten to stop therapy. She hoped



he would get mad, yell back, and stop seeing her, or become
defensive and plead with her to stay. But he did neither, and
she railed against his unflappability as evidence that he had no
feelings.

Even though she was accustomed to her husband’s frequent
business trips, she started to become more frightened when left
alone. During these trips, for reasons not yet clear to her, she
slept on the floor. When Lloyd returned, she raged constantly
at him. She became more depressed. Suicide became less an
option than a destiny, as if everything were leading to that end.

Elizabeth’s perception of reality became more frail: She
yearned to be psychotic, to live in a fantasy world where she
could “go anywhere” in her mind. The world would be so far
removed from reality, no one—not even the best psychiatrist—
could get to her and “see what’s underneath.”

In her daydreams she envisioned herself protected by a
powerful, handsome man who actively appreciated all of her
admirable qualities and was endlessly attentive. She fantasized
him as a previous teacher, then her gynecologist, then the
family veterinarian, and eventually her psychiatrist. Elizabeth
perceived all these men as powerful, but she also knew in the
back of her mind that they were unavailable. Yet, in her
fantasies, they were overwhelmed by her charm and drawn
irresistibly to her. When reality did not follow her script—
when one of these men did not aggressively return her
flirtations—she became despondent and self-loathing, feeling
she was not attractive enough.

Everywhere she looked she saw women who were prettier,
smarter, better. She wished her hair was prettier, her eyes a
different color, her skin clearer. When she looked in a mirror,
she did not see the reflection of a beautiful young woman but
an old hag with sagging breasts, a wide waist, plump calves.
She despised herself for being a woman whose only value was
her beauty. She longed to be a man, like her brothers, “so my
mind would count.”



In her second year of outpatient therapy, Elizabeth
experienced several losses, including the death of a favorite
uncle to whom she had grown close. She was haunted by
recurring dreams and nightmares that she could not remember
when she awoke. She became more depressed and suicidal and
was finally hospitalized.

With more intensive therapy she began recalling traumatic
childhood events, opening up a Pandora’s box of flooding
memories. She recalled severe physical beatings by her mother
and then began to remember her mother’s sexual abuses—
episodes in which her mother had inflicted vaginal douches
and enemas and fondled her in order to “clean” her vagina.
These rituals began when Elizabeth was about eight, shortly
after her sister’s death, and persisted until puberty. Her
memories included looking into her mother’s face and noting a
benign, peaceful expression; these were the only times
Elizabeth could remember when it appeared her mother was
not disapproving.

Elizabeth recalled sitting alone in the closet for many hours
and often sleeping on the floor for fear of being molested in
her bed. Sometimes she would sleep with a ribbon or award
she had won in school. She found these actions to be
comforting and continued them as an adult, often preferring
the floor to her bed and spending time alone in a quiet room or
dark closet.

In the hospital Elizabeth spoke of the different sides to her
personality. She described fantasies of being different people
and even gave these personality fragments separate names.
These personae were independent women, had unique talents,
and were either admired by others or snobbishly avoided
social contacts. Elizabeth felt that whenever she accomplished
something or was successful, it was due to the talents of one of
these separate personality segments. She had great difficulty
integrating these components into a stable self-concept.

Nonetheless, she did recognize these as personality
fragments, and they never took over her functioning. She
suffered no clear periods of amnesia or dissociation, nor were



her symptoms considered aspects of dissociative identity
disorder (multiple personality)—although this syndrome is
frequently associated with BPD.

Elizabeth used these “other women” to express the desires
and feelings that she herself was forced to repress. Believing
she was worthless, she felt these other partial identities were
separate, stronger entities. Gradually, in the hospital, she
learned that they were always a part of her. Recognizing this
gave her relief and hope. She began to believe that she was
stronger and less crazy than she had imagined, marking a
turning point in her life.

But she could not claim victory yet. Like a field officer, she
commanded the various sides of her personality to stand
before her and concluded that they could not go into battle
without a unifying resolve. Elizabeth—the core of her being—
was still afraid of change, love, and success, still searched in
vain for safety, still fled from relationships. Coming to accept
herself was going to be more difficult than she had ever
imagined.

After several weeks Elizabeth left the hospital and
continued in outpatient care. As she improved, her relationship
with her husband deteriorated. But instead of blaming herself,
as she typically did, she attempted to resolve the differences
and to stay with him. She distanced herself from unhealthy
contacts with family members. She developed more positive
self-esteem. She began taking college courses and did
remarkably well, achieving academic awards. She slept with
her first award under her pillow, as she did when she was a
child. Later she entered law school and received merit awards
for being the top student in her class. She developed new
relationships, with men and women, and found she was
comfortable in these, without having to be in control. She
became more content with her own femaleness.

Little by little, Elizabeth started to heal. She felt “the
curtains raising.” She compared the feeling to looking for a
valuable antique in a dark attic filled with junk—she knew that
it was in there somewhere but couldn’t see it because of all the



clutter. When she finally did spot it, she couldn’t get to it
because it was “buried under a pile of useless garbage.” But
now and then she could see a clear path to the object, as if a
flash of lightning had illuminated the room for a brief instant.

The flashes were all too brief. Old doubts reared up like
ugly faces in an amusement-park fun house. Many times she
felt as if she were going up a down escalator, struggling up
one step only to fall down two. She kept wanting to sell herself
short and give credit to others for her accomplishments. But
her first real challenge—becoming an attorney—was almost a
reality. Five years before, she wouldn’t have been able to talk
about school, much less have had the courage to enroll. The
timbre of her depressions began to change: her depression over
failing was now evolving, she recognized, into a fear of
success.

Growing and Changing

“Change is real hard work!” Elizabeth often noted. It requires
conscious retreat from unhealthy situations and the will to
build healthier foundations. It entails coping with drastic
interruption of a long-established equilibrium.

Like Darwinian evolution, individual change happens
almost imperceptibly, with much trial and error. The individual
instinctively resists mutation. He may live in a kind of swamp,
but it is his swamp; he knows where the alligators are, what’s
in all the bogs and marshes. To leave his swamp means
venturing into the unknown and perhaps falling into an even
more dangerous swamp.

For the borderline, whose world is so clearly demarcated by
black-and-white parameters, the uncertainty of change is even
more threatening. She may clutch at one extreme for fear of
falling uncontrollably into the abyss of another. The borderline
anorexic, for example, starves herself out of the terror that
eating—even a tiny morsel—will lead to total loss of control
and irrevocable obesity.



The borderline’s fear of change involves a basic distrust of
his “brakes.” In healthier people these psychic brakes allow a
gradual descent from the pinnacle of a mood or behavior to a
gentle stop in the “gray zone” of the incline. Afraid that his set
of brakes won’t hold, the borderline believes that he won’t be
able to stop, that he will slide out of control to the bottom of
the hill.

Change, however gradual, requires the alteration of
automatic reflexes. The borderline is in a situation much like a
child playing a game of “Make me blink” or “Make me
laugh,” struggling valiantly to stifle a blink or a laugh while
another child waves his hand or makes funny faces. Such
reflexes, established over many years, can be adjusted only
with conscious, motivated effort.

Adults sometimes engage in similar contests of will. A man
who encounters an angry barking dog in a strange
neighborhood resists the automatic reflex to run away from the
danger. He recognizes that if he runs, the dog would likely
catch up with him and introduce an even greater threat.
Instead, he takes the opposite (and usually more prudent)
action—he stands perfectly still, allows the dog to sniff him,
and then walks slowly on.

Psychological change requires resisting unproductive
automatic reflexes and consciously and willfully choosing
other alternatives—choices that are different, even opposite,
from the automatic reflex. Sometimes these new ways of
behaving are frightening, but they typically are more efficient
ways of coping. Elizabeth and her psychiatrist embarked on
her journey of change in regular weekly individual
psychotherapy. Initial contacts focused on keeping Elizabeth
safe. Cognitive techniques and suggestions colored early
contacts. For several weeks Elizabeth resisted the doctor’s
recommendation of starting antidepressant medicine, but soon
after she agreed to the medication, she noticed significant
improvement in her mood.



The Beginnings of Change: Self-Assessment

Change for the borderline involves more of a fine-tuning than
a total reconstruction. In rational weight-loss diet plans, which
almost always resist the urge to lose large amounts of weight
very quickly, the best results come slowly and gradually over
time when the weight loss will more likely endure. Likewise,
change for the borderline is best initiated gradually, with only
slight alterations at first, and must begin with self-assessment:
before plotting a new course, one must first recognize his
current position and understand in which direction
modification must progress.

Imagine personality as a series of intersecting lines, each
representing a specific character trait (see Figure 10-1). The
extremes of each trait are located at the ends of the line, with
the middle ground in the center. For example, on the
“conscientiousness at work” line, one end might indicate
obsessive over-concern or “workaholism,” and the other end
“irresponsibility” or “apathy”; the middle would be an attitude
somewhere between these two extremes, such as “calm
professionalism.” If there were a “concern about appearance”
line, one end might exemplify “narcissistic attention to surface
looks,” and the other end, “total disinterest.” Ideally, one’s
personality makeup would look like the spokes of a perfectly
round wheel, with all these lines intersecting near their
midpoints in the wheel “hub.”

Of course, no one is completely “centered” all the time. It is
important to identify each line in which change is desired and
locate one’s position on that line in relation to the middle.
Change then becomes a process of knowing where you are and
how far you want to go toward the middle. Except at the
extreme ends, no particular locus is intrinsically “better” or
“worse” than another. It is a matter of knowing oneself
(locating oneself on the line) and moving in the adaptive
direction.



FIGURE 10-1. Personality as a series of intersecting lines.

For example, if we isolate the “caring for others” line (see
Figure 10-2), one end (“self-sacrificing over-concern”)
represents the point where concern for others interferes with
taking care of oneself; such a person may need to dedicate
himself totally to others in order to feel worthwhile. This
position may be perceived as a kind of “selfish unselfishness,”
because such a person’s “caring” is based on subconscious
self-interest. At the other end (“don’t give a damn”) is a person
who has little regard for others, who only “looks out for
number one.” In the middle is a kind of balance—a
combination of concern for others and the obligation to take
care of one’s own needs as well. A person whose compassion
trait resides in this middle zone recognizes that only by taking
care of his own important needs first can he hope to help
others, a kind of “unselfish selfishness.”

FIGURE 10-2. The “caring for others” personality trait line.

Change occurs when one acquires the awareness to
objectively place oneself on the spectrum and then compensate
by adjusting behavior in a direction toward the middle. An



individual who realistically locates his present position to the
left of the midpoint would try to say “no” to others more often
and generally attempt to be more assertive. One who places
himself to the right of the midpoint would compensate toward
the middle by choosing a course of action that is more
sensitive to the needs of others. This position reflects the
admonitions of the ancient scholar Hillel—“If I am not for
myself, who will be for me? But if I am only for myself, who
am I? If not now, when?”

Of course, no one resides “in the middle” all the time; one
must constantly adjust his position on the line, balancing the
teeter-totter when it tilts too far in one direction or the other.

Practicing Change

True change requires more than experimenting with isolated
attempts to alter automatic reflexes; it involves replacing old
behaviors with new ones that eventually become as natural and
comfortable as the old ones. It is more than quietly stealing
away from the hostile dog; it is learning how to make friends
with that dog and take it for a walk.

Early on, such changes are usually uncomfortable. To use an
analogy, a tennis player may decide that his unreliable
backhand is in need of refinement. So he embarks on a series
of tennis lessons to improve his stroke. The new techniques
that he learns to improve his game initially yield poor results.
The new style is not as comfortable as his old stroke. He is
tempted to revert to his previous technique. Only after
continuous practice is he able to eradicate his prior bad habits
and instill the more effective and eventually more comfortable
“muscle memory.” Likewise, psychological change requires
the adoption of new reflexes to replace old ones. Only after
persistent practice can such a substitution effectively,
comfortably, and therefore permanently occur.

Learning How to Limp



If a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step, the
borderline’s journey through the healing process begins with a
single limp. Change is a monumental struggle for the
borderline, much more difficult than for others because of the
unique features of the disorder. Splitting and the lack of object
constancy (see chapter 2) combine to form a menacing
barricade against trusting oneself and others and developing
comfortable relationships.

In order to initiate change, the borderline must break out of
an impossible catch-22 position: To accept himself and others,
he must learn to trust, but to trust others really means starting
to trust himself, that is, his own perceptions of others. He must
also learn to accept their consistency and dependability—quite
a task for someone who, like a small child, believes others
“disappear” when they leave the room. “When I can’t see
you,” Elizabeth told her psychiatrist early in her treatment,
“it’s like you don’t exist.”

Like someone with an injured leg, the borderline must learn
to limp. If he remains bedridden, his leg muscles will atrophy
and contract; if he tries to exercise too vigorously, he will
reinjure the leg even more severely. Instead, he must learn to
limp on it, putting just enough weight on the leg to build
strength gradually, but not so much as to strain it and prevent
healing (tolerating leg pain that is slight, but not
overwhelming). Likewise, healing in the borderline requires
placing just enough pressure by challenging himself to move
forward. As Elizabeth’s therapy progressed, cognitive
interventions gave way to a more psychodynamic approach,
with more attention focused on connections between her past
experiences and current functioning. During this transition, the
therapist’s interventions diminished and Elizabeth became
responsible for more of the therapy.

Leaving the Past Behind

The borderline’s view of the world, like that of most people, is
shaped by his childhood experiences in which the family



served as a microcosm of the universe. Unlike healthier
individuals, however, the borderline cannot easily separate
himself from other family members, nor can he separate his
family from the rest of the world.

Unable to see his world through adult eyes, the borderline
continues to experience life as a child—with a child’s intense
emotions and perspective. When a young child is punished or
reprimanded, he sees himself as unquestionably bad; he cannot
conceive of the possibility that mother might be having a bad
day. As the healthy child matures, he sees his expanding world
as more complex and less dogmatic. But the borderline
remains stuck—a child in an adult’s body.

“There is always one moment in childhood when the door
opens and lets in the future,” wrote Graham Greene in The
Power and the Glory. In most borderlines’ childhoods, the
responsibilities of adulthood arrive too early; the door opens
ever more widely, but he cannot face the light. Or perhaps it is
the unrelenting opening that makes facing it so difficult.

Change for the borderline comes when he learns to see
current experiences—and review past memories—through
adult “lenses.” The new “vision” is akin to watching an old
horror film on TV that you haven’t seen in years: the movie,
once so frightening on the big screen, seems tame—even silly
—on a small screen with the lights on; you can’t fathom why
you were so scared when you saw it the first time.

When Elizabeth was well into her journey in psychotherapy,
she began to look at her early childhood feelings in a different
light. She began to accept them, to recognize the value of her
own experience; if not for those early feelings and
experiences, she realized, she would not have been able to
bring the same fervor and motivation she was bringing to her
new career in law. “Feelings born in my childhood,” she said,
“still continue to haunt me. But I’m even seeing that in a
different light. The very ways I have hated I now accept as
part of me.”



Playing the Dealt Hand

The borderline’s greatest obstacle to change is his tendency to
evaluate in absolute extremes. The borderline must either be
totally perfect or a complete failure; he grades himself either
an A+ or, more commonly, an F. Rather than learning from his
F, he wears it like a scarlet letter and so makes the same
mistakes again and again, oblivious to the patterns of his own
behavior, patterns from which he could learn and grow.

Unwilling to play the hand that is dealt him, the borderline
keeps folding every time, losing his ante, waiting to be dealt
four aces. If he cannot be assured of winning, he won’t play
out the hand. Improvement comes when he learns to accept the
hand for what it is, and recognize that, skillfully played, he can
still win.

The borderline, like many people, is sometimes paralyzed
by indecisiveness. Various alternatives seem overwhelming,
and the borderline feels incapable of making any decisions.
But as she matures, choices appear less frightening and may
even become a source of pride and growing independence. At
that point the borderline recognizes that she faces decisions
that only she is capable of making. “I’m finding,” Elizabeth
noted, “that the roots of my indecisiveness are the beginning
of success. I mean, the agony of choosing is that I suddenly
see choices.”

Boundary Setting: Establishing an Identity

One of the borderline’s primary goals is to establish a separate
sense of identity and to overcome the proclivity to merge with
others. In biological terms, it is like advancing from a parasitic
life-form to a state of symbiosis and even independence.
Either symbiosis or independence can be terrifying, and most
borderlines find that relying on themselves is like walking for
the first time.



In biology the parasite’s existence is entirely dependent on
the host organism. If the parasitic tick sucks too much blood
from the host dog, the dog dies and the tick soon follows.
Human relationships function best when they are less parasitic
and more symbiotic. In symbiosis two organisms thrive better
together, but may subsist independently. For example, moss
growing on a tree may help the tree by shading it from direct
sunlight, and help itself by having access to the tree’s large
supply of underground water. But if either the moss or the tree
dies, the other may continue to survive, though less well. The
borderline sometimes functions as a parasite whose demanding
dependence may eventually destroy the person to whom he so
strongly clings; when this person leaves, the borderline may be
destroyed. If he can learn to establish more collaborative
relationships with others, all may learn to live more
contentedly.

Elizabeth’s increasing comfort with others started with her
relationship with her psychiatrist. After months of testing his
loyalty by berating and criticizing him and threatening to
terminate therapy, Elizabeth began to trust his commitment to
her. She began to accept his flaws and mistakes, rather than
see them as proof of the inevitability of his failing her. After a
while, Elizabeth began to extend the same developing trust to
others in her life. And she began to accept herself,
imperfections and all, just as she was accepting others the
same way.

As Elizabeth continued to improve, she became more
confident that she would not lose her “inner core.” Where once
she would squirm in a group of people, feeling self-conscious
and out of place, she could now feel comfortable with others,
letting them take responsibility for themselves and she for
herself. Where once she felt compelled to adopt a role in order
to fit into the group, she could now hold on to her more
constant, immutable sense of self; now she could “stay the
same color” more easily. Establishing a constant identity
means developing the ability to stand alone without relying on
someone else to lean upon. It means trusting one’s own



judgment and instincts and then acting rather than waiting for
the feedback of others and then reacting.

Building Relationships

As the borderline forges a distinct, core sense of identity, he
also differentiates himself from others. Change requires the
appreciation of others as independent persons and the empathy
to understand their struggles. Their flaws and imperfections
must not only be acknowledged but also understood as
separate from the borderline himself, part of the process of
mentalization (see chapter 8). When this task fails,
relationships falter. Princess Diana mourned the loss of her
fantasy of a fairy-tale marriage to Prince Charles: “I had so
many dreams as a young girl. I wanted, and hoped … that my
husband would look after me. He would be a father figure, and
he’d support me, encourage me… . But I didn’t get any of that.
I couldn’t believe it. I got none of that. It was role reversal.”1

The borderline must learn to integrate the positive and
negative aspects of other individuals. When the borderline
wants to get close to another person, he must learn to be
independent enough to be dependent in comfortable, not
desperate, ways. He learns to function symbiotically, not
parasitically. The healing borderline develops a constancy
about himself and about others; trust—of others and of his
own perceptions—develops. The world becomes more
balanced, more in between.

Just as in climbing a mountain, the fullest experience comes
when the climber can appreciate all the vistas: to look up and
keep his goal firmly in view, to look down and recognize his
progress as he proceeds. And finally, to rest, look around, and
admire the view from right where he is at the moment. Part of
the experience is recognizing that no one ever reaches the
pinnacle; life is a continuous climb up the mountain. A good
deal of mental health is being able to appreciate the journey—
to be able to grasp the Serenity Prayer invoked at most twelve-



step meetings: “God grant me the serenity to accept the things
I cannot change, the courage to change the things I can, and
the wisdom to know the difference.”

Recognizing the Effect of Change on Others

When an individual first enters therapy, he often does not
understand that it is he, not others, who must make changes.
However, when he does make changes, important people in his
life must also adjust. Stable relationships are dynamic,
fluctuating systems that have attained a state of equilibrium.
When one person in that system makes significant changes in
his ways of relating, others must adjust in order to recapture
homeostasis, a state of balance. If these readjustments do not
occur, the system may collapse and the relationships may
shatter.

For example, Alicia consults a psychotherapist for severe
depression and anxiety. In therapy, she rails against her
alcoholic husband, Adam, whom she blames for her feelings
of worthlessness. Eventually she recognizes her own role in
the crumbling marriage—her own need to have others become
dependent upon her, her reciprocal need to shame them, and
her fears of reaching for independence. She begins to blame
Adam less. She develops new, independent interests and
relationships. She stops her crying episodes; she stops
initiating fights over his drinking; the equilibrium of the
marriage is altered.

Adam may now find that the situation is much more
uncomfortable than it was before. He may escalate his
drinking in an unconscious attempt to reestablish the old
equilibrium and compel Alicia to return to her martyred,
caretaking role. He may accuse her of seeing other men and
try to disrupt their relationship, now intolerable to him.

Or, he too can begin to see the necessity for change and his
own responsibility in maintaining this pathological
equilibrium. He may take the opportunity to see his own



actions more clearly and reevaluate his own life, just as he has
seen his wife do.

Participation in therapy may be a valuable experience for
everyone affected. The more interesting and knowledgeable
Elizabeth became, the more ignorant her husband seemed to
her. The more opened-minded she became—the more gray she
was able to perceive in a situation—the more black and white
he became in order to reestablish equilibrium. She felt that she
was “leaving someone behind.” That person was her—or,
more closely, a part of her she no longer needed or wanted.
She was, in her words, “growing up.”

As Elizabeth’s treatment wound down, she met less
regularly with her doctor, yet still had to contend with other
important people in her life. She fought with her brother, who
refused to own up to his drug problem. He accused her of
being “uppity,” of “using her new psychological crap as
ammunition.” They argued bitterly over the lack of
communication within the family. He told her that even after
all the “shrinks,” she was still “screwed up.” She fought with
her mother, who remained demanding, complaining, and
incapable of showing her any love. She contended with her
husband, who professed his love but continued to drink
heavily and criticize her desire to pursue her education. He
refused to help with their son and after a while she suspected
his frequent absences were related to an affair with another
woman.

Finally, Elizabeth began to recognize that she did not have
the power to change others. She utilized SET techniques to try
to better understand these family members and maintain
protective boundaries for herself, which could shield her from
being pulled into further conflicts. She began to accept them
for who they were, love them as best she could, and go on with
her own life. She recognized the need for new friends and new
activities in her life. Elizabeth called this “going home.”
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Appendix A
DSM-IV-TR Classifications

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Fourth Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR), was published
by the American Psychiatric Association in 2000. This work
attempts to evaluate psychiatric illnesses along five axes.

Axis I lists most psychiatric disorders, except
personality disorders and mental retardation.

Axis II lists personality disorders and degrees of
mental retardation.

Axis III consists of any accompanying general medical
conditions.

Axis IV denotes psychosocial and environmental
problems that may complicate the diagnosis and
treatment.

Axis V reports the clinician’s assessment of the
patient’s overall level of functioning on the Global
Assessment of Functioning (GAF) Scale, which
evaluates the range of functioning from 0 to 100.

Axis I Diagnoses

(Partial listing with some examples)

 

Disorders Usually First Diagnosed in Infancy, Childhood,
or Adolescence

Learning Disorder

Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder

Autism

Tourette’s



 
Delirium, Dementia, and Amnesic and Other Cognitive
Disorders

Substance Intoxication Delirium

Alzheimer’s

Dementia Due to Head Trauma

 
Substance-Related Disorders

Alcoholism

Cocaine Abuse

Cannabis Abuse

Amphetamine Abuse

Hallucinogen Intoxication

 
Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic Disorders

Schizophrenia

 
Mood Disorders

Major Depressive Disorder

Dysthymic Disorder

Bipolar I Disorder

Bipolar II Disorder

 
Anxiety Disorders

Panic Disorder

Phobia

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder



Social Anxiety Disorder

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

Generalized Anxiety Disorder

 

Somatoform Disorders

Somatization Disorder

Hypochondriasis

Conversion Disorder

Body Dysmorphic Disorder

 
Factitious Disorders

 

Dissociative Disorders

Dissociative Identity Disorder (Multiple Personality)

Dissociative Amnesia

Dissociative Fugue

 
Sexual and Gender Identity Disorders

Premature Ejaculation

Vaginismus

Exhibitionism

Pedophilia

Fetishism

 

Eating Disorders

Anorexia Nervosa



Bulimia Nervosa

 

Sleep Disorders

Primary Insomnia

Sleepwalking Disorder

 
Impulse-Control Disorders

Intermittent Explosive Disorder

Kleptomania

Pathological Gambling

Trichotillomania (hair or eyebrow pulling)

 

Adjustment Disorders

With Depressed Mood

With Anxiety

Axis II Diagnoses of Personality Disorders

(Complete listing)

 

Cluster A (Odd, Eccentric)

Paranoid Personality Disorder

Schizoid Personality Disorder

Schizotypal Personality Disorder

 
Cluster B (Dramatic, Emotional)

Antisocial Personality Disorder



Borderline Personality Disorder

Histrionic Personality Disorder

Narcissistic Personality Disorder

 

Cluster C (Anxious, Fearful)

Avoidant Personality Disorder

Dependent Personality Disorder

Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder

Future Diagnostic Definitions

Our current nomenclature defining BPD relies on fulfilling a
threshold of descriptive symptoms listed in the APA’s DSM-
IV-TR: An individual has BPD if he exhibits at least five of
the nine criteria (see chapter 2). Thus, the person who reflects,
say, five symptoms and is then able to eliminate just one is
immediately relieved of the diagnosis.

This categorical paradigm, however, does not reflect the
traditional perception of personality, which is that personality
is not altered so abruptly. Thus, it is highly likely that future
DSM definitions of BPD will integrate dimensional features.
In this paradigm the degree of functioning or disability may be
considered. More specifically, the doctor will be able to factor
into an evaluation the degree of specific characteristics (such
as impulsiveness, emotional lability, reward dependence, harm
avoidance, etc.)—not just the presence of these symptoms—to
diagnose (or not diagnose) BPD. The intent of such DSM
changes is that these adaptations will more accurately measure
changes and degrees of improvement, rather than merely
determine the presence or absence of the disorder.
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Appendix B
Evolution of the Borderline Syndrome

The concept of the borderline personality has evolved
primarily through the theoretical formulations of
psychoanalytic writers. Current DSM-IV-TR criteria—
observable, objective, and statistically reliable principles for
defining this disorder—are derived from the more abstract,
speculative writings of psychoanalytic theorists over the past
hundred years.

Freud

During Sigmund Freud’s era at the turn of the century,
psychiatry was a branch of medicine closely aligned with
neurology. Psychiatric syndromes were defined by directly
observable behaviors, as opposed to unobservable, mental, or
“unconscious” mechanisms, and most forms of mental illness
were attributed to neurophysiological aberrations.

Though Freud himself was an experienced
neurophysiologist, he explored the mind through different
portals. He developed the concept of the unconscious and
initiated a legacy of psychological—rather than physiological
—exploration of human behavior. Yet he remained convinced
that physiological mechanisms would eventually be uncovered
to coincide with his psychological theories.

Over a century after Freud’s landmark work, we have come
almost full circle: today, diagnostic classifications are once
again defined by observable phenomena, and new frontiers of
research into BPD and other types of mental illness are again
exploring neurophysiological factors, while acknowledging
the impact of psychological and environmental factors.

Freud’s explication of the unconscious mind is the
underpinning of psychoanalysis. He believed that
psychopathology resulted from the conflict between primitive,



unconscious impulses and the conscious mind’s need to
prevent these abhorrent, unacceptable thoughts from entering
awareness. He first used hypnosis, and later “free association”
and other classical psychoanalytical techniques, to explore his
theories.

Ironically, Freud intended classical psychoanalysis to be
primarily an investigative tool rather than a form of treatment.
His colorful case histories—“The Rat Man,” “The Wolf Man,”
“Little Hans,” “Anna O,” etc.—were published to support his
evolving theories as much as to promote psychoanalysis as a
treatment method. Many current psychiatrists believe that
these patients, whom Freud felt exhibited hysteria and other
types of neuroses, would today clearly be identified as
borderline.

Post-Freud Psychoanalytic Writers

Psychoanalysts who followed Freud were the main
contributors to the modern concept of the borderline
syndrome.1 In 1925, Wilhelm Reich’s Impulsive Character
described attempts to apply psychoanalysis to certain unusual
characterological disorders that he encountered in his clinic.
He found that the “impulsive character” was often immersed
in two sharply contradictory feeling states at the same time,
but was able to maintain the states without apparent
discomfort via the splitting mechanism—a concept that has
become central to all subsequent theories on the borderline
syndrome, particularly Kernberg’s (see page 234).

In the late 1920s and early 1930s, the followers of the
British psychoanalyst Melanie Klein investigated the cases of
many patients who seemed just beyond the reach of
psychoanalysis. The Kleinians focused on psychological
dynamics as opposed to biological-constitutional factors.

The term borderline was first coined by Adolph Stern in
1938 to describe a group of patients who did not seem to fit
into the primary diagnostic classifications of “neuroses” and



“psychoses.”2 These individuals were obviously more ill than
neurotic patients—in fact, “too ill for classical
psychoanalysis”—yet they did not, like psychotic patients,
continually misinterpret the real world. Though, like neurotics,
they displayed a wide range of anxiety symptoms, neurotic
patients usually had a more solid, consistent sense of identity
and used more mature coping mechanisms.

Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, other psychoanalysts
began to recognize a population of patients who did not fit
existing pathological descriptions. Some patients appeared to
be neurotic or mildly symptomatic, but when they engaged in
traditional psychotherapy, especially psychoanalysis, they
“unraveled.” Similarly, hospitalization would also exacerbate
symptoms and increase the patient’s infantile behavior and
dependency on the therapist and hospital.

Other patients would appear to be severely psychotic, often
diagnosed schizophrenic, only to make a sudden and
unexpected recovery within a very short time. (Such dramatic
improvement is inconsistent with the usual course of
schizophrenia.) Still other patients exhibited symptoms
suggestive of depression, but their radical swings in mood did
not fit the usual profile of depressive disorders.

Psychological testing also confirmed the presence of a new,
unique classification. Certain patients performed normally on
structured psychological tests (such as IQ tests), but on
unstructured, projective tests requiring narrative personalized
responses (such as the Rorschach inkblot test), their responses
were much more akin to those of psychotic patients, who
displayed thinking and fantasizing on a more regressed, more
childlike level.

During this postwar period, psychoanalysts fastened onto
different aspects of the syndrome, seeking to develop a
succinct delineation. In many ways the situation was like the
old tale of the blind men who stood around an elephant and
touched its various anatomical parts, trying to identify them.
Each man described a different animal, of course, depending



on which part he touched. Similarly, researchers were able to
touch and identify different aspects of the borderline syndrome
but could not quite see the whole organism. Many researchers
(Zilboorg, Hoch and Polatin, Bychowski, and others)3,4,5 and
DSM-II (1968)6 rallied around the schizophrenia-like aspects
of the disorder, using such terms as “ambulatory
schizophrenia,” “pre-schizophrenia,” “pseudoneurotic
schizophrenia,” and “latent schizophrenia” to describe the
illness. Others concentrated on these patients’ lack of a
consistent, core sense of identity. In 1942, Helene Deutsch
described a group of patients who overcame an intrinsic sense
of emptiness by a chameleon-like altering of their internal and
external emotional experiences to fit the people and situations
they were involved with at the moment. She termed this
tendency of adopting the qualities of others as a means of
gaining or retaining their love the “as-if personality.”7

In 1953, Robert Knight revitalized the term borderline in his
consideration of “borderline states.”8 He recognized that, even
though certain patients presented markedly different
symptoms and were categorized with different diagnoses, they
were expressing a common pathology.

After Knight’s work was published, the term borderline
became more popular, and the possibility of using Stern’s
general borderline concept as a diagnosis became more
acceptable. In 1968, Roy Grinker and his colleagues defined
four subtypes of the borderline patient: (1) a severely afflicted
group who bordered on the psychotic; (2) a “core borderline”
cluster with turbulent interpersonal relationships, intense
feeling states, and loneliness; (3) an “as-if” group easily
influenced by others and lacking in stable identity; and (4) a
mildly impaired set with poor self-confidence and bordering
on the neurotic end of the spectrum.9

Yet, even with all this extensive pioneering research, the
diagnosis of borderline personality, among working clinicians,
was still drenched in ambiguity. It was considered a
“wastebasket diagnosis” by many, a place to “dump” those



patients who were not well understood, who resisted therapy,
or who simply did not get better; the situation remained that
way well into the 1970s.

As borderline personality became more rigorously defined
and distinguishable from other syndromes, attempts were
made to change the ambiguous name. At one point, “unstable
personality” was briefly considered during the development of
DSM-III. However, borderline character pathology is
relatively fixed and invariable (at least for a considerable
period) despite its chaos—it is predictably stable in its
instability. No other names have been prominently proposed as
a replacement.

In the 1960s and 1970s, two major schools of thought
evolved to delineate a consistent set of criteria for defining the
borderline syndrome. Like some other disciplines in the
natural and social sciences, psychiatry was split ideologically
into two primary camps—one more concept oriented, the other
more influenced by descriptive, observable behavior that could
be more easily retested and studied under laboratory
conditions.

The empirical school, led by John G. Gunderson of Harvard
and favored by many researchers, developed a structured,
more behavioral definition, one based on observable criteria
and thus more accessible to research and study. This definition
is the most widely accepted and in 1980 was adopted by DSM-
III and perpetuated in DSM-IV (see chapter 2).

The other more concept-oriented school, led by Otto
Kernberg of Cornell and favored by many psychoanalysts,
proposes a more psychostructural approach that describes the
syndrome based on intrapsychic functioning and defense
mechanisms rather than overt behaviors.

Kernberg’s “Borderline Personality Organization”
(BPO)



In 1967, Otto Kernberg introduced his concept of Borderline
Personality Organization (BPO), a broader concept than the
current DSM-IV’s Borderline Personality Disorder. Kernberg’s
conceptualization places BPO midway between neurotic and
psychotic personality organization.10,11 A patient with BPO,
as defined by Kernberg, is less impaired than a psychotic,
whose perceptions of reality are severely contorted, making
normal functioning impossible. On the other hand, the
borderline is more disabled than a person with neurotic
personality organization, who experiences intolerable anxiety
as a result of emotional conflicts. The neurotic’s perception of
identity and system of defense mechanisms are usually more
adaptive than those of the borderline.

BPO encompasses other Axis II, or characterological
disorders, such as paranoid, schizoid, antisocial, histrionic, and
narcissistic personality disorders. In addition, it includes
obsessive-compulsive and chronic anxiety disorders,
hypochondriasis, phobias, sexual perversions, and dissociative
reactions (such as dissociative identity disorder—also known
as multiple personality disorder). In Kernberg’s system,
patients currently diagnosed with BPD would constitute only
about 10 to 25 percent of patients classified BPO. A patient
diagnosed with BPD is conceived as occupying a lower
functioning, higher severity level within the overall BPO
diagnosis.

Though Kernberg’s system was not officially adopted by the
APA, his work has had (and continues to have) significant
influence as a theoretical model for both clinicians and
researchers. In general, Kernberg’s schema emphasizes the
inferred internal mechanisms discussed below.

Variable Sense of Reality

Like neurotics, borderlines retain contact with reality most of
the time; however, under stress the borderline can regress to a
brief psychotic state. Marjorie, a twenty-nine-year-old married



woman, sought therapy for increasing depression and marital
disharmony. An intelligent, attractive woman, Marjorie related
calmly throughout her initial eight sessions. She eagerly
assented to a joint interview with her husband, but during the
session she turned uncharacteristically loud and belligerent.
Dropping her facade of self-control, she began to berate her
husband for alleged infidelities. She accused her therapist of
taking her husband’s side (“You men always stick together!”)
and accused both of engaging in a conspiracy against her. The
sudden transformation from a relaxed, mildly depressed
woman to a raging, paranoid one is quite characteristic of the
kind of rapidly shifting borders of reality observed in the
borderline.

Nonspecific Weaknesses in Functioning

Borderlines have great difficulty tolerating frustration and
coping with anxiety. In Kernberg’s framework, impulsive
behavior is an attempt to diffuse this tension. Borderlines also
have defective sublimation tools; that is, they are unable to
channel frustrations and discomforts in socially adaptive ways.
Though borderlines may exhibit extreme empathy, warmth,
and guilt, these exhibitions are often rote, more manipulative
gestures for display purposes only, rather than true expressions
of feeling. Indeed, the borderline may act as if he has totally
forgotten a dramatic effusion that occurred only moments
before, much like a child who suddenly emerges from a
temper tantrum all smiles and laughter.

Primitive Thinking

Borderlines are capable of performing well in a structured
work or professional environment, but below the surface linger
grave self-doubts, suspicions, and fears. The internal thought
processes of borderlines may be surprisingly unsophisticated
and primal, camouflaged by a stable facade of learned and



rehearsed platitudes. Any circumstance that pierces the
protective structure shielding the borderline may unleash a
flood of chaotic passions concealed within. The example of
Marjorie (above) illustrates this point.

Projective psychological tests also reveal the borderline’s
primitive thought processes. These tests—such as the
Rorschach and Thematic Apperception Test (TAT)—elicit
associations to ambiguous stimuli, such as inkblots or pictures,
around which the patient creates a story. Borderline responses
typically resemble those of schizophrenics and other psychotic
patients. Unlike the coherent, organized responses usually
observed among neurotic patients, those from borderlines
often describe bizarre, primitive images—the borderline might
see vicious animals cannibalizing one another, where the
neurotic sees a butterfly.

Primitive Defense Mechanisms

The coping mechanism of splitting (see chapter 2) preserves
the borderline’s perception of a world of extremes—a view in
which people and objects are either good or bad, friendly or
hostile, loved or hated—in order to escape the anxiety of
ambiguity and uncertainty.

In Kernberg’s conceptualization, splitting often leads to
“magical thinking”: superstitions, phobias, obsessions, and
compulsions are used as talismans to ward off unconscious
fears. Splitting also results in derivative defense mechanisms:

• Primitive idealization—insistently placing a person or
object in the “all-good” category so as to avoid the
anxiety accompanying the recognition of faults in that
person.

• Devaluation—an unrelenting negative view of a person
or object; the opposite of idealization. Using this
mechanism, the borderline avoids the guilt of his rage
—the “all-bad” person fully deserves it.



• Omnipotence—a feeling of unlimited power in which
one feels incapable of failure or sometimes even of
death. (Omnipotence is also a common feature in the
narcissistic personality.)

• Projection—disavowing features unacceptable to the
self and attributing them to others.

• Projective identification—a more complex form of
projection in which the projector continues an ongoing
manipulative involvement with another person, who is
the object of the projection. The other person “wears”
these unacceptable characteristics for the projector,
who works to ensure their continued expression.

For example, Mark, a young, married man who is diagnosed
as borderline, finds his own sadistic and angry impulses
unacceptable and projects them onto his wife, Sally. Sally is
then perceived by Mark (in his black-and-white fashion) to be
a “totally angry woman.” All of her actions are interpreted as
sadistic. He unconsciously “pushes her buttons” to extract
angry responses, thus confirming his projections. In this way,
Mark fears yet simultaneously controls his perception of Sally.

Pathological Concept of Self

“Identity diffusion” describes Kernberg’s conception of the
borderline’s lack of a stable, core sense of identity. The
borderline’s identity is the consistency of Jell-O: it can be
molded into any configuration that contains it, but slips
through the hands when you try to pick it up. This lack of
substance leads directly to the identity disturbances outlined in
criterion 3 of DSM-IV’s description of BPD (see chapter 2).

Pathological Concept of Others

As “identity diffusion” describes the borderline’s lack of a
stable concept of self, “object inconstancy” describes the lack



of a stable concept of others. Just as his own self-esteem
depends on current circumstances, the borderline bases his
attitude toward another person on the most recent encounter,
rather than on a more stable and enduring perception grounded
in a consistent, connected series of experiences.

Often, the borderline is unable to hold on to the memory of
a person or object when he, she, or it is not present. Like a
child who becomes attached to a transitional object that
represents a soothing mother figure (such as Linus’s
attachment to his blanket in the Peanuts cartoons), the
borderline uses objects, such as pictures and clothing, to
simulate the presence of another person. For example, when a
borderline is separated from home for even a brief period, he
typically takes many personal objects as soothing reminders of
familiar surroundings. Teddy bears and other stuffed animals
accompany him to bed, and snapshots of family are carefully
placed around the room. If he is left home while his wife is
away, he often stares longingly at her picture and her closet,
and smells her pillow, seeking the comfort of familiarity.

For many borderlines, “out of sight, out of mind” is an
excruciatingly real truism. Panic sets in when the borderline is
separated from a loved one because the separation feels
permanent. Because memory cannot be adequately utilized to
retain an image, the borderline forgets what the object of his
concern looks like, sounds like, feels like. To escape the
panicky sensation of abandonment and loneliness, the
borderline tries to cling desperately—calling, writing, using
any means to maintain contact.
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RESOURCES

Printed Materials

OVERVIEWS

“Borderline Personality Disorder.” Journal of the California
Alliance for the Mentally Ill, Vol. 8, No. 1, 1997. Comments
from experts, families, and persons with BPD.

Sometimes I Act Crazy: Living with Borderline Personality
Disorder, by J. J. Kreisman and H. Straus. Hoboken, NJ: John
Wiley & Sons, 2004. Detailed review of BPD symptoms,
many from the patient’s perspective, and recommendations for
coping; directed toward families.

New Hope for People with Borderline Personality Disorder,
by N. R. Bockian, V. Porr, and N. E. Villagran. Roseville, CA:
Prima Publishing, 2002. A readable book for the layperson
emphasizing better prognosis.

Understanding and Treating Borderline Personality Disorder:
A Guide for Professionals and Families, by J. G. Gunderson
and P. D. Hoffman. Washington, DC: American Psychiatric
Publishing, 2005. A readable review for clinicians and
families.

Borderline Personality Disorder: A Clinical Guide (2nd ed.),
by J. G. Gunderson. Washington, DC: American Psychiatric
Publishing, 2008. Directed primarily for practitioners; includes
a comprehensive list of resources.

Borderline Personality Disorder Demystified: An Essential
Guide for Understanding and Living with BPD, by R. O.
Friedel. New York: Marlowe & Company, 2004. A readable
guide for families.

 
FAMILY AND PERSONAL ACCOUNTS



Siren’s Dance: My Marriage to a Borderline: A Case Study, by
A. Walker. Emmaus, PA: Rodale, 2003. A spouse’s
experience.

Lost in the Mirror: An Inside Look at Borderline Personality
Disorder (2nd ed.), by R. Moskovitz. Dallas, TX: Taylor
Publications, 2001. Intimate descriptions of borderline pain.

Get Me Out of Here: My Recovery from Borderline
Personality Disorder, by R. Reiland. Center City, MN:
Hazeldon Publishing, 2004. A personal account.

Stop Walking on Eggshells: Taking Your Life Back When
Someone You Care About Has Borderline Personality
Disorder, by R. Kreger and P. T. Mason. Oakland, CA: New
Harbinger Publications, 1998. An instructive manual.

The Essential Family Guide to Borderline Personality
Disorder, by R. Kreger. Center City, MN: Hazelden, 2008.
Follow-up to Stop Walking on Eggshells with suggestions for
the family.

Borderline Personality Disorder in Adolescents: A Complete
Guide to Understanding and Coping When Your Adolescent
Has BPD, by B. A. Aguirre. Beverly, MA: Fair Winds Press,
2007. Dealing with the adolescent borderline.

Surviving a Borderline Parent: How to Heal Your Childhood
Wounds and Build Trust, Boundaries, and Self-Esteem, by K.
Roth and F. B. Fried-man. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger
Publications, 2003. For the children of borderline parents.

Websites

BPD CENTRAL

www.bpdcentral.com

One of the oldest and most comprehensive sites with many
suggested books and articles.

 

http://www.bpdcentral.com/


BPD TODAY

www.borderlinepersonalitytoday.com

Lists many articles and books on BPD.

 

BPD RESOURCE CENTER

www.bpdresources.net

Recommends books and articles, author interviews, and
general information for individuals and families.

 
NEW YORK PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL
INFORMATION

www.bpdresourcecenter.org

Westchester Division of Cornell and Columbia University
Hospitals maintains an active treatment unit headed by Otto
Kernberg, MD, and a general informational website.

 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH
SUMMARY

www.nimh.nih.gov/health/publications/borderline-personality-
disorder-fact-sheet/index.shtml

General information.

 
MAYO CLINIC INFORMATION

mayoclinic.com/health/borderline-personality-
disorder/DS00442

General information and answers to questions.

 

BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER
DEMYSTIFIED

http://www.borderlinepersonalitytoday.com/
http://www.bpdresources.net/
http://www.bpdresourcecenter.org/
http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/publications/borderline-personality-disorder-fact-sheet/index.shtml
http://mayoclinic.com/health/borderline-personality-disorder/DS00442


www.bpddemystified.com

This is a site animated by Robert O. Friedel, MD, a leading
psychiatrist and author of Borderline Personality Disorder
Demystified.

 

PERSONALITY DISORDERS AWARENESS
NETWORK (PDAN)

www.pdan.org

PDAN works to increase public awareness about the impact of
BPD on children, relationships, and society.

 
FACING THE FACTS

www.bpdfamily.com

One of the largest sites providing information and support for
families.

 

BPD RECOVERY

www.bpdrecovery.com

A site for individuals recovering and looking for help with
BPD.

 
WELCOME TO OZ

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/welcometooz

Bulletin board for family members and loved ones of persons
with BPD.

 

WELCOME TO OZ—PROFESSIONALS

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/wtoprofessionals

http://www.bpddemystified.com/
http://www.pdan.org/
http://www.bpdfamily.com/
http://www.bpdrecovery.com/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/welcometooz
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/wtoprofessionals


Bulletin board and email communication for practitioners
working with BPD.

 

BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER
SANCTUARY

www.mhsanctuary.com/borderline

Provides education, books, support, and a state-by-state listing
of physicians and therapists.

 
NATIONAL EDUCATION ALLIANCE FOR
BORDERLINE

PERSONALITY DISORDER (NEA-BPD)

www.borderlinepersonalitydisorder.com

Support and education for patients, relatives, and
professionals.

 

TREATMENT AND RESEARCH ADVANCEMENTS
ASSOCIATION FOR PERSONALITY DISORDER
(TARAAPD)

www.tara4bpd.org

National nonprofit organization advocates for individuals with
BPD and their families, sponsors workshops and seminars,
operates a national resource and referral center, and articulates
BPD issues to congressional legislators.

Treatment Centers

THE GUNDERSON RESIDENCE OF MCLEAN
HOSPITAL (FOR WOMEN ONLY)

115 Mill Street

http://www.mhsanctuary.com/borderline
http://www.borderlinepersonalitydisorder.com/
http://www.tara4bpd.org/


Belmont, MA 02178

617-855-2000

www.gundersonresidence.org

 

NEW YORK PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL,
WESTCHESTER DIVISION

21 Bloomingdale Road

White Plains, NY 10605

914-949-8384

 
AUSTEN RIGGS CENTER

25 Main Street

Stockbridge, MA 01262

800-51-RIGGS

 

SILVER HILL HOSPITAL

208 Valley Road

New Canaan, CT

866-542-4455

www.SilverHillHospital.org

 
SLS RESIDENTIAL CENTER

2505 Carmel Avenue

Brewster, NY 10509

888-8-CARE-4U
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